
Q1a.   Level of agreement:  the schools in Alleghany County are proceeding in the right                 
direction.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat disagreed” or “strongly 
disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
    20  Administration cannot decide what they need to do. 
    41 The schools should have merged 20 years ago, neither high school is doing justice 

to the students. 
    78  We need a new high school. 
    90 Respondent does not like SOLs.  Basic subjects are ignored; some students left 

behind.  Trying to teach too much. 
 98       Keep bringing consolidation to the table.  Not in support of consolidation.  It hurts 

the taxpayers. 
108       They are too intense, trying to teach too much in a short time trying to meet 

requirements for state regulations. 
136        I don't think anybody is getting an education, either the teachers are not doing 

their jobs or the kids are not listening. 
137        The way they do SOL testing is not good. 
147        It's not just our school system but the entire nation that isn't proceeding in the 

right direction.  Specifically, "No Child Left Behind." 
174               They are not teaching the kids what they need to know. 

   209        Not teaching them the stuff they need to know. 
   243        Consolidation will cause problems. 
   246        Children are now in college and they were never taught how to balance a 

checkbook, fill out a job application or do a resume.  This should be taught in 
high school. 

247        SOL concept is good for standards but detracts from real subject matter and 
teacher/student passion.  It depends on rote and not understanding, application 
and association with real life. 

250        Been talking about consolidation but don't accomplish anything-just a lot of talk. 
254        They need to consolidate. 
257        Alleghany County High School is built in a flood zone.  Students have needed to 

be rescued; school is in bad state of repair. 
265        Can do better with ADD students. 
338        They need to consolidate the school systems. 
342     Respondent works at community college and finds that Alleghany/Covington 

students are particularly weak in Math, but also in English.  They are not taught 
what is required for college level English papers. 

355        We need to consolidate. 
357        Alleghany County High School is in the flood plain and there is not enough 

money to support the high schools. 
359        Spending money on things they should not. 
366        They're not teaching the children what they need to proceed on to college.  They 

teach more SOL stuff and not what they need for life. 
374        They need to consolidate the schools. 
378        The schools should be combined. 
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Q1a.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response

387       They are in a fix about the merger.  Alleghany County High School needs to be    
replaced. 

411       School systems do not work together. 
413       I think that they should combine.  We ought to have one school system here. 
438     A lot of trouble with the Board of Supervisors. 
444     Always so much turmoil with the Board of Supervisors. 
463      Does not know where they are going. 
465        The schools are old and outdated. 

   489        Consolidation is a better idea. 
506        They don’t do well in sports. 
509       Respondent attended Alleghany County schools.  Some kids are left behind and 

they need more attention.  The county needs to get back to basics.  Respondent 
knew kids in high school who could barely read a sentence. 

 526        Respondent does not agree with SOLs. 
539        They need more improvement. 
546        Respondent home schools children. 
550       They are planning to build a new school.  They should work on the one they have.  

It isn’t that old.  Take flood prevention measures and work with what they have. 
551        All the separate schools. 
561       Not working together, no agreement in governments.  Do not have children’s best  

interests in mind. 
   597        They need to merge. 
   608        Too many schools. 
   621        Respondent sees children coming out unprepared for college and kids who don't 

read complete books (they watch the movie--this is in the classroom instead of 
reading the book). 

   626        Better communication between the two school systems. 
   630        Alleghany County High School is in poor condition and they are not putting 

enough money in the school systems. 
   636        First need to get the funds to do so. 
   648        Too much emphasis on amenities of school to impress people. 
   659        They should consolidate. 
   672        Need new schools and to consolidate. 
   675        The government; and the Covington School and Alleghany County High School 

should merge. 
   676        They want to do everything on computers and respondent doesn't agree with that. 
   689        Some of the teaching that goes on, and the required classes. 
   701        Need to combine with city. 
   704        People are not working together. 
   709        The schools need to consolidate. 
   714        Consolidation of high schools eliminates sports opportunities. 
   724        They need to consolidate. 
   728        They need to pull together and become one unit/consolidation. 
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Q1a.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response

732        Focus too much on SOLs. 
   736        Needs to consolidate. 
   749        Consolidation of the school systems. 
   759        There is nothing to do for the kids. 
   760        Respondent knows the SOLs are important but they are pushing too much 

information too fast and the kids are not able to retain what they learn. 
   787        No maintenance on schools they have and only want to build new ones. 
   798        Should be consolidating. 
   804        Athletes are not recognized. 
   810        Declining population means we need consolidation. 
   812        Not teaching what they need to teach. 
 
Q1b.   Level of agreement:  Alleghany County adequately funds K-12 education and 

schools in the County.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat disagreed” or 
“strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
     8   Not using the money in the right way. 
    10   Both teachers and schools are inadequately funded. 
    13   True of all schools. 
    18   They are spending the money on things other than education. 
    41  So many unfunded mandates.  As a consequence, none are funded in a way to 

provide efficient education. 
43  Not grounded enough in math and the sciences.  There is too much concern over 

having two separate school systems in this area. 
    65   Some kids are wanting and schools are not able to help them. 
    74   The level of education in Alleghany County is not up to par. 
    87   Whole area does not get adequately funded. 
    88   Some schools get more that others. 
   106   Could do better, need more teachers per student.  Schools understaffed. 
   108   We don't have any of the things they have in Northern Virginia. 
   109   Local government is not right for the area. 
   132  Respondent thinks the county could better manage their money (e.g., central 

purchasing, rather than each division purchasing their own; internal auditing for 
checks and balances; pay bills on time).  If they are more accountable for the 
money they spend they will find themselves with more money to allot to 
education. 

147  They do not fund special education enough (this is nationwide; the nationwide 
problem is impacting Alleghany County public schools)! 

   156   We are spending it unjustly. 
   180   The teachers do not get paid enough. 
   205  From what respondent hears, they don’t do a good job.  The teachers always think 

they need more, money and supplies. 
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Q1b.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   212   They are not funding everything. 
   226   There is not enough money. 
   230   They do not get paid enough for what they have to put up with. 
   233   Underfunded. 
   243   Little children should not be in school with older children. 
   256  Programs cut that should not have been and academic support for art programs, 

etc. 
   260   More of Alleghany foundation could be spent on schools. 
   263   Teachers are not paid enough. 
   266   Things respondent has read and heard from others. 
   278  Their level of funding is pretty low.  They have a low rating in that respect and 

they do not adequately fund the salaries.  Respondent thinks they could do a better 
job. 

   279   Not enough money going into school system in this area. 
   307   Respondent works in the school system. 
   314   They need more money. 
   316  They concentrate too much on the children they are not going to be able to 

educate.  They stress "no child left behind" and concentrate on children that will 
never improve.  This is a costly investment when the money could be used for 
college loans.  Come back and repay the community and help to revive it. 

   355   Money would be better spent if we consolidate. 
   376  Teachers have to buy materials for which there are no funds.  They are not paid 

well. 
   379   The parents have to come up with some funds. 
   433   More money needed in schools; most money wasted and used inefficiently. 
   438   Board of Supervisors not funding schools adequately. 
   439   All schools should be consolidated. 
   461  Respondent went to school there.  They could put more money toward the 

programs and facilities in general. 
   463   No jobs and no money. 
   472  Some things they need, the students are not getting (for example, better 

student/teacher ratio). 
   491   They need more programs for the kids who are behind. 
   501  They need more help in the younger grades; K&1 should have an aid in each 

classroom.  Give them a good start in the younger grades. 
   506   The kids are always raising money to buy things. 
   509   They probably get enough funding but don't use it wisely. 
   517   The teachers need to be paid better. 
   518   They need more money. 
   526   There are no arts programs, limited music programs. 
   531   From what respondent has heard. 
   541   The teachers could use some more money. 
   542   Overly funded. 
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Q1b.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response

546   Not enough money going into education. 
   548   They focus too much on SOLs. 
   560  Would agree to more funding if we could get air conditioning for the high school 

and a cafeteria at Boiling Spring Elementary School. 
   566   Could fund more. 
   573  Teachers spend their own money for supplies for the students.  Parents and PTO 

assist with extracurricular events. 
   574   Mismanagement by the Board; they are pursuing their own self interest. 
   583   Education is not up to par. 
   588   Could fund better. 
   589   Some children do not get enough money to go to school. 
   592   That is what respondent hears. 
   594   Spend more on activities, upgrades to school and equipment. 
   613   Not funded well. 
   619   Just not enough funds. 
   630   The high school has been flooded. 
   636   Need more money. 
   638   Lowest pay scales in the region and they have trouble keeping teachers. 
   643   Teachers short on supplies. 
   668  Based on what their efforts can be vs. what their effort is, there is a big 

discrepancy. 
   673   Read in paper that teachers aren't paid enough. 
   692   They don’t have the funds. 
   709   The government is spread too thin. 
   712   There aren’t enough funds. 
   718   Teachers' salaries are so low and it lowers teacher quality. 
   737   There is no cafeteria and no walls in some places in Boiling Spring School. 
   743  He knows some teachers and the things they had to do at their own expense in 

order to do their jobs. 
   749   Need better equipment. 
   768  Schools need more funding.  Teachers have to buy necessary supplies for the 

classroom. 
   773   Issues in funding and personnel. 
   789   Not equally.  Where is the lottery money? 
   803   The salaries are poor and need improving. 
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Q1c.   Level of agreement:  Alleghany County Schools should provide educational 
programs that are comparable to Virginia school divisions of the same economic 
ability, size and student characteristics.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat 
disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
    14   We can do better. 
    43  If you operate with that concept they would lose.  Northern Virginia has certain 

things available that we don't have in a rural community system. 
66  Respondent believes that the children should have the best education period, 

regardless of the economic status, size or student characteristics. 
   108   These kids should have the same opportunity as higher economy areas. 
   243   Some children have different abilities and some can move on without much help. 
   256   Should be doing more; not the status quo. 
   257  Money in the state is going to other areas like northern Virginia.  Lottery money 

is going to rest of state not Alleghany County. 
   280   Needs an ROTC program. 
   341   Do what is best to educate the children. 
   370  Why should we be satisfied with average?  Alleghany County schools should do 

better! 
   411   Should do better in special education courses. 
   413  We are just not economically stable enough to support the schools like Northern 

Virginia does. 
   438   No comparison to any large city in Virginia. 
   489  People talking about comparable schools where students do not feel prepared for 

college. 
   528   The schools are okay but the kids are clueless. 
   588   Size should not matter. 
   618   Strive to offer the BEST education. 
   622   Not necessarily, we should do better than that. 
   625  Alleghany County ought to be more aware of the qualifications of their students 

and meet their needs. 
   658   They should send them over to Jackson River for vocational training. 
   691  Alleghany County does not have the personnel to teach children the fundamentals 

of education. 
   696   All schools should be funded equally, regardless of economics. 
   743   There should be uniformity in the standards and quality of the education. 
   789  Need to further the education in this county to be able to compete with the other 

counties who are greedy and receive all the money. 
   812   Do not think the kids are getting enough education. 
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Q1d.   Level of agreement:  Taxes should be increased to help fund program improvements 
and salaries in Alleghany County Schools.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat 
disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
     1   Senior citizen community with no industry; taxes are already too high. 
     2   Everything should not be based on peoples taxes. 
    15   Taxes are already too high. 
    17   Retired person with no kids in school - NO! 
    22  It is a poverty area, people cannot afford taxes to be raised.  The teachers are 

highly paid for this area. 
    23   Taxes too high already. 
    26   There has to be a stopping point somewhere. 
    27   Clifton Forge has already contributed enough. 
    28   Not everyone can afford higher taxes. 
    30  Taxes are so high already. Where is the money from the lottery?  It all goes to 

Northern Virginia, it should be equally distributed to all parts of Virginia. 
    31   We already pay outrageous taxes. 
    36   Lottery funds should be used. 
    41  We're taxed to our teeth now in a depressed area.  We need more jobs with a 

broader tax base. 
    44   No kids in school. 
    48  Respondent works for Alleghany County and knows that there are other ways to 

reallocate the money to fund the schools without raising taxes. 
49  Respondent feels that the parents already pay enough money out of pocket to 

support the schools.  Taxes are already too high. 
    50   Virginia Lottery is supposed to do that. 
    55   Need to handle money better. 
    56  The homeowners are paying for schools when a lot of them have already raised 

their children.  Let the people with children who don't own land pay for the 
schooling. 

62  The taxes are currently higher than the respondent's salary, and they are 
ridiculous.  Increasing the taxes will make things worse. 

    63   Other ways to fund without raising taxes. 
    65   Paying too many taxes now. 
    66  Respondent believes that Alleghany County wastes the money it already has.  If 

the county would cut out the extra, wasteful programs and focus on the teaching 
of the children, they would have enough money.  Also, the parents of the children 
should take up some of the economic and teaching slack that the school system 
does not provide.  The schools have too many cosmetics, and should be focusing 
on basic educational skills and solid citizenship. 

    70   They make enough money to improve the schools. 
    71   Senior citizen on fixed income. 
    82   Never an end to salaries, no matter what you pay they want more. 
    83   Taxes are high enough now. 
    85   No children in school. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

95  We have the highest unemployment in Virginia, three companies are leaving.  The 
economic board needs to get some industry here or we are not going to have any 
schools. 

    97   Too many taxes. 
   100   Living on a fixed income, hard on everybody. 
   102   Pay too much in taxes already. 
   103  Schools ask for too much sometimes.  Respondent thinks some people can't afford 

more taxes. 
   104   Need to make better use of the money. 
   106   Already taxed to max. 
   112   Respondent is paying enough taxes. 
   115   Taxes are too high now. 
   118   Doesn't want taxes to increase. 
   119   No kids in school. 
   120   Respondent doesn’t want taxes raised. 
   123   Pays enough taxes. 
   124   Other ways to get the money - consolidation. 
   125   Pay enough taxes for the schools. 
   130   We need to better utilize what we have. 
   137   The money should come from someone else’s pocket not the taxpayers. 
   138   They need to reprioritize their spending. 
   139   Pays taxes for county and city of Clifton Forge. 
   141   Taxed too much already (retiree). 
   147   Agree strongly IF and ONLY IF the money goes only to quality teachers. 
   150   Supervisors salaries should cover the increases. 
   153   Taxes are too high. 
   155   Taxes could go elsewhere. 
   160   Schools are well funded. 
   166   Taxes are high enough. 
   169   Program improvements: yes.  Teacher salaries: get rid of tenure. 
   170  Without all the waste that the government does, they could do the improvements 

without a tax increase. 
174  They are doing something else with the money, the schools are not getting it. 
178  Our county is not managing the funds they have.  Works at Westvaco which 

provides enormous tax revenue.  The surrounding counties don't have the same 
kind of revenue, but they seem to manage their school systems better. 

   183   Complains about property taxes all the time. 
   184   Taxes are too high. 
   186   So much in schools already and we have a decreasing population. 
   189   Taxes are high enough.  No more children in school system. 
   193   Taxes are high enough now. 
   195   Taxes are already high. 
   196   Taxes are too high. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   201   Need to have better use of funds they already have. 
   204   Could not handle taxes going up. 
   207   State government should be paying the fees. 
   209  Because they are not doing what they should do, why should they have a pay raise 

if they are not doing their job right. 
   213   Taxes are very high. 
   215   Taxes are too high and they are not using the taxes wisely. 
   216   Taxes are mis-spent. 
   222   Doesn’t want to pay any more taxes. 
   226   The state should pay. 
   230   There are other things they can do to get the money. 
   231   Do not raise taxes. 
   232   Already paying a lot of taxes. 
   233   Taxes are high enough. 
   235   Taxes already too high. 
   236   Because currently respondent is paying town and county taxes. 
   240   Taxes high enough already. 
   244   Taxes are too high already. 
   246  Respondent feels they are taxed enough but would like to know where the money 

is going to before she even considers this. 
   249   It is a low income area. 
   250   Don't know what to do with the money they do have. 
   252   Taxes are too high already. 
   253  Spending the money and sending children on fundraisers - where is money going? 
   255   Where is the money coming from? 
   257   Taxes are plenty high. 
   258   Taxes too high anyway. 
   260   Not enough industries in county to help balance out paying taxes. 
   263   Taxes are too high and not going to schools. 
   269   The money is there but is being put other places. 
   272   Think the money should come from the lottery. 
   280   Taxes are high enough. 
   283   When they increase our taxes they are not using it to fund the schools. 
   284   Taxes are too high. 
   286   There are wasted funds they could tap into. 
   292   Find funds from other places like the lottery.  Taxes are too high. 
   293   Taxes are too high. 
   296   Salaries are already pretty good. 
   297   The teaching profession is for the love of teaching and not for the money. 
   308   Mainly an elderly community.  Raising taxes would create a hardship. 
   313   Do not increase taxes. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   316  The money is going to pay salaries of individuals other than teachers, too many 

people working in school board office eating up too much money, too bulky, 
instead of the money going to the teachers. 

   318   Taxes are too high already with small tax base. 
   323   Taxes are higher than anywhere in area for as small as county is. 
   324   Our tax dollars are wasted. 
   336  Some salaries should be raised but some people are making good salaries now 

(such as the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent), while cafeteria workers 
are below poverty, that does not make good sense. 

   343   NO. 
   345  Taxed too heavy right now in county with declining population and loss of tax 

base. 
   349   Local taxes shouldn't fund the schools, the state should. 
   352   The general tax burden is high enough already in Alleghany County. 
   355   Not until consolidation happens. 
   358   Pays city and county taxes. 
   359   Taxes are too high.  They should have enough money. 
   361   There are too many taxes on too many things in Alleghany County as it is. 
   364   Taxes are too high. 
   366  If the tax money would go for the teachers' salaries and the schools, fine, but 

otherwise, no. 
   369   Taxes are too high. 
   372   The government should pay for it. 
   381  Taxes are high enough as it is.  They should lower the salaries of some of the 

supervisors! 
   382   Taxes are too high. 
   384   Respondent’s taxes are as high as she can go. 
   387  Respondent is a senior citizen without children in schools.  The state should help.  

They supposedly set aside contributions for each school so why should taxes have 
to pay for these things? 

   389   The taxes are high enough--what about the lottery for school money? 
   390   Taxes are too high. 
   395   Taxes high. 
   399   Taxes are too high. 
   408   Need our own money in our own pockets. 
   418  Some of the officials in the school systems right now are getting paid too much 

for what they actually do. 
   424   Highest taxed county in state. 
   427   Nobody likes to pay taxes. 
   432   Teachers need more money but don’t know if the people can afford more taxes. 
   433   Some faculty overpaid. 
   435   Taxes are high enough. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

436  Respondent is a widow on a limited income and doesn’t see how they could raise 
them anymore.  The Boiling Spring School would still be workable if they had 
done the repairs when they were first needed.  It was larger than the new one. 

438  Funds could be used wiser than they are being used now, like funding the YMCA 
(private organization) instead of the schools. 

   440   Already getting enough taxes. 
   445   Money should be coming out of the lottery funds. 
   446   Only if actually going to education. 
   448   Taxes are already too high. 
   456   Taxes are high enough. 
   461   Just bump up through grants, and other ways. 
   464   Taxes are too high. 
   465   They raise taxes every year. 
   470   Taxes already too high. 
   472   Already pay too many taxes. 
   476   They need to use the money that they do receive in taxes better. 
   483   Only if it's needed. 
   486   Pays enough taxes. 
   488   They get enough now. 
   489   We have one of the highest tax bases in the state. 
   504   Too many elderly people that are on fixed incomes. 
   506   Taxes are too high. 
   509  The administrators get too much money while the teachers don't get enough. 
   514   Taxes are too high for retirees. 
   518  The people can not afford a greater tax burden but the school programs and 

salaries should be increased if at all possible. 
   519   Taxes are too high. 
   521   Taxes increased too much already. 

522  Can't stand anymore tax increases in the county because we are an economically 
deprived area--there are no jobs and so no money, therefore less tax base. 

   526   Better spend the money that is available. 
   536   We are already taxed to the hilt. 
   538   Use available resources first. 
   542   Taxes are too high. 
   545  They need to reevaluate where the money in the county is going and readjust 

where the funds are going. 
546  Money should go to the right areas, not current spending areas.  Increase budget 

in other areas. 
   549   Pays enough taxes already. 
   550  There are other cuts that can be made in the county.  Clifton Forge could combine 

governments (financially) which would allow increased salaries for teachers. 
   551   Respondent has to pay it, so no. 
   553   Can make better use of money they already have. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   554   There are enough taxes already. 
   557   Taxes are too high. 
   559   No one wants their taxes to go up! 
   563  Taxes are high enough already.  Clifton Forge residents are double taxed as it is, 

especially on cars and homes. 
   565   The tax base now is higher than in surrounding localities. 
   567   Should be money already available. 
   568   Would have to see what was necessary before he would agree to a tax increase. 
   576   Taxed to death now. 
   579   There are things they could cut out to make money for other things. 
   586   Taxes already too high. 
   592   People are not able to pay more taxes. 
   604   Nobody wants to pay more taxes. 
   605   Taxes are too high. 
   608   Too much waste in schools (sports). 
   611   Taxes are already high enough. 
   613   Taxes are too high. 
   614   Because Clifton Forge already pays double taxes. 
   615   Taxes are too high, most people are on a fixed income. 
   616   Money being spent elsewhere that could be used for that. 
   620   Teachers adequately paid as it is. 
   621   Respondent doesn't think it's a money issue. 
   623   Taxes are too high. 
   624   The government wastes their money. 
   627   County does not have a lot of employment; would create a hardship. 
   631  Respondent thinks that when the children come home they have more work for 

home than they had in class.  If teachers are going to be paid more they should be 
teaching students more AT the school. 

   636   Politicians need to stop loading their pocketbooks. 
   644   Teachers are well paid. 
   645   Economics in area cannot handle this. 
   648  Overstaffed - too many teachers, empty school buses, politics infest school board 

with inbreeding. 
   656   They have not consolidated.  There is no need for two separate big schools. 
   657   We pay enough taxes now. 
   658   That should come from the state. 
   664   Taxes should not be raised at all.  Taxes are too high as it is. 
   665   The taxes are high enough as it is. 
   667   First solution is always raise taxes, don't like that. 
   671   Taxes should be used for the high school before the teachers salaries. 
   675   Not getting the lottery funds for the schools. 
   676  Some of the things they do with the tax money are bologna.  The kids are there to 

learn to read and write not to go on constant field trips. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   681   Taxes are too much already.  Use what we have more effectively. 
   685   Taxes are too high already. 
   690   Taxes are high enough already. 
   693   Taxes high enough. 
   697   Respondent has no children in the schools. 
   699   The taxes are as high as people can afford right now. 
   703  Paying two taxes (town and county).  With mostly elderly people we don't need 

another tax.  If the town people have to pay county taxes why do the county 
residents not pay town taxes? 

   704   We are senior citizens and low income people here. 
   708  We already pay enough taxes.  What happened to the lottery money for residents 

of the western part of the state? 
   710   Can cut other things instead of raising taxes. 
   712   They spend money on the wrong things. 
   714   For our area, teachers make good money. 
   717   Paid enough over the years, don't want to pay any more. 
   721   Taxes already too high. 
   725   They already have enough money. 
   730   Taxes are too high. 
   733   Taxes pretty high already. 
   736   Taxes are too high. 
   740   Respondent is on a fixed income. 
   747   Taxes are high enough.  Most of the people here are on fixed incomes. 
   748   Taxes are sky-high now (city, town and county). 
   751   They are doing alright with what they've got. 
   752   Taxes are high enough now. 
   753   We already pay too many taxes already. 
   754   The lottery is supposed to help. 
   756  There are other people in the county that work for the county and their salaries are 

just as important as the teachers’ salaries. 
   759   We are paying enough already. 
   760  If they increase taxes and it's actually used for that then okay, but not if they're 

going to use the funds inappropriately. 
   761   Taxes are high enough. 
   762   Taxes are high enough. 
   765   We're taxed enough already. 
   768  Can be funded in other ways.  Too many elderly people living here.  Area is 

economically depressed and people leaving. 
   769   Taxes are too high. 
   770   Taxes are too high. 
   771  The taxes are high enough and unemployment is horrible.  If taxes are raised we'll 

lose even more people. 
   773   Taxes are high enough. 
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Q1d.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   774   This area already has as much taxes as we can afford. 
   777   Taxes are too high. 
   778   Taxes are high enough for those on fixed incomes especially. 
   779   Taxes are already high enough. 
   780   Poverty town - can't take any more taxes. 
   781   We pay enough taxes in the county. 
   782  Taxes are high enough for retired people.  Make do with what they have, no more 

burden on retired people.  Too many people working in the offices.  Money 
should be spent on the kids. 

   784   Respondent is on a tight budget. 
   785   Too many elderly people on fixed incomes. 
   787   We're bearing all the taxes we can right now. 
   789   We're already paying too much.  Too much waste already. 
   795   They need to use the tax money better. 
   797   There are things they can cut out to make better use of the money. 
   802   On a fixed income. 
   804   High enough now. 
   805   Their main concern is sports programs. 
   809   Taxes are too high. 
   811   Other sources instead of taxes are available. 
 
Q1e.   Level of agreement:  Taxes should be increased to help fund the reconstruction of 

Alleghany High School.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat disagreed” or 
“strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
     1   Knew it was a flood plain when they built it. 
     2   Find other ways such as grants, only use the tax solution if there is no other way. 
    13  Need to research alternatives (like consolidation with Covington).  Why build in 

the flood plain - past planners are inadequate/made rash decisions. 
    15   High school looks okay to me.  Just built new middle school. 
    21  Should not have built new middle school before elementary schools; it could have 

been remodeled.  Should have started with high school first and kept up the 
maintenance before it got so bad.  It should not be built next to the river. 

    22   They should have never put it in a flood level area to start with. 
    23   What about the lottery money? 
    26   It should not have been put in this spot to start with. 
    27   Could be done otherwise.  First clean up river to stop flooding. 
    28   Not all people can afford higher taxes. 
    29   Built it in the wrong place to start with - now it's their problem. 
    31   Taxes are too high now, we can't afford any more taxes. 
    32   Lottery money should be used. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
    41  Covington High School is adequate to accommodate the school population of 

Alleghany County. 
    42   Made a mistake -- where they put the high school. 
    43   They have not dealt with the real problem, need to do that first. 
    46  Alleghany County should use the funding that is currently available.  Should stop 

modifying older, sound buildings and devote the money to improving buildings. 
    49   Taxes are too high.  The students are doing pretty well as is. 
    50   Virginia Lottery should do it. 
    55   Wrong place to put it in first place. 
    56   Taxes are still too high. 
    59   The high school is not quite as bad as what Alleghany County says. 
    62  Taxes are too high as it is.  Also, the lottery was supposed to have brought in 

money for the schools.  That is why it was voted in. 
    65   Too much money wasted. 
    66  The high school should not be in a flood plain.  Should be re-built someplace else. 
    70   They make enough to build a new high school. 
    71   Senior citizen on fixed income. 
    73   Paying enough taxes. 
    79   Should be repaired. 
    82   We don't need a new one. 
    83   Taxes are too high now. 
    86   Because it is in a flood plain. 
    90   Consolidation better. 
    95   Same answer as last question.  Also, no one to pay taxes but the elderly. 
    98   Can't keep slamming it all on the taxpayers. 
   100   Not while living on a fixed income. 
   102   Tear it down. 
   106   Other alternatives should be considered. 
   119   When respondent went it was fine. 
   120   Doesn’t want taxes raised. 
   122  Never should have built it in flood plain in first place; other funds to be tapped 

(hospital sale funds); people here on fixed income. 
   124   Consolidation better option to raising taxes. 
   126   We are paying too much tax now. 
   135   Not needed; need to consolidate instead.  Built high school in flood plain. 
   137   It needs to be redone but should be funded by something else. 
   139   Too many taxes. 
   150   Move high school someplace else.  Should not have been built in flood plain. 
   154   Economic situation of the county.  The county can’t afford it. 
   157   They need to start over.  There is no help for the high school. 
   166   Taxes are already high enough. 
   170   We have a fairly new high school. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   174  Because they keep building them in places where the kids can't get there.  The 

kids in the west end of the county have to ride the bus for three hours to get there. 
176  Respondent thinks they should look at consolidation and look at both school 

systems before they build anything. 
178  I'd like to see a bond issue or some other type of funding.  Once they raise taxes 

they never bring them back down. 
   180   Needs to be moved to a different location. 
   184   Taxes too high. 
   185   Should consider consolidation. 
   186   School has only been there for forty years and should last longer than that. 
   188   Thinks they should consolidate Covington and Alleghany County. 
   189   Taxes already too high. 
   193   Taxes are already too high. 
   196   Taxes are too high. 
   199   Nothing wrong with the high school as is. 
   204   Taxes are too high. 
   208   Pay too much in taxes as it is. 
   217   The population is decreasing.  We do not need bigger schools. 
   218   They have to change the site. 
   222   Don’t want to pay anymore taxes. 
   225   They should consolidate. 
   230   They can get the money in other ways. 
   233   Should not have built it in flood plain to begin with. 
   235   Taxes are too high. 
   236   The money should come from somewhere else. 
   238   Taxes are high enough already. 
   240   Taxes too high already. 
   246   That's why we have the lottery.... and respondent does contribute to that. 
   249   Low income area. 
   251   They need a new high school. 
   252   Two sets of taxes already. 
   253   Built it in flood zone - they wasted our money and built it without our consent. 
   255   Senior citizens do not have the money for more taxes. 
   257  Send lottery money here.  Those people in other areas make good money and 

don't need it as much as we do here in Alleghany County.  We need more 
businesses and more jobs. 

   258   Taxes too high, what about the lottery? 
   260   Alleghany Foundation could contribute; money from government pork. 
   268   Taxes already too high. 
   269   Not reconstruction but remodeling. 
   272   The lottery. 
   273   Alleghany County should not be rebuilt without consolidation. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response

279  Should have upgraded it years ago and did not.  Would be a waste to do it now.  
Taxes are already too high. 

   280   Taxes are too high and the money should be coming from the lottery anyway. 
   281   Taxes already too high. 
   283   Not using the tax money appropriately. 
   284   Taxes are too high. 
   291   Had other options when they built the school and did not use them. 
   292   Should have one school system, use Covington High School as the high school. 
   313   AHS does not need that much reconstruction. 
   316  The tax money is not going where it should--the school board gets money from 

the county every year and they are not allocating their funds properly. 
   317   Senior citizens on a fixed income. 
   318   Taxes too high already. 
   321   Use taxes for what they are intended for. 
   323   No remodeling: a new school needs to be built. 
   324   Build a high school but not with our tax dollars. 
   325   Undecided about what to do - reconstruction or renovation. 
   328   Doesn't want their taxes to go up anymore. 
   329   The county could not afford it. 
   330   Taxed too much. 
   339   Focus on the children more than the school. 
   340   They don't take care of the schools after they fix them up. 
   343   No tax hikes. 
   345   Not with high school in flood plain.  Need to try other alternatives. 
   348   Don't they have stuff like grants from the state? 
   349   This money should also come from state funding. 
   352   Another means could be found for the funding. 
   355   Not until we consolidate. 
   359   Taxes are too high. 
   360   Taxes should not be increased but the high school should be rebuilt using grants. 
   364   Taxes are too high. 
   369   Taxes are too high. 
   376   It is in a flood plain. 
   377   Needs to be in a different location to use taxes. 
   378   The schools should merge. 
   381  Taxes have been raised enough for the sewer system--it's always something.  Let 

the government (state) take care of it. 
   384   The money should come from another source. 
   390   Taxes are too high. 
   394   It's in a flood plain!  Why put money into something that is going to get flooded. 
   395   Taxes too high. 
   396  Should not be renovated, but totally redone. 
   399   Taxes are too high. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   400   Taxes too high already.  No children in school. 
   401   Consolidate schools to ease tax burden. 
   408   Not unless it is the taxes we are already paying. 
   413   I think they should renovate rather than build from the ground up. 
   414   Sore subject - built in flood plain. 
   416  Taxes are high enough now and there are grants that could go toward the school 

systems. 
418  Take recent salaries and put toward reconstructing the high school on another site. 

   424   Highest taxed county in state. 
   426   Consolidation is a better option. 
   435   Taxes are high enough. 
   436   I don't know how they can raise them but will have to be done in order to fund it. 
   438   Taxes are already too high. 
   443   They should be able to get a grant. 
   444   Big mistake building in flood plain. 
   445   AHS should never have been built on river bed. 
   446   Consolidation better idea. 
   448   AHS is not too old, should first be renovated. 
   452   Consolidation better idea. 
   464   They rebuilt the facilities out of order. 
   465   Too high already.  They should learn how to spend. 
   467   Taxes too high. 
   470   Consolidation is a better option. 
   471   The high school isn't that bad. 
   472   Monies should come from elsewhere. 
   476   They need to redo their budget. 
   479  Too many residents in the county with no kids having to pay for the schools.  

Government should be paying for it. 
   480   Taxes are too high now. 
   484   Money should have been spent a long time ago. 
   486   Consolidation with Covington would be better. 
   488   Taxed to death now. 
   489   Too many taxes in the county. 
   490   They are taxed enough now. 
   492   Consolidation. 
   501   Because might be better to relocate rather than rebuild. 
   503   Need to build a new school. 
   506   Taxes are too high. 
   509  First, if they would keep it up as they should they wouldn't have the problems that 

they do; second, they stuck it in a flood plain which was pretty stupid. 
   514   Taxes are too high. 
   515   Consolidation better idea. 
   516   Need to move it out of flood plain. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   520   Consolidation. 
   521   Need to learn how to spend money properly first, not raise taxes. 
   526   Consolidation. 
   534   Should have planned ahead for this, the old one can be fixed. 
   535   Consolidation better. 
   537   Because we need to merge with Covington. 
   538   Already highest taxed county in state. 
   539   They need to consolidate. 
   541  They don't need to be building another school.  They knew the problems they 

were going to encounter when they built it and the population is decreasing 
anyway. 

   542   Taxes are too high. 
   545  It is in a flood zone, use money for something else.  They need to relocate to a 

non flood zone. 
   548   The high school needs to be moved because of the flood plain. 
   549   I pay enough taxes already. 
   550   It doesn't need to be reconstructed. 
   553   Should not be rebuilt, already falling into a hole in the ground. 
   556   They should consolidate. 
   557   Taxes are too high. 
   563   We are over-taxed now and senior citizens are on a limited income. 
   564   Taxes already too high. 
   565   It is in a flood plain, consolidate. 
   567   Money from the foundation should be paying for the schools. 
   568   He's not convinced that there is a whole lot of reconstruction needed. 
   574   They need to manage our money better. 
   577   There are other options like consolidation. 
   578  What they need to do is consolidate and they are trying to operate the school 

systems independently.  Because of the population we need to consolidate 
governments so that the money may be spent more wisely. 

   585   They need to utilize the taxes they get. 
   586   Taxes already too high. 
   589   Some families have too many kids and pay too many taxes. 
   595   Government has enough money already. 
   600   Need to have funds provided by county. 
   604   Nobody wants to pay more taxes. 
   607   Consolidation with Covington. 
   608   AHS should not have been built in flood zone. 
   611   Taxes are already too high and being wasted. 
   614   Unless it is equitable across the board. 
   616   Consolidation better. 
   620   Funds put up in budget for upkeep for many years - where has the money gone? 
   622   School okay, no reconstruction necessary. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   626   Taxes are too high. 
   628   Should not have built it in the flood zone to start with. 
   631   We're taxed too much. 
   636   Don't have to be increased; first need to stop waste to take care of it. 
   644   The school is fine. 
   648   No. 
   650   Taxes should not be put toward this endeavor. 
   656   They need to consolidate. 
   658   We can't pay more taxes right now. 
   667   Solution is not always to raise taxes. 
   672  Too many elderly people in Alleghany County who can't afford tax increase. 
   675   Taxes would be too high. 
   676   County needs new high school but money shouldn't come from tax hike. 
   685   Taxes too high now. 
   686   Funds for that should come from other places. 
   687   It is in a bad location.  Consolidate. 
   690   Nothing wrong with the high school. 
   691   Alleghany County has spent enough money on other schools (not high school). 
   692   Needs to consolidate. 
   698  Taxpayers should not be funding the schools; other sources of funds should be 

explored. 
699  The money to rebuild the high school can come from somewhere else without 

raising taxes. 
   708   Lottery money should pay for this. 
   709   They should build a new one and not reconstruct. 
   712   They should have built the school in another place. 
   717   Paid enough over the years, don't want to pay any more. 
   718   Prefer consolidation. 
   721   Taxes already too high. 
   722   Senior citizens don't have the money to fund this. 
   724   They need to consolidate with Covington. 
   725   The school is adequate. 
   728   Consolidation is a better bet. 
   729   Taxes are already too high. 
   733   Taxes too high already. 
   734   Taxes too high already. 
   736   Taxes are too high. 
   738   It should be torn down. 
   740   I'm on a fixed income. 
   744   Consolidation is the key. 
   748   Taxes are too high now. 
   751  Respondent doesn’t think they need new high school, need to consolidate schools. 
   752   Taxes are high enough now. 
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Q1e.   Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   753   Should have built school somewhere else instead of the flood plain. 
   754   Taxes are getting raised too high. 
   757  County is trying to do too much at one time.  Should be other ways to handle this, 

such as consolidation. 
   759   They just built a new school near the high school. 
   761   Taxes are high enough already. 
   762   Taxes are too high. 
   763  We should have other things other than raising taxes--there are many who cannot 

afford to have their taxes increased.  Other sources should be found for the 
money. 

   768   Reconstruction not needed.  It's in a flood zone. 
   769   There should be other resources for them to get the money. 
   770   Taxes are too high. 
   771   We have built too many schools in too short a period of time--use existing space. 
   772   Schools should be consolidated. 
   777   Taxes are too high. 
   780   Taxes too high and it isn't needed. 
   781   Should be rebuilt, but not by tax increase. 
   782   Taxes too high already. 
   783   Should be a new school in another area. 
   784   No new taxes. 
   785   Taxes too high already.  And school already in flood zone. 
   787  They built it in wrong place and did not take the better land for free.  Politics. 
   789   Built in a flood plain.  Should not have been built there. 
   798   Consolidation first. 
   799   Want to see the justification for the reconstruction. 
   802   Get a grant first. 
   809   Taxes are too high. 
   810   Covington High School should be used instead. 
   812   They have the money they just need to use it more wisely. 
 
Q1f.   Level of agreement:  Student scores on standardized tests should be used to judge 

how well public schools are doing their jobs.  Responses of why respondent 
“somewhat disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response

2  Too much emphasis is put on the standards of learning and it takes the fun out of 
teaching sometimes.  Children just can't pass tests. 

     3   Some students test better than others.  Some allowances should be made. 
     7  We need something to judge the schools by, but the tests themselves are not 

adequate. 
     8   Some people slack off and it should not affect the teachers. 
    10   SOL tests not fair to students at disadvantage. 
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Q1f.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

13  Concerns about testing.  Are teachers teaching to test?  Students vary in ability to 
learn.  Students are not easily quantified. 

14  The SOLs don't measure everything; if we teach to that standard, that's all we 
teach, leaving out other important facts. 

19  SOLs are getting away from true learning.  Targeted areas are covered; some 
areas are left out. 

21  You can teach a child all you want to, but tests cannot determine how much a 
student knows.  Some students have trouble finding the right words or the tests 
are worded confusingly. 

22  It is up to the student to absorb it or not.  That does not mean they are not teaching 
as they should. The children are not motivated at home. 

    41   Not an adequate representation of how the students are doing. 
    59  The standardized tests do not make exceptions for special needs students, which 

reflects incorrectly on the teachers' abilities. 
    63   Tests are not a good measure of where students are academically. 
    68   Focus on certain areas and neglect others. 
    79   Some tests-takers do not think clearly and tests don't reflect what they know. 
    83   Not every kid does well on tests. 
    85   Tests cannot show level of education. 
    87  Lot of emphasis put on those tests at cost of other areas being not covered. 
    89   There is too much emphasis on the SOLs 
    90   Some students left behind and some subjects ignored. 
    92   Some kids don't test well. 
    95   Some learn slower than others -- don't judge all on same level. 
   100   Some kids just aren't going to do what you want them to. 
   102   Too much emphasis on tests.  Training them to take the test. 
   103  One test is not an indication of how things are doing as a whole.  Base it on a lot 

of things. 
   107   The tests are not worth the paper they are written on. 
   108  Teachers can only work with what they have if they get no support from home. 

Only a few good teachers here because of the area.  The resources aren't here so 
the teachers don't come in. 

   119   Some people don't take tests as well as others. 
   125   Children taking test get too nervous. 
   128   Don't think testing shows true ability of the students. 
   134   Did not have SOLs in old days and they did fine then. 
   135   Student scores should not be used for that; students are tested too much. 
   137   It is punishing the children. 
   138   Somebody is getting the money and I don't see the tests making anyone smarter. 
   144   Some people do not test well and some teachers do not teach well. 
   146  SOLs make teachers teach to the test and do not encourage learning.  Smart kids 

are bored. 
   167   SOLs do not do the job. 
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Q1f.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

168  I think it puts kids under a lot of pressure.  They may be smart but are not good 
under pressure. 

170  They should be teaching other things beside the test because they are not a true 
representation of what they learn or need to learn. 

   174   It is individual to the child, not the schools. 
   180   Does not like standardized testing. 
   181   The SOLs are taking over learning.  That is all they are being taught. 
   193   Kids’ progress should not be based on one test. 
   207   Too much emphasis is based upon the test itself. 
   209   Individual basis, not how teacher is teaching them, but what they are learning. 
   213   Teachers spend more time preparing the students for the test than teaching. 
   214   Some students are not test takers. 
   218   More than a score that determines the success rate of a student. 
   219   Teachers do not have the time to teach the kids what they should learn. 
   232   Some kids don't always test well. 
   233   Some children do not do well on tests but have the ability. 
   236   The teachers are not teaching anything else than what is on the SOLs. 
   241  Doesn't like the emphasis on the standardized tests--they're skipping the basics. 
   247  Should be supplemental methods to determine teacher salaries (auditing classes, 

etc.). 
251  Just don't agree with the standardized tests.  It binds the teacher's hands.  They 

must teach what will be on the tests and not other material that could be more 
important. 

   255   Some students do not want to learn - not the teacher's fault. 
   256  The tests are more a market measure and not an accurate measure of student 

learning and they actually create problems, forcing them into categorizing rather 
than responding and analyzing. 

259  I am a former board member.  The regional differences and needs are different. 
They are politically motivated and used for their own advancement and benefit. 

   260   Not a good judge of student's abilities. 
   261   I don't think that is the best way to measure. 
   263   Not a good measure. 
   265   Too much emphasis on SOLs and not on teaching. 
   270  I have a child in school that has problems with reading.  The school has helped,  

but they drag their feet.  The “no child left behind” causes respondent to feel like 
the parent must be the teacher.  I know they have to have some way to test but the 
teachers feel like they are in such a rush because of so much material they have to 
cover.  My child is a slower learner and he is worn out by the end of the week.  
Government does not allow for the differences in children. 

   276   Tests don't help.  They give false hope.  Teachers teach to the test. 
   278  The SOLs are not age appropriate, and to use those scores as a basis to rate the 

school is not fair. 
   284   Some kids do not test well. 
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Q1f.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   286   Some kids just don't test well. 
   289  Does not reflect what the students need to know.  They are not getting a good 

education.  They are just learning to pass the tests. 
291  High scores do not indicate proper management (particularly with Callaghan). 

   300   Some children do not test well and it is bad to slap a label on them. 
   302   Student tests should not be used for this. 
   308   Some kids do not test well. 
   329   Too many standard tests. 
   334   Kids do not take test well. 
   338  Respondent doesn't know if that's a good all-around way to judge how the schools 

are doing with the kids. 
   339   Some kids do not test well. 
   342   Because every kid tests differently. 
   345   Teachers teach to the test and do not judge students' abilities. 
   348  Some children do not test well and some children don't have parental support.  

They are not going to test well because they do not do their homework. 
Homework is good.  It helps kids practice what is taught at school. 

359  Some kids do not test well and the teachers do not teach what they need to teach. 
   360   All students learn differently. 
   363  A student may not be a good test taker.  Their scores may reflect that the school 

system should not look only at this but the student as a whole. 
366  The standardized test scores are deceiving.  They should take an overall score of 

how the child is doing. 
   370   Disagrees with whole SAT system. 
   371   Only testing 4-5 character traits people have.  Some kids test well and some don't. 
   374  The questions on the standardized tests do not reflect reality for all children.  The 

"correct" answer is necessary to pass these tests.  For example, "where do you 
sleep?" and the "correct" answer is "bed" but the right answer for the child is 
'couch' because they didn't have a bed. 

   379   Can't judge based on test. 
   388   Students do not test well. 
   391  That is only one indicator and not the best indicator because the standardized tests 

are minimum competency tests. 
396  Student scores should not be used to judge teacher.  Teachers are also learning the 

material in their early years. 
   408   Not in support of SOL testing. 
   409   SOLs measure schools ability to teach to SOLs and pigeonholes students. 
   411  Different teachers teach to SOLs differently, different schools.  Do not consider 

location of school systems. 
412  Tests should not be used to judge how well teachers are doing.  Some students are 

not motivated. 
413  The schools are heading in the direction of teaching to tests.  Tests are not all 

there is to it [learning]. 
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Q1f.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   425   SOLs do not allow for creativity in teaching. 
   434   ADHD students at a disadvantage. 
   447   Have students who pass the test but are still failing other things. 
   450   Teachers are only teaching for the SOLs. 
   462   No one should be judged upon one set of tests. 
   463   Child has to be willing to learn.  It is not the teachers fault. 
   466   Some children do not test well. 
   479   Teachers can only do so much and kids are getting worse everyday. 
   483   Teaching to the test is wrong. 
   484   One test can not justify what a student can do. 
   487   SOLs stress students out. 
   489   SOLs are not a fair way to judge students. 
   494  SOLs are bad program.  Respondent’s kids do well but the schools put so much 

pressure on the kids to pass them that, that is all the teachers end up teaching. 
501  There is not enough responsibility coming from the home, too much is dumped on 

the teacher. 
   503   Some students do not test well. 
   509  The teachers have to teach a lot of things and the SOL test may only test one thing 

that the student may or may not know, that the teacher may or may not have 
taught.  Other tests ask for too much information.  In short, the SOLs do not 
represent what a child actually knows. 

   510   Puts too much pressure on teachers and students. 
   511   Each child is different and if they do poorly on the test, it is not the school's fault. 
   517   SOLs are not fair and children do not test well. 
   519   Kids do not test well and the test should not have that much pressure. 
   521  Sick children forced to go to school when testing.  Too much homework among 

young children. 
   526   Don't like the amount of time spent on SOLs. 
   528   Some students are good at taking tests and some are not. 
   531   Not an effective gauge. 
   542   Different students progress at different rates. 
   545   More things need to be done before they use that for a guideline. 
   546   Kids taught according to the test. 
   547   Tests are not always fair. 
   548   That is the only thing that the schools teach the kids and nothing else. 
   553  One test one day does not give accurate reflection of student abilities.  Good 

teachers can have bad kids (no accountability of students’ motivation to learn and 
regurgitate). 

   556   Some kids do not test well. 
   557   Some kids do not test well. 
   560   Does not feel all students learn as well as others. 
   567   Scores depend on the individual. 
   570   Kids have different testing abilities. 
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Q1f.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

574  We are teaching SOLs and not from the books.  One test can't gauge student 
abilities. 

   576   Don't believe in that “crap.”  It just trains them to take tests. 
   579   Kids do not test well but are intelligent people. 
   583   Teachers are just teaching for the SOLs and not teaching other things. 
   589   Teachers are not always able to teach for the test. 
   592   When the children come to school hungry they can’t test well. 
   593   Some kids don't test well. 
   600   Nowadays teachers don't teach what students need to learn but focus on SOLs. 
   604   Some kids might not do as well as some others and it's not the teachers' fault. 
   610   Tests are a farce and do not measure student abilities. 
   621  Respondent thinks that basing everything on the standardized tests is hurting the 

children’s education because the teachers are teaching to the test and taking that 
test is all that the children are learning  (i.e., they're not so much learning the 
subject as how to take the test on the subject). 

622  Too much poverty in area; some parents do not have the means to help their 
children as much. 

   623   Don’t think they tell the whole story. 
   627   One test should not judge what kids do for the whole year. 
   630   Kids do not test well. 
   633   Some students are test takers. 
   635  It shouldn't be based on SOLs.  The student's grades should also be taken into 

consideration. 
   638   Test scores do not always reflect the total child. 
   639  Some children are not able to take a standardized test.  They shouldn't base it all 

on one kind of test to judge the whole thing.  Some children are real hands-on and 
some are not; these kids process things in different ways and a single test does not 
adequately evaluate student abilities. 

   643   You can't just go be a test. 
   645   Tests can't tell the whole story. 
   658   Some kids can attain higher levels than others.  Should not count against schools. 
   659  Doesn’t agree with it.  Unfair to a lot of the students some get nervous.  It should 

depend on the overall grades. 
667  Not all kids test well and this does not reflect on teachers.  Some SOLs not fair. 

   671   PSSA tests are better than SOLs. 
   675   It shouldn’t be the determining factor. 
   676  Some of them are stupid.  The SOLs, if they teach the kids out of the books like 

they used to in the old days they wouldn't need them. 
   677   Some kids freeze when it comes to testing. 
   684   Need more than a test score for that. 
   689  Doesn't think that it is a good gauge to go by, not the sole measuring stick. 
   693   Some students have learning disabilities. 
   698   SOLs should not determine how well teachers are doing their jobs. 
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Q1f.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   702   Not all kids are equal, some have learning disabilities. 
   705   Some of the testing makes students nervous and they don't test well. 
   708   Not all students learn on the same level.  Some students have a "no-care" attitude. 
   712   SOLs do not give the kids time to learn. 
   713   It is not always the students.  It may be the teachers that are not up to par. 
   717   Stupid idea.  Respondent did not take the SOLs and turned out fine. 
   718  Standardized tests/SOLs are not a good measuring tool, put too much pressure on 

children, and not a measure of learning. 
728  Taking away from the standard of learning.  The education system is teaching to 

the test instead of teaching things that need to be taught. 
   729   Depends on the batch of kids you have that year to work with. 
   735   A lot of it is just something on paper and it really doesn't show what kids know. 
   736   They don’t teach anything that needs to be taught. 
   738   Teachers get around it by giving students answers. 
   742   That isn’t the only factor that needs to be considered. 
   744   Too much emphasis on SOLs and not on the basics. 
   755   I have never been a fan of standardized testing. 
   760   Some kids just test poorly. 
   767  Respondent does not agree with standardized tests because everybody isn't 

standard.  There are so many different levels of careers out there, even though 
everything needs to be based upon basic skills, and the education should be based 
more on what skills are needed in the community.  People are losing touch with 
reality--they don't take the initiative at work because they do not recognize what 
needs to be done in order to take the initiative. 

   768   Not supportive of SOLs.  Not enough focus on basic skills. 
   777   There is too much emphasis on the SOLs. 
   789   SOLs are not a good judge of student abilities. 
   794   Every student performs differently on tests. 
   797   Kids do not test well. 
   800  A straight “A” student can do poorly on a test and that should not reflect on the 

schools. 
   802   Some kids are not good test takers. 
   803  One test given at one time is no reflection of what happens the other 179 days of 

the school year. 
   805   Kids do not test well. 
   810   They could do a better job. 
   811   Other ways to ascertain. 
   812   Kids do not test well. 
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Q1g.   Level of agreement:  The teachers’ salaries in Alleghany County should be 
competitive with other divisions in the area (such as Covington, Bath County, 
Botetourt County, and Roanoke).  Responses of why respondent “somewhat 
disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response

22  Covington has Westvaco, Bath is rich and famous, Roanoke is okay but 
Alleghany is a poverty county. 

41  Consider the cost of living and quality of life in the community like you would 
with any other job. 

    65   Some of these are not comparable. 
    66  Teachers’ salaries should be based off of their performance, not their location or 

county. 
    90   Covington salaries higher. 
    95   Economy in Roanoke is better.  We don't have income to pay for these teachers. 
   116   I don't think they should compete. 
   122   Teachers in Northern Virginia challenge their students more. 
   141   Not compared with Botetourt; rest okay. 
   186  We don't have the growth the other areas do, so no, the salaries should not be 

competitive. 
   209   Not until they do their job. 
   310   Should all be about the same. 
   345   Not Botetourt and Roanoke because of cost of living. 
   426   Do not include Roanoke (better economy in Roanoke). 
   448   Not with Roanoke. 
   484   Should be competitive with the state and not local. 
   486   Consolidation would make wages the same. 
   509  It's a rural area and it's hard to get teachers that have gone to reputable schools--it 

is hard to compete with Roanoke on that. 
   513   Everyone who works with the school system should have increased pay. 
   515   Bigger picture needed. 
   528  Alleghany County has a whole other thing going on than those places--a different 

lifestyle. 
   567   Teachers should be paid a salary just like everybody else. 
   621  Respondent thinks there are people who live there and want to teach and there is 

more than a money issue to get good teachers.  In some cases it is also a quality of 
life decision for the teachers.  For example, not having to commute all the way to 
Roanoke if they don't have to, would take a lower paying job nearby if available. 

   635   No matter where you are in the state, teachers should be paid the same. 
   666   We cannot compete with Botetourt and Roanoke. 
   675   There are not enough funds for it. 
   689   Well qualified teachers should be well paid, doesn't think we pay them enough. 
   690   There is more money flowing in Roanoke, it ought not be assessed that way. 
   718   Too much geographic/economic diversity. 
   730   They are not doing the job they are supposed to do. 
   744   Other localities have enriched income that comes in more so than our area. 
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Q1h.   Level of agreement:  The teachers’ salaries in Alleghany County should be 
compared to those in other divisions of the same economic ability, size, and 
demographics throughout Virginia.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat 
disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response

14  When we say, "a school of same size/demographics" some systems may be more 
economically challenged than ours making it not a good comparison. 

41  Consider the growth potential and cost of living in area on which you are 
focusing. 

66  All students should have the best education no matter what their surrounding 
economic ability, size, and demographics.  In fact, all areas should be equal to the 
best in the nation. 

82  Northern Virginia has more resources and higher incomes.  Our rural community 
here is not like the north. 

    95   Not enough students to do the economic development around here. 
   209   Not until they do their job. 
   263   Nothing about demographics, but student needs. 
   273   The economics in this area are different from larger cities. 
   298  Our geographic area is unique in Virginia; our area is not as attractive in 

recruiting teachers.  Our area needs extra incentives to recruit teachers. 
   302   Every county is not the same in terms of growth and jobs. 
   370   We should do BETTER than average. 
   371  Don't think teachers should have tenure so no the salaries should not be increased 

for the teachers who do nothing but should be for the ones making changes. 
429  It's apples and oranges.  Just because they are the same size doesn't mean they are 

comparable. 
   465   No jobs. 
   479  Other counties should not be compared, just neighbors in immediate area. 
   522  If we're going to compare economics as a touchstone for our educational system, 

that's not right.  It should be the same throughout all counties regardless of 
demographics and county economic ability. 

   567   Teachers paid well as it is with good vacation plans. 
   572   There are tougher places to teach in Virginia. 
   588   Size does not matter. 
   627   Should depend on where you live. 
   635   Salaries should be higher. 
   710   It's okay to be above other counties not just compared with them. 
   803   Sometimes that is used as a way to not strive for improvement. 
   812   Losing a lot of business. 
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Q1i.   Level of agreement:  Alleghany County Schools are a great source of civic pride in 
the community.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat disagreed” or “strongly 
disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response

22  They are trying to enforce rules that respondent does not believe in, such as dress 
codes, conduct codes. 

    41   The community is divided here. 
    74   The schools haven't improved enough for real pride. 
   102   “B.S.” 
   108  A lot of the parents are unhappy because of "no child left behind."  Teachers are 

not given the resources to uphold their responsibilities. 
   147   So much attention is put towards sports that the academics are left behind. 
   156   Too much going on in the schools, people don't agree, no backbone. 
   209  They need to improve a lot.  The kids are coming out looking like hillbillies and 

low-lifes. 
   225   Not preparing students for post secondary training. 
   246  The bathrooms suck!  When respondent’s kids went to the high school he 

wouldn't use the bathrooms because they stank of cigarette smoke and filth; 
locker rooms were as bad. 

   291   Other things in area get more attention. 
   328  Schools could be better and could be attracting more businesses to the area, more 

economic growth. 
357  Not many students are enjoying high school because of violence and drug use. 
413  Most of the people in Alleghany County are older people.  They don't have 

children in the schools or they don't have interest in it. 
436  Sometimes when people have problems it is because the student is being cast 

aside and not listened to. 
   465   They are old and they won't consolidate. 
   516   Grammar and vocabulary in community are bad.  Reflects poorly on community. 
   545   Years ago yes, not now. 
   561   Some kids do not have pride in school because of the bickering. 
   588  They are not a great source of civic pride.  The parents show it but not others 

without children. 
   592   Only as far as football goes its good. 
   697   The average citizen is probably too old to pay much attention to the schools. 
   710   There used to be more, it is on the downfall. 
   732   Everything centers on football and no other activities. 
   749   You don’t see things going on in the school. 
   771  Respondent doesn't think there is as much pride as there used to be but she doesn't 

know why. 
785  We need a new superintendent.  This one is overpaid and lazy and a poor example 

(lacking in people skills). 
   789   Not at the moment.  We have been better.  Changes needed. 
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Q1j.   Level of agreement:  Alleghany County Schools contribute a great deal with regard 
to economic development in the County.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat 
disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
     1   Nothing going on here; industries and stores are closing. 
    21   Economics here are so bad nothing could help. 
    22   You don't see a lot in the paper about them doing anything. 
    24   Unions control the economy and keep new industries out. 
    26   We are going downhill, businesses are leaving. 
    31   There is no economic development in this county. 
    41   I look at what the students do when they graduate, there are no jobs for them here. 
    59   The schools don't have anything to do with the economic development. 
    60   Not too many people here; not enough jobs. 
    62   The schools have not stopped businesses from leaving, laying people off. 
    65   Nothing here and everything closing. 
    66  The area does not have a strong economy, jobs, or opportunities.  If you want a 

job, one has to leave Alleghany County and go to Roanoke or further. 
74  The schools are not of high enough quality to attract new businesses and 

population. 
95  Not striving to bring anything into this county.  They are trying to keep it a small 

rural area, we need to grow. 
   102   County is dying. 
   122  Some people come here from other areas and don't see the schools here as 

challenging and don't want to locate here. 
   139   There's nothing to offer the young people to stay in the county. 
   141   County economy is nil. 
   155   No bearing on economy. 
   156   They contribute in a negative way. 
   174   That's Westvaco. 
   178  We don't have any economic development in this county.  After graduation, if the 

kids want to make a fair living they move away. 
   193   People do not move to the area because of the schools. 
   236   How can they contribute economically? 
   263   Don't hear anything along those lines. 
   267   Need better economy in area (too many jobs lost). 
   273  The school board does not do enough to make our community look good.  They 

argue constantly and it is in the newspapers. 
   278   The schools have not been promoted in the best possible light. 
   279   Don't see it happening. 
   286   I don't see that they are doing anything outside of just meeting their SOLs. 
   291  Economic development is poor - jobs are being lost.  This translates to lost 

students and lost teachers.  Good teachers are not coming/moving into the county. 
   329   Politics get in the way. 
   339   Some kids go further with the education than others. 
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Q1j.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   342  People looking to move into the area (economic growth) would look at the 

schools first as a barometer as to whether or not they want to move into the 
community with their families.  Respondent finds that most people actually are 
settling in Rockbridge County or Greenbriar or Eagle Rock for better schools. 

   357   The kids leave to get jobs elsewhere. 
   370  Respondent doesn't see a lot of families that have the resources to stay here--

doctors/professionals move their families to Rockbridge so their children get 
better educated--the whole economic situation is depressed(ing). 

   388   It doesn’t bring anything to the county. 
   410   Economic conditions in county poor. 
   411   Economics bad in county. 
   413   They don't contribute a lot to anything. 
   414  Schools are football and bands, and potential to sell economic development is not 

being used.  Academics are far behind in getting kids into college. 
   420   Lots of high school grads leave the area.  Not enough opportunities. 
   429   Most of the kids that are successful wind up moving away. 
   435  Supervisors need to focus on people and the county they represent first to get 

things done. 
436  The schools are run by the superintendent and when they don't listen to family 

problems it is wrong. 
   438   Most kids leave to find other employment. 
   445   Industry is not here. 
   446   Bad economy in area. 
   452   Citizens are not being included in decisions. 
   465   We don't employee that many people. 
   481   The kids are not prepared enough. 
   489   No place in the county for anyone to work. 
   501  This is a low socio-economic area since the late 1970's--it's only now starting to 

turn around slowly, there is nothing here to keep the children here. 
509  Hasn't seen where schools are really involved with anything like that in county. 
548  The teachers won’t come into the county because of the bad pay.  No teachers, no 

students, bad economic development. 
   553   Bad economy not added to by schools. 
   567   Don't think they do. 
   568   Can't think of any economic development that has come from the schools. 
   570   Some companies are weary to come to county because of the school system. 
   585   There isn’t much employment in Alleghany County. 
   613   Opportunities aren't what they should be. 
   621  People come here who work at Westvaco but settle elsewhere because of better 

schools in those places. 
   624   There are no jobs so everyone leaves. 
   634   Don’t see anything. 
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Q1j.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

635  That's one of the reasons we're not getting the economic development, jobs 
coming in--if we had better schools we would have better industries coming in. 

   648   Haven't seen it. 
   659   They all have to leave here to get jobs. 
   664   The school doesn’t bring jobs. 
   673   What economic development?  Not there for this purpose. 
   676  There isn't anything in the county up where respondent lives.  If you get a job it's 

because you know somebody. 
   687   One industry here, Westvaco. 
   696   Too involved to get into. 
   709   No incentive for kids to stay around. 
   714   Schools not a part of economic development. 
   717   Bad reputation now in that area. 
   718   Leaders in community are driving kids away with lack of jobs. 
   728   Most of the students are leaving the area. 
   732   No jobs in area. 
   740   No jobs here. 
   746   Don’t think the school is helping to get jobs in the county. 
   754   Not a lot of things for people to do. 
   757  Other factors should be considered.  Schools cannot significantly influence 

economic development. 
760  Respondent doesn't hear a lot of emphasis on the schools when talking about 

economic development in the county. 
   787   No jobs in the area. 
   789   Need more lottery money to get quality teachers. 
   806  People here can't be hired by local company unless they go to Dabney.  25% of 

people hired are hired outside of Alleghany County. 
   811   Seen no evidence. 
   812   No jobs. 
 
Q1k.   Level of agreement:  Alleghany County is known outside the community for its good 

schools.  Responses of why respondent “somewhat disagreed” or “strongly 
disagreed” with the statement. 

 
Respondent # Response
     8   Not too many people know about this area. 
    21   Not so outstanding to be known in other areas. 
    29   Who knows about our schools?  Do they advertise? 
    31  When respondent went to school the students and the teachers were proud of their 

schools, don't find it that way now. 
41  If that was so the professionals who work in our county would live in our county 

and send their kids to school here. 
    43   Based on college exposures. 
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 Q1k.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
    46  A lot of people outside of Alleghany County don’t give the students the credit that 

they deserve. 
49  Does not agree that they are known out of the area, each individual community 

concentrates on their own school system. 
    52   Have a long way to go with its reputation. 
    63   Not known for its good schools in particular. 
    66   Covington is known, Alleghany is not. 
    67   Don't see anyone outside community to see whether it's true. 
    78   People looking to move here, don't because we don't have a strong high school. 
    91   Not known in general. 
   102   (Laughing) That's a joke. 
   108   The kids are out of control. 
   114  Too many kids going into high school classes and not enough teachers 

(overcrowded). 
   117   Doubt it seriously. 
   120   Not sure we have a good reputation. 
   122   Mostly known for bad qualities (declining economy). 
   128  The high school makes us known outside community for bad, not good reasons. 
   133  Has children in Northern Virginia schools and can see the difference in the 

schools. 
   143   Alleghany County does not have a strong reputation for good schools. 
   146   Doubtful. 
   147  Highland and Bath are both better, which goes back to how the systems are run--

both systems are smaller and are probably benefiting from more community 
involvement. 

   148   They are not known for their good schools. 
   149   Has not heard of the schools outside the community. 
   157  Bad reputation for fighting in the high school and the disarray of the school 

overall.  Also problem in the high school of students not getting the education 
needed because of the administration. 

   160   Other areas don’t have support of Alleghany County schools. 
   178   College recruitment is not that great in this area. 
   180   Doesn’t seem respected in other counties. 
   212   Don’t hear much from the schools. 
   246   Because respondent has children who have attended there. 
   251   People see our sports program as reflecting our school and hold it against us. 
   257  Because of condition of high school - it's a shame and embarrassment.  Fire 

hazard, bad facilities. 
260  From what respondent hears (compared to Roanoke and Blacksburg, which have 

more to offer). 
   291   People do not look at Alleghany County for its schools but for the paper mill. 
   293   Not that big of a county/school to be known. 
   302   Would need to check it on-line. 
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Q1k.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   318   Schools need a lot of work. 
   329   Alleghany County does not market its schools like they should. 
   352  Former graduates she knows were let through the school system before they were 

properly centered in certain academic subjects. 
   357   People make fun of the schools. 
   359   Not doing the best they could. 
   370  It's not just the schools--it's the mentality of the people, they don't support the 

teachers when they give homework, he doubts that they care about the academic 
part--priorities are a little screwy. 

371  Don't think we have the programs that other schools have, because of the 
economic diversity.  Fifty percent of Alleghany County is a national forest.  We 
pay taxes on that. 

391  Respondent does not believe they have done anything of note that has gotten the 
attention of communities outside their own. 

394  She doesn't see where Alleghany County wins too many awards to make it 
noteworthy in the news to make it outstanding. 

   396   Have not heard anyone mention schools outside the community. 
   402   I doubt it. 
   411   Respondent teaches in Roanoke County Schools and knows how it really is. 
   412   We shot ourselves in the foot with negative publicity. 
   413   The schools around here don't have any influence outside the area at all. 
   414  You don't hear about them outside the county.  Only the Board of Supervisors get 

any press - and it's because they are so horrible.  Supervisors dividing the 
community - they are a boy's club. 

   436   Think they could do better. 
   461   No great acknowledgements. 
   463   School board not doing the job in providing for the future of the children. 
   465   The schools need to be updated. 
   469   Nobody likes the high school. 
   472   What have they done that the word has gotten out? 
   489   Just not. 
   503   Don't know that people know we exist.  Little coverage in Roanoke papers or TV. 
   516  Bad perception of local population, "red-headed stepchild,” looked down upon by 

other locations in state. 
522  Because of our poor economic condition and no jobs and also where we're 

located.  We're thought of as very beneath others in our schools too.  We have 
some good schools and we have some good teachers, but from the outside looking 
in it may look like we're down in our educational system too. 

528  Respondent came from elsewhere and hadn't heard anything about Alleghany 
County Schools until she got there. 

   545   Works in real estate and has never heard anyone say the schools are wonderful. 
   546   Not real well known outside the county except for sports. 
   554   A few years ago the schools were pretty bad. 
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Q1k.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   573   People from outside county look at us kind of funny. 
   588  The county's reputation has taken a hit for a number of years because the county 

is thought of negatively. 
   592   The county is looked down upon. 
   594   I just don't think that it’s looked at that way. 
   616   Do not get any recognition. 
   617   Don’t feel that other people are aware of Alleghany County. 
   618   The county is not known much outside the county. 
   622   Not anything great to offer to brag about. 
   630   Alleghany County can’t attract other professions because of the high school. 
   638   They are not seen as being competitive. 
   639  School system as a whole is a good school system, but respondent has a child at 

college and feels that other opportunities should have been afforded her along the 
way during her high school education.  For instance, more than two foreign 
languages; and at JRTC, programs are being cut.  Even if there are a small amount 
of students who want to take a vocational class, it should be available to them. 

   648   Not out of area enough to know. 
   673   No publicity about school programs. 
   680   Nobody knows anything about Alleghany County schools. 
   687   Not known outside the community at all. 
   690   They can go down the road, all of them, they are not fair at all. 
   691   Alleghany County has not lived up to the quality of teachers they have. 
   696   We could do a much better job than what we are doing. 
   701   Not known. 
   702   AHS is a trash dump and an embarrassment. 
   709   Local government does not support. 
   710   Never hear of anybody bragging of going to Alleghany County schools. 
   714   Have not heard that. 
   718   Better known for bad leadership in community. 
   721   Would not say that. 
   728   There isn’t enough advertisement for the academics. 
   743  This bears out that more support and funding needs to go into Alleghany County 

schools so that it can become more recognized in the state. 
757  Schools are not known outside the community.  But political turmoil is known 

outside the community. 
767  Respondent thinks they may have a bad reputation--doesn't know if it's the 

schools or the government--most likely the government. 
   771   Respondent doesn't think they are known for that. 
   775   The schools are not as good as they should be. 
   785   The superintendent has made this area a laughing stock. 
   787   Known for their fighting governments. 
   789   "Oh, really?  Ha-ha..." 
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Q1k.   Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

794  It is not known for academic achievement in the state, a community this size can't 
compete as far as academics. 

   796   Because of all the controversy in the area. 
   799   Are they?  Don't think so. 
   802   Better schools in surrounding area. 
   804   A lot of people don't know about Alleghany County schools. 
   811   Seen no evidence. 
    
Q2. What grade would you give the public schools in Alleghany County?  Responses 

regarding why “D” or “F” rating was given. 
 
Respondent # Response
     1   Middle school has 18-year-olds. 
    22   They need to improve and put new blood in the administration. 
    36   Why are all the lights at the school and parking lot on at nighttime? 
    63  Room for improvement in some areas - some poor teachers, unmotivated students, 

more supervision and discipline of students. 
    69   Not up on current academics - too much sports. 
    74   Isn't thrilled with the quality of the schools. 
    78   Because of the high school. 
   108   Mediocre to bad teachers outweigh the few good teachers. 
   109   The school needs to be reconstructed, outdated facilities. 
   139   Need a school for students that have learning difficulties. 
   147  The superintendent is a good PR man, but he's a new wave type, he can play the 

media and the game and make sure it looks good in print.  He is dissatisfied to see 
the school system go from then to now--when he graduated in 1986 (and he took 
challenging, AP classes) he found himself unprepared for college.  Luckily he had 
a goal and learned how to study, after military service. 

   156   Not what they should be, could be better. 
   177   Not enough discipline. 
   188   Thinks they could be better. 
   209   Not doing their job, they need to stop playing politics with the kids lives. 
   226   They don't turn out educated students. 
   243  Still could do better - work better with slow children.  SOLs are being given too 

much importance. 
   257   Because of high school condition. 
   289   They are better than average but a long way to go in some areas. 
   328  Economic development and loss of the Lear factory which caused loss of many 

jobs. 
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Q2. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

349  Respondent’s experience is with a special needs child.  She is not thrilled with the 
services that have been provided to her child compared with what his needs are.  
Finally in high school he has a wonderful one-on-one aid.  In elementary school it 
was 5 kids, one teacher and one aid--they were not able to build upon the 
strengths of each child because it is difficult to identify what those strengths are. 

   355   Back to consolidation.  We need to join forces and use our money wiser. 
   413   They are not very well managed.  It's too political. 
   436   Thinks they could do better. 
   463   Not looking to the future of our children. 
   465   They are behind the times, in the programs they offer. 
   475   They are not perfect. 
   489   They do not do a real good job of preparing the children for an education. 
   531   Not up to par in some areas. 
   546   Not enough God in schools. 
   561   Not preparing students as much as they can.  Students not fully pushed to succeed. 
   592   The people that do well in Alleghany County are the rich people. 
   600  Having trouble with teachers who only worry about sports and don't communicate 

with parents. 
   636   They need to do better. 
   648  Staff/administration bloated.  Money could be better spent if glut in salaries was 

reduced.  Older buildings need work. 
   663   From what respondent hears some situations go on in the schools. 
   671   Not happy with some of the teachers. 
   691   Have not lived up to the standard of teaching they should have. 
   728   There is a lot of room for improvement. 
   733   Not quite up to par. 
   752   Knows little about the schools so just gives them a D. 
   761  Both of respondents children went to local schools, but sports were too important.  

Who you were was too important. 
   785   Too many problems. 
   812   All they are concerned with is becoming a city. 
 
Q4a. Rating:  the public schools in Alleghany County.  Responses of why respondent 

provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response
     1   Middle school students are 16-18 years old. 
     5   Don’t agree with the food. 
     8   Everything is so old and out of date. 
    10   Due to capital improvement issues. 
    26   Not the best schools in the state, something lacking, I don't know what it is. 
    41   Respondent is a product of the system and was unprepared for college. 
    42   No children in school to make good judgment. 
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Q4a. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
    62   Respondent knows of nothing the schools are doing better than anybody else. 
    74   Not too happy with the schools. 
    83   Room for improvement. 
    95   The economic situation. 
   108  Resources to provide an adequate education with "no child left behind" just does 

not work, no parental support. 
114  Not teaching up to standard. Only teaching up to standards in years that grade is 

studying for SOLs. 
   116   They could use some improvements. 
   120   They could do better.  They do the minimum. 
   125   Needs new school or needs improvement. 
   133   There is room for improvement. 
   137   Some are newer than others and better teachers. 
   147  Basically they are trying to make sure they have funding by reaching the goals set 

by the president and it isn't his job, it's the state's job and they've tied the hands of 
a lot of good teachers.  All they're doing is teaching SOLs. 

   157  Trying to do better on a level that others are at but they are not there yet. 
   169  Because they don't adequately meet the needs of all children.  (Morale issue--

teachers are teaching SOLs). 
   177   Because of discipline issues. 
   178   No reason. 
   179  Some of the teachers are not qualified.  They should have a degree to go with 

their position. 
181  Respondent’s son’s grade school was excellent.  There are over 600-6th graders 

and they're falling through the cracks. 
   182   They are mediocre. 
   183   Because they are not excellent and they are not poor. 
   191   Don’t think the students are challenged enough. 
   208   There are a few problems. 
   209   The teachers are not doing their jobs. 
   212   Standard of learning is average or below average. 
   217   The things respondent has heard. 
   230   Some could be better. 
   231   Elementary schools are okay.  High school is in bad shape. 
   246  Respondent has had five children graduate from county schools: knowing is 

believing. 
247  They are not salary-competitive for teachers; not enough program influence to 

provide teachers and support systems to promote passion for learning. 
   254   A lot of them have too many students in some of the classes. 
   257  Because of condition of high school.  Elementary school (Boiling Spring) - bad 

gym facilities (no seating). 
   263   Need new buses; get rid of classrooms in trailers (use vacant spaces elsewhere). 
   268   Too many students in the classroom. 
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Q4a. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   270   The struggle to get extra help with your child. 
   275   Other people talking. 
   307   Where respondent works there is room for improvement. 
   339   They don’t try hard enough with the troubled kids. 
   340   Not enough discipline. 
   345   High school poor; rest (middle and elementary schools) excellent. 
   355   We are small school systems and not using our money the best we can. 
   357   The old buildings and the classrooms are too small. 
   360   High school needs to be rebuilt. 
   366   There is room for a lot of improvement: going back to the SOL issue. 
   379  Think they are too stressed out about the SOLs they need to get back to old ways 

of learning. 
384  Respondent knows they want a new school but thinks that's a nice high school.  

Respondent knows several people who have graduated from it and they like it. 
391  Respondent thinks their academic standards have lowered and they don't offer 

enough for the gifted students. 
   402   That's what respondent heard. 
   411   School systems do not work well together.  Not a close knit community. 
   413  Respondent doesn’t think the schools are good.  Sees too many kids who can’t 

read, write, or even speak English. 
   414   System (teachers and administration) do not go above and beyond the minimum. 
   416  The high school needs some work as do the older elementary schools. 
   423   Has read in the paper that they need fixing up. 
   435   No comment. 
   436   Maybe they try more than I give them credit for. 
   440   Few things that need to be fixed, like the dress codes. 
   444   Could be so much more effort put forth by school system. 
   460   From comments that people respondent knows in the county have made. 
   463  Bus overloading, disciplinary problems, not enough money on education and 

teachers of poor children. 
469  The high school has been flooded and is cold in the winter and hot in the summer. 

   473   Schools need some updating. 
   477   Do more to promote the kids and further their education. 
   486  Too many holidays taken when there are too many snow days needed and we end 

up in classes way into the summer. 
   499   When local students go away to college, it takes them five years to graduate. 
   500   The building is falling down and they need to consolidate. 
   507   High school needs a lot of work. 
   509   There is too much emphasis on sports rather than academics. 
   516   Trying but battling old fights.  Inbred, no perceptions of outside world. 
   531  From what respondent has heard, some programs are not used to the best 

efficiency. 
   538   AHS in need of repair. 
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Q4a. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   545   Respondent hears a lot of negative things about the schools. 
   546   Some teachers give strong effort, but some do not. 
   548  The school system is prejudiced against people without money and most of the 

people do not have money in the county. 
550  Respondent had a daughter who was an honor student.  The mother didn't think 

the school's teaching was adequate so she hired tutors to augment education. 
   557   They could do better. 
   573   People from other areas have better programs. 
   578  One reason, we have a community college: a lot of the students have to go to 

Dabney before they can qualify for a 4-year college. 
   588   Education as a whole has been taken for granted for a long time. 
   592   The schools are not up to par.  Not well supervised. 
   598   General impression of the grading system. 
   630   The high school is poor. 
   636   Doing the best they can. 
   638  Don’t feel the kids have the same opportunities as the kids in other school 

systems. 
   643   Room for improvement. 
   648   Kids working at Wendy's can't work a register. 
   650  Respondent doesn't think all of the programs are where they should be.  For 

example, special education: some of the kids slip through the cracks because there 
are not adequate teaching resources for special needs children.  The teachers need 
more assistance (aids) depending on class size. 

   675   The condition of the schools. 
   680   Don’t know much about the schools. 
   690   Because of the teachers and especially the principal at Alleghany High School. 
   691   Have not lived up the standard of teaching we expect. 
   696  Have made a good step with the improved middle school; need to continue 

making improvements. 
   701   There are improvements that could be done to all of the schools. 
   702  Buildings need to be improved.  Boiling Spring School has no walls and is very 

noisy.  AHS needs work. 
703  There is always room for discipline.  Respondent had to be pulled out of the way 

in the hall and told that they would get run over.  The filth and dirty language in 
the halls is bad. 

   704   The way the system is run. 
   705   Could do a lot better job of preparing our kids. 
   709   The teachers are what makes it fair.  Without them the schools would be worse. 
   712   There are things that could be done differently. 
   714   Most kids can get a decent education here. 
   732   Teachers aren't like they used to be.  Principal is focused on dress code. 
   734   Don't help all students like they should. 
   749   Don’t see leadership. 
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Q4a. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   762   Needs improvement. 
   768   Overall some schools good, some bad. 
   775   They could be better. 
   785   Better education in Covington; smaller classrooms and better teachers. 
   796   Need to upgrade facilities. 
   797   There are a lot more things they could do to bring in more students. 
   806   Can't get jobs so they are not being taught what they should be. 
   807   Not as up to date as they should be/modernized. 
   811   Room for improvement on all levels. 
   812   They don’t take the initiative. 
 
Q4b. Rating:  the opportunities for high school technical or career education in the 

county.  Responses of why respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response
     5   Not enough to do. 
    19   Not a lot of opportunity for local employment. 
    23   No jobs around here. 
    38   No jobs around here. 
    41   The opportunities are not here. 
    42   No place for employment here after education. 
    50   Only one technical school in county. 
    55   Need more. 
    60  Not enough programs; not enough kids to have more programs.  Maybe 

consolidation will help. 
    62   Just to get an education you have to leave the area. 
    65   Only one technical school and it's only Jackson River Technical School. 
    66  Alleghany County needs to imitate Covington's system of sending the students 

early, even in their junior year, to Dabney Community College in Lancaster to 
learn trade and vocational skills.  The high schools also need to offer worthwhile 
trades (such as plumbing, electrician, etc.) for those students who aren't right for 
college. 

    91   Other things they could do;  unsure of offerings. 
    94   Nothing here for children to do - no jobs, factories.  Just McDonalds/fast food. 
    95   Not enough children to be trained in this area. 
    98   Could do better. 
   102   Only know about vocational center. 
   106  More trade schools should be available.  Trade jobs are becoming more available 

throughout US. 
108  It is going to be blue collar work primarily, the county keeps businesses out, don't 

know why. 
   114   Not a whole lot of opportunities here. 
   125   Just assume. 
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Q4b. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   134   Not enough options. 
   139   Needs improvement. 
   141   Only one community college in area and no jobs available for graduates. 
   160   More course offerings. 
   162   They have a good program but they have to go outside the county for a job. 
   167   Too much college and not enough tech and career courses. 
   178   There is no industry or jobs coming to the area. 
   180   Doesn’t seem to promise results. 
   182   From what I hear. 
   183   They have to be awfully good to be rated excellent. 
   186   Vocational school is all respondent knows about, we need more. 
   194  From what respondent hears she said it was fair.  She is 81 years old and her kids 

are no longer in school so it is just what she hears. 
   195   There's no economy in the area....jobs are limited. 
   201   Should be more opportunities. 
   212   In a small county so do not have many resources. 
   222   Not enough opportunity. 
   227   They could do more. 
   229   Because the kids have to leave the county to get a good technical education. 
   233   Need more programs. 
   237   Not a lot offered. 
   238   Very little for them. 
   247   Don't hear a lot about excellence in this area. 
   250   Students have to leave to get a good job. 
   257   Only JRVC available.  Less opportunities here. 
   265  Not enough challenges; students not prepared to go further (like college or 

trades). 
   268   Comparable to everyone else. 
   275   Hear say. 
   280   They could provide more vocational. 
   290   Nothing in the county for the kids. 
   291  More opportunities need to be offered.  Need to focus outside of paper mill and 

local industries to reach outside of local economy.  Students now need to leave 
the area. 

   298   Need to provide more diversified opportunities from the technical aspect. 
   300   Not much opportunity. 
   302   Could be improved. 
   309   Could do a lot better. 
   339   Not enough courses. 
   343   No place for young people to get a job after they graduate. 
   345   Very little source of jobs in county. 
   352   There just isn't the job force there or a variety of good paying jobs. 
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Q4b. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   357   Not attracting new industry. 
   364   Not enough in the area. 
   366  There is not that much that kids can do in the area.  They have to leave the area to 

get jobs other than Wal-Mart and fast food. 
   388   Used to offer more, needs to offer more classes. 
   402   Don't teach them enough.  Teachers don't have time to teach student properly. 
   410   Not enough emphasis on sciences, mathematics and technology. 
   413   There's not a lot available. 
   418   There could be more programs instituted for training purposes. 
   424   No industry here and the one that is here tries to keep others out (Westvaco). 
   430   Vocational school not a focus in the community. 
   433  When students go away to college, they are behind and have to take make-up 

classes. 
   435   Not much here. 
   436   We need more of that here. 
   442   Need more training as far as jobs are concerned. 
   444   County business is making life hard for teachers. 
   445   No industry in area. 
   450   More opportunities should be available. 
   458   Far behind. 
   465   What do they offer, welding and maybe carpentry? 
   468   There could be more technical things brought in. 
   473   Not encouraged within the student body enough. 
   489   Not much to offer. 
   500   None around. 
   501  There are not many opportunities for technical/career experience because of the 

lack of economic development in the county.  Where can the kids go for hands-on 
learning? 

   508   Not a lot for the kids to choose from. 
   509  There are not many opportunities in the county for anything.  To get a good job 

you have to know people. 
   516   Bad economy, empty buildings. 
   517   Not many jobs in the county. 
   518   There is nothing here for them to do. 
   521   No jobs locally. 
   522  In a bigger area like Roanoke or Botetourt they have better technical facilities 

than we do because they have more jobs. 
   526   Very little opportunities. 
   527  No focus on technical education or opportunities.  More of a working 

class/manual labor economy here. 
541  We could use a trade school, a vocational center.  We have one but we could 

cover more job skills. 
   548   No jobs for the people to go to. 
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Q4b. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   568   There is not much economic development in this area. 
   573  Only one economic source (paper mill) that keeps out other businesses (example 

Coors Brewery). 
   578   We have students that go that route because they cannot go to college. 
   586   Needs to be improved - nothing around here to do. 
   588   There is not anything for the students to go to after school. 
   592   Several businesses are closed so it is bad. 
   594   No opportunities like other areas have. 
   611   Could be more. 
   617   Alleghany County is behind on courses. 
   622   General feeling. 
   623   Everyone is looking for jobs and no one can find any. 
   627   Only one vocational school in county. 
   636   No opportunity here.  Losing jobs every day. 
   638   Not enough options. 
   649  Don’t feel like they have the same opportunities that other schools have because 

of the community. 
   658   Send them to JRTC. 
   668   Job opportunities: not many of them there to fit the technical/career education to. 
   670   No job opportunities; students have to move when they graduate. 
   673   No economic development here; no jobs in county. 
   690   They need to offer more craft skills opportunities. 
   693   Not too many jobs in area. 
   702   But improving. 
   708   Bad job opportunities in this county. 
   714   Vocational school okay. 
   734   Don't give everyone the same opportunities. 
   737   They don't have enough programs for the kids. 
   740   No jobs here. 
   742   There are not a lot of opportunities. 
   743  The kids go to Dabney, and if they want to get a 4-year degree they have to go to 

VWCC to get that.  They have to move away to get a 4yr degree. 
   744   The technical aspects of schools are not where our country is heading. 
   757   Not much industrial base in the county. 
   761   JRTC good, but not enough other opportunities. 
   765   Nothing around here for the kids anymore. 
   767  The last the respondent heard, there were very few choices and he hopes it's better 

than when he went to school (80's). 
   773   Could be more opportunities. 
   774   Respondent thinks they are average. 
   780   Not enough offerings. 
   787   Could do better, need new computer systems. 
   789   Need more opportunities and improvements at the community college. 
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Q4b. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   796   Need to get new schools for better education. 
   797   There are not enough courses. 
   801   Employment is very low in Alleghany County. 
   802   Need more opportunities for more children. 
   804   Not a lot offered. 
   805   Don’t offer enough. 
   807   There is not enough opportunity. 
   812   No opportunity. 
 
Q4c. Rating:  the instructional effectiveness of the schools in preparing Alleghany County 

students for college.  Responses of why respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response

1  Most people go to community college (Dabney S. Lancaster) and transfer to 
another school. 

     2   Thinks it prepares them for community college. 
     7  Respondent judges by the kids she knows and the career paths they choose and 

what encouragement they got, or didn’t.  Some are getting lost in the system (e.g., 
bright kids but poor readers; others are labeled and can't escape their labels, etc.). 

26  Respondent’s grandchildren did not receive as good an education as they needed 
for when they went to college. 

    41   Kids that do go away do okay but have their struggles. 
    43  Opinion based on the experience with kids getting into college and competing 

with other kids, respondent’s son could not get into the University of Virginia 
because in math and science he was not at the level they were. 

44  Students are not well prepared for college in general.  Difficult to make the 
transition to living away from home and more difficult academically. 

66  The school supports the smart students well enough, but the slower students tend 
to fall through the cracks, or are not supported. 

87  Students from here who go to colleges other than local (like Tech) go into shock.  
Not enough preparation.  Relates to teacher salaries. 

95  We have Dabney and we can't keep up with the technology ourselves.  It is a fair 
college but not a good college. 

102  Pitiful.  We had a hard time adjusting to Virginia Tech among my Alleghany 
County classmates. 

   108   The smart ones are the only ones they concentrate on. 
   114   Not enough offerings. 
   116   Some students don't want to learn and some teachers try harder than others. 
   122   Respondent’s children felt inadequately prepared for college. 
   133   Experience with the children in the area. 
   149   Schools elsewhere are better. 
   157  No standard set for them.  12th and 11th graders are not where they should be.  

They are not able to compete in college environment. 
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Respondent # Response
   166   Respondent’s great niece went to college and did not do well. 
   169   It's all in the ability of the student's wanting it coupled with parental support. 
   170   Because of SOLs.  They need to be learning other things. 
   173   They are a little further behind other schools. 
   177   Because of the discipline problem. 
   178  There is a lot of disappointment with the guidance counselors and the curriculum 

that they recommend for the students. 
181  Respondent took the college entrance exam with 12th graders at age 38 and 

scored better than the students, and many high school graduates end up taking 
developmental courses in college. 

   182   Doesn’t think it is up to par. 
   183   Don't know if the schools try to encourage the kids or not. 
   191  Have a college student that was not as prepared as well as could have been.  They 

need to improve in this area. 
   209   They are not doing their job.  The kids are not at all ready for college. 
   212   Standards of learning are lower than the national average. 
   226   Not prepared. 
   227   They could have more advanced classes. 
   241   None of the high school graduates were prepared when they went to VT or UVA. 
   242  Some of the kids don't feel like they are prepared when they go on to college.  

The guidance counselors could do more to help the children prepare for college.  
Grandson didn't get any help in getting his career goals in line--they gave him 
over to football rather than academics.  He went to Ferrum but only stayed one 
year.  If the guidance counselors did their job well he would have had a 
scholarship. 

246  Children were NOT prepared for college!  Daughter got a basketball scholarship 
but put herself toward this goal with NO help from Alleghany County Schools or 
sports programs. 

253  They just don't really pursue students going to college.  Need more scholarships 
so people can afford to send them. 

   256   Don't think enough emphasis on analysis, in college they are at a disadvantage. 
   260   All schools are "clicky" and some students get left behind. 
   265   Not prepared enough (some children). 
   302   No colleges in the county. 
   311   When respondent went to school he didn't learn much due to overcrowding. 
   320   They are not up to par. 
   328  Daughter had a tough time and didn't get what she needed, had to pick up in 

college skills that she should have gotten in high school. 
   333   Need more college prep courses. 
   357   Kids are not going for higher education. 
   366  A lot of the students that go on to college drop out in the first year because they 

are not prepared for college level work--harder exams, for example, required 
study habits, they don't know how to do for themselves. 
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Respondent # Response

374  A lot of the guidance counselors haven't been doing their jobs.  They wait for the 
kids to come to them rather than seeking out the kids and letting them know they 
have potential. 

   378   Could improve by bringing more courses. 
   391  She doesn't think the students are prepared for the rigors of college level work. 
   396   Respondent had hard time adjusting to college after high school. 
   400   Some do go to college. 
   402   Many students not getting into college. 
   408   Room for improvement, especially with focus on SOLs instead of grades. 
   410  Teachers of today would not be able to make it in industry.  Just trying to make it 

through the day.  Hurts students' attitudes and morale.  Teacher salaries need to be 
raised to attract better teachers.  One bad apple/bad teacher sets back a student a 
whole year. 

   413   I talk to graduates, and I might as well be talking to three year olds. 
   414  Top of the class at AHS means nothing at quality colleges.  Good students here 

are embarrassed at colleges. 
   433   When local kids go to college, have to take remedial classes. 
   434   ADHD students not served well. 
   435   Not like they should be. 
   436  Maybe they do more than the kids pay attention to but they need more interest. 
   438   Most kids go to work. 
   444   Local students deficient compared to other areas. 
   450   College prep classes are lacking qualified teachers. 
   468   They could be more prepared for college. 
   473   Had relatives not ready for college.  They didn’t make it. 
   477  They don't tell the kids what they need and when they go to college they are not 

ahead of the game. 
   489   Not prepared in the sciences. 
   499   Local students take five years to graduate college. 
   508   Don’t offer enough. 
   509  Respondent went to Dabney Lancaster first.  Most of the people she graduated 

with had to take Math and English prerequisite courses at college before they 
could go on to college level courses. 

   516   Some teenagers in neighborhood are idiots. 
   522  High school graduates must take a year of developmental classes at community 

college before they can start on their college programs.  This says the high school 
is not preparing the students like they should. 

   526   Lacking in the math and science departments. 
   531  Some kids get through school without being able to read.  Later found to be a 

learning disability. 
   545   They don't have all of the curriculum needed for college. 
   548   Focusing on SOLs and people are having trouble in college. 
   557   There are things that they can’t prepare for. 
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Respondent # Response
   561   Teachers try the best they can with the students they have. 
   568  Some of the more recent high school graduates respondent has talked to haven’t 

thought they were up to par at college with students from other places. 
   573   Some kids do okay, but not a lot. 
   586   Nothing to do around here, so have to go to college to get out of here. 
   608  Granddaughter not given good counselor advice and was kept from getting into 

college because of course selection. 
   611   Could use some improvement. 
   618   Taught too much to the SOLs and now there are gaps in the education. 
   621  She knows people who have gone to college and really struggle with classes.  

There are very few AP classes available in Alleghany County and few of those 
students pass the AP exams. 

   630   Not enough courses. 
   639   Daughter told her she was not as prepared for college as she should have been. 
   645   College prep courses help; but if not in college prep, students don't do well. 
   648   Not too many of our kids going on to college. 
   675   There are not enough teachers who encourage college. 
   689   Some people are doing well and others say they graduated but didn't learn a lot. 
   695   SOLs should not be a factor. 
   710   The kids are grouped and not equal. 
   712   Not enough programs. 
   732   Focus on only a few of the kids. 
   734   Don't explain instructions for learning disabled students. 
   737  It seems they don't care if you go to college or not.  They just want to get you out 

the door. 
   740   Had a child go to college. 
   743  Respondent remembers when they used to give students who were headed to 

college various advanced classes, like math, but now it's diluted to the slowest 
learners.  It used to be that the bright kids were challenged but now not so much. 

   744   Teacher remarks. 
   754   Nothing has changed since back in the day. 
   761   Not a lot of kids get to go to college. 
   768  Guidance department does not do their job.  Students who leave here are not 

prepared for college. 
771  Respondent has two kids in high school and not one thing has been done for either 

one of them.  Looking for colleges to attend, they had to go out on their own and 
then come to the school counselors 5,6,7 times to get the right papers together for 
college entry.  Daughter graduated last year, son is a junior and there has been 
nothing done to start getting him ready for going to college. 

   775   There are not enough courses. 
   785   Not good. 
   787   Teacher wages too low. 
   791   Need more basic education. 
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Respondent # Response
   810   Many young college students feel they are in over their heads. 
   811   To focused on SOLS and not college skills. 
   812   All they are doing is teaching what is on the SOLs. 
 
Q4d. Rating:  Alleghany Schools at preparing students for careers.  Responses of why 

respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response

7  Respondent thinks they don't put much effort in helping them choose careers or 
guiding them.  They need to help them find their strengths and show them the 
steps to get there. 

    26   They need more education than what they get in Alleghany County. 
    29   Only if you want to work at paper mill. 
    44   No work here in county except fast food. 
    47   No jobs here. 
    65  Too many computers and calculators in school.  Students not required to use their 

own heads. 
    83   A lot of kids don't know what they need to know to have a job in public. 
    87  Not prepared for life other than working at Wal-Mart.  Happens to many schools 

throughout county. 
88  They only look at two different things around here: the hospital (nursing) and 

Westvaco.  There is more here than that. 
    94   Vocational school okay; otherwise nothing else. 
    95   Not getting enough training in the high tech arena that's needed. 
    98   No careers or jobs in county.  Economically depressed. 
   102   Only careers in fast food here.  Area economically depressed. 
   114  Not enough job offerings unless you want to work at the paper mill.  Not broad 

enough span of opportunities. 
   116   Some of the problems stem from the students. 
   122  Respondents children are inadequately prepared in comparison to Northern 

Virginia. 
   133   Compared with others in other areas in Virginia. 
   134   Not enough jobs to go to. 
   151   Do some more of this. 
   157  Trying to do better with the technology center they just built, but they are not 

there yet. 
   167   Too much college preparation. 
   169   This doesn't fall within the schools.  This belongs with the parents. 
   173   Needs to be more courses that prepare students for careers. 
   176   Respondent is not sure they focus on the right things. 
   177   There is room for improvement. 
   178   Hear say. 
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Respondent # Response

182  Teachers are not dedicated like they used to be.  They are not interested in the 
students; just their pay checks. 

   183   If they don't prepare them for college, they don’t prepare them for careers. 
   191   They need to improve in this area. 
   196   They could offer more courses. 
   209  Need to start working with kids.  They don’t know how to work and have no life 

skills. 
   212   Not enough courses. 
   217   Most interest is on college prep.  Vocational and technical take 2nd place. 
   227   They should have more courses. 
   244   Technical school should have other offerings. 
   247   Not seeing excellence in this area. 
   256  Respondent thinks they do the basics.  Not enough emphasis on the outside world 

and the real challenges they are going to face. 
257  Little to no jobs here.  Students need more job skills, but not just paper mill or 

Wal-Mart jobs. 
   263   Children have a hard time getting into a good college. 
   265   Not prepared for real life challenges. 
   275   Heard from other people. 
   280   They are doing a half way good job. 
   288   Not enough courses. 
   291  Not a variety of jobs offered so how can they prepare for something here?  

Prepare for fast food, Wal-mart, K-mart jobs? 
   309   Could do a lot better. 
   320   They are not doing a good job. 
   328   Not enough opportunity for them to explore careers. 
   336  Some teachers and administrators try real hard and some don't and if all don't then 

you are lacking.  Respondent sees people who are not giving their all. 
338  It seems like so many kids end up doing fast food and service work which isn't 

really what one would term a "career." 
   339   There are not enough courses to prepare them. 
   342  They don't get what they need at the high school.  They need to come to the 

community college to get enough education to make a good career of it. 
354  See a lot of kids that come from this school system that end up pregnant or in the 

court system.  The school has to be responsive to the court system. 
   364   Not enough here for the kids. 
   366  They don't have much of a choice of what to do with their lives if they stay in the 

area, and they're not really taught anything that will help them that much.  Most of 
the kids are not going on to college. 

374  Look at the country as a whole.  There isn't a lot of work out there and the average 
kid coming out of school has a tough time, especially in Alleghany County, with 
the current job outsourcing. 

   376   Don't see them doing anything. 
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Respondent # Response
   390   Don’t offer much. 
   391  Respondent sees a lack of accountability, holding students only to minimum 

standards. 
   393   Small school and small area. 
   396   Not a lot of jobs that hire high school degree graduates. 
   402   Kids not getting careers. 
   411   Lack of job opportunities in county. 
   413   They don't prepare the kids for anything.  They just push them through. 
   414  Unless you have a football scholarship or plan to work at Westvaco, you have no 

future here. 
   426   Not much opportunity for careers in this area. 
   430  If a student does not go to college, problem finding a job in the area (bad local 

economy). 
   433   Education not good enough. 
   435   Nothing to prepare them for here. 
   438   Poor work conditions here. 
   448  Slack on this.  Students are missing some classes to be able to work during the 

school year. 
   456   Not enough training for the jobs. 
   463   Takes good teachers to educate children. 
   469   Schools don't teach anything about real life. 
   476   Don’t have enough choices. 
   489   Our kids are getting a bad deal. 
   499   Always room for improvement. 
   508   Don’t offer enough. 
   516   Teens good at car repair. 
   522   We need more technical training in our county. 
   527   Most kids don't know what they want to do. 
   528  Alleghany County schools will try to reach kids who they see trying.  If they don't 

see a kid trying they won't go out of their way to reach them. 
531  Not all the programs and capabilities are available to students.  Students need to 

retake classes to get into college. 
   539   They need to prepare the kids better for college. 
   545   They are not prepared for college. 
   548  Everything is based on SOLs.  Kids who come from Alleghany County have to be 

taught after they get out of high school. 
   549   Not many jobs around here. 
   573   Majority of kids have no job options. 
   578  What happens a lot is that students come out of high school and go to Dabney and 

then they have to transfer in order to gain their careers.  Often they will stop after 
two years here (JRTC) and there they get a construction or HVAC job (i.e., one 
they could have gotten anyway). 

   588   There are not jobs for the limitations the students have. 
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Respondent # Response
   589   Need more jobs in county. 
   591   More orientation towards college versus career. 
   592   Too many don’t go to jobs because they are not able to. 
   594   Students not helped enough in preparing or planning for careers. 
   608   Poor counselor advice. 
   619   Need more resources. 
   622   From the people respondent has seen around the area. 
   630   Not enough choices. 
   635  Because there are not many careers in the area so there isn't much to train the 

students for currently. 
   636   Nothing around here for them to do. 
   639  An area needs jobs in order to provide jobs/careers for the children.  JRTC is 

presently cutting programs: less career training in fewer areas.  As a result the 
kids have to leave the area to get careers, and sometimes also career training.  
This is a drain on our population: it is doubtful that they will be coming back.  
When industry is looking to move into an area, workers are one of the resources 
they look for. 

   642   Need more technical classes. 
   650  The school administrators depend on the better academic students to pull the 

slower students up to par, but if you are not academically inclined you may be 
ignored unless you make yourself known to them in order to get the assistance 
that is right for you. 

   675   The lack of jobs is shadowing the students. 
   678   Schools can only do with what they have.  Jobs are not here. 
   681  Not getting as much true to life education or practical education that could be 

better for college. 
689  Son who just graduated with academic honors went to VT seems smart but failed 

2 out of 5 classes.  He did well in chemistry in high school but failed it at Tech. 
   691   Not trained sufficiently. 
   692   Not equipped enough. 
   695   Not enough resources. 
   696   Tend to feel that way about all Virginia schools.  Students cannot make change. 
   705   More into developing a skill than investing in opportunities. 
   708  Bad job opportunities in this area.  People have to move away from here to use 

their skills. 
   718   Tenure system keeps teachers from performing better. 
   732   Nothing about careers except for JRTC. 
   737  They never mentioned to respondent anything about a job or what respondent 

wanted to be. 
   740   No good jobs out of high school. 
   743  The counselors should endeavor to work more closely with the students to 

discover where their strengths are, and personalize recommendations and 
encouragement to apply to the right schools--collegiate or technical training. 
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Respondent # Response
   750   Has not heard many good things about it. 
   753   Nothing around here, have to leave town to work. 
   754   They just get them in then get them out. 
   759   The only thing they have is a shop class. 
   761   Not a lot of opportunities here. 
   765   Around here kids are pressed to work at the mill. 
   768   Some teachers teach for a job, not because they love kids.  Low teacher morale. 
   769  They could do better with subjects that could be used in real life opposed to 

history and things like that. 
   772   Not enough diversity in curriculum to consider languages and sciences. 
   775   Not enough courses. 
   780   Need more detailed schooling. 
   785   Students are not being prepared to leave the area and explore their options. 
   787   No good careers in the area.  College required for careers now. 
   793  Not enough course offerings, especially in etiquette, manners and proper business 

conduct. 
   797   They do not push the subjects. 
   802   Need more offerings to expand opportunities and broaden horizons. 
   804   Don't tell you anything about college. 
   811   Need more on the job skills training. 
   812   No jobs. 
 
Q4e. Rating:  The school buildings and facilities in Alleghany County.  Responses of why 

respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response
     2   The high school needs lots of improvements.  It is very old. 
     3   School is outdated and not conducive to learning. 
     4   A new high school needs to be built. 
     5   Bathrooms should be cleaner. 
     6  They need a new high school in the county.  It is crowded, old and in flood plain. 
     8   Too old. 
    10   Capital improvement issues. 
    16   Old, outdated. 
    18   Because of the condition of the high school. 
    19   No comparison to Northern Virginia or Roanoke facilities. 
    20   High school needs work. 
    28   The high school is on a flood plain but, the other schools are good. 
    31   Rated poor for just the high school. 
    38   Old. 
    39   Some need repair like the high school. 
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Respondent # Response
    46  The new middle schools are very good, but the older schools could use a lot of 

renovation and updating.  The lack of air conditioning in the older schools hurts 
the children. 

    52   Because they need to work on the high school. 
    56  The schools are old, outdated, and in a bad location.  Alleghany County needs an 

overall plan for updating the school system. 
    57   Been there too long and flooded. 
    61   Needs to be upgraded or replaced. 
    64   Need new schools. 
    65   County high school falling down around students. 
    67   Need repairs on high school. 
    69   New ones good; high school bad. 
    73   High school needs work. 
    74   The high school needs to be replaced. 
    75   Good except for the high school. 
    91   Some schools need definite renovations. 
    92   Rating is just for the high school. 
    94   Alleghany High School floods all the time. 
   102   Depends on particular school in question. 
   108   Just the high school. 
   109   Needs better facilities. 
   111   The high school is old. 
   112   The high school needs work. 
   114   High school is falling apart.  Needs to be brought up to date. 
   115   Some buildings need to be fixed. 
   116   Vandalism. 
   118   High schools need to be remodeled. 
   121   High school needs some work. 
   124   Poor for high school; excellent for others. 
   125   Needs new schools or improvement. 
   128   K-8 schools are good but the high school is inadequate. 
   133   Alleghany County High School is too old. 
   134   High school needs repair. 
   137   Some are good and some are not. 
   139   Middle school good but high school needs improvement. 
   143   They are old and outdated (the high school). 
   145   The high school needs work but the others are well kept. 
   146   High school fair; elementary schools excellent. 
   148   They need to be upgraded. 
   149   Too old, Alleghany County High School is falling into the river. 
   151  Some of them are nice schools and others are bad.  The bad ones need a lot of 

work and repair. 
   154   Repairs need to be done in Alleghany County High School. 
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Respondent # Response
   155   Computers need a little updating. 
   157   Most are excellent but the high school has major problems. 
   160   Too old. 
   161   The age of the schools. 
   162   The high school in particular needs a better location. 
   165   Need a lot of work. 
   174   They put them up too fast and they don't stand up for very long. 
   175  One new elementary school good; high school bad; one new middle school good;  

city schools very bad. 
   177   Because of the high school. 
   179  Not up to standard with what they should be.  Even the new schools are not what 

they should be. 
181  The middle school is brand new and modern; the elementary schools have been 

renovated, but the high school needs a lot of work.  It is cracking and becoming 
dangerous. 

   182   High school only. 
   183  They haven't changed.  They started brand new with the water and the mildew 

from the beginning and it happens every time it gets wet. 
   185   High school is poor, everything else excellent.  Buildings do not make the school. 
   193   Outdated. 
   194   We need a new high school. 
   196   Some are good and some are not: like the high school. 
   197   The high school needs to be replaced. 
   202   Some buildings are good and some are not. 
   205   Some have been remodeled and some need it. 
   212   Most schools are good but the high school is falling down. 
   215   Alleghany County High School needs to be redone or reconstructed. 
   219   The high schools are too old. 
   222   Alleghany County High School is in the flood zone. 
   223   They need a lot of work done to them. 
   227   The high school could use some improvement. 
   230   Some need updating. 
   231   Middle and elementary schools are new; high school is terrible due to flooding. 
   233   Poor high school; elementary and middle schools new. 
   238   High school bad. 
   242   They are poor because of the flood waters at the high school. 
   246   They don't take care of them. 
   248   Several are up for renovation or reconstruction. 
   251   Just the high school. 
   254   Just the high school. 
   255   Need improvements in high school; grade and middle schools okay. 
   256   It depends on where you are in the county. 
   257   Condition of high school. 
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Respondent # Response
   260   Good schools are:  Mountain View, Clifton, Boiling Spring.  The rest are poor. 
   263   Old, outdated, air conditioning/heating problems. 
   264   From the rumors respondent hears they need a bigger and better school. 
   265  Some buildings better than others.  Some need total renovation; high school on 

flood plain. 
   267   Remodeled schools are good; older schools (high school) need updating. 
   269   They are old. 
   270   Just the high school. 
   272   AHS fair, rest OK. 
   274   High school is terrible; middle schools are okay. 
   275   New elementary schools but old high school. 
   277  The high school needs a lot of work.  The building is falling apart, not up to code, 

and not in a good location. 
   279   Lacking some things.  Alleghany County has no high school. 
   280   Because the high school is in the flood plain. 
   281   Need work. 
   283   All are good but the high school. 
   287   The high school needs to be rebuilt in a different location. 
   288   Need a new high school. 
   289   The high school seems to be the problem. 
   290   The high school needs repair. 
   291   The remodeled schools are excellent but the high school is fair. 
   295   Some need improvement. 
   298   6 of 7 in excellent shape; high school poor. 
   300   The high school needs work. 
   302   Renovate the high school. 
   304   The high school needs to be replaced. 
   307   In the elementary school the heating and air conditioning are a mess. 
   308   Grade schools are good and high school is poor. 
   310   Except for the high school, all excellent. 
   311   The high school has been flooded, the middle school is brand new--they're fair. 
   318   Buildings need work, particularly the high school. 
   320   High school needs more room. 
   323  Some of the older schools need to either be remodeled or some kind of 

consolidation should occur so some of the older schools can be destroyed. 
   325   Older buildings need renovation. 
   326   The high school needs a lot of improvement. 
   327   High school needs to be updated. 
   328   Take the high school and the middle school and you get "fair." 
   329   The high school is too old. 
   334   The high school is falling apart. 
   338   The high school has been flooded several times and is basically falling apart. 
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Respondent # Response
   342  The new middle school and the new elementary school are good, some of the 

elementary schools are outdated.  The high school is outdated and flood damaged. 
   344   Need new high school. 
   345   Poor high school; excellent middle and elementary. 
   348   Fair is just for the high school. 
   349  Son is in a wheelchair.  There is no access to the library which is upstairs.  They 

have a chair-lift but that is no good to a person in a wheelchair.  Many children 
who can't communicate love music and being read to -- both library activities. 

355  Old building, many need renovation, the high school needs help, but we need to 
work together. 

   357   A lot have asbestos and were built in the 20's or 30's. 
   358   Need a new high school. 
   359   High school is falling down and is in the flood plain. 
   362   The problem is with the high school.  The other schools are great. 
   363   The high school is poor the others are good. 
   365   High school needs to be reconstructed. 
   370   The high school still needs work. 
   372   The high school is in bad shape. 
   374  They have been around forever and need to be spruced up and repaired.  

Consolidation will bring on a new high school. 
   375   The schools are old. 
   378   The high school is in bad shape and is in the flood zone. 
   379   The high school is poor. 
   384   They could have things better. 
   387   They need fixing up.  No climate control! 
   388   The high school has been flooded more than three times, things are out of date. 
   389   Not enough facilities.  When kids get out of school they leave the county. 
   391   The facilities are inadequate in size and quality.  It is unhealthy and falling apart. 
   392   They are falling down. 
   394   Most of the schools are older and need improvement. 
   396   New middle school is excellent; high school is poor. 
   399   The high school is old and in the flood plain. 
   400   High school is in flood plain. 
   401   High school in flood plain. 
   409   New middle school and elementary very nice; rest need work. 
   410   High school flooded, in bad shape. 
   411   High school poor; Mountain View good. 
   412   High school poor but other buildings very good. 
   413  Most of them are in bad shape.  The students tear them up and there is no 

maintenance. 
   414   High school is horrible. 
   416   Some of the older elementary schools and the high school need work. 
   417   All excellent except for the high school. 
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Respondent # Response
   419   Buildings need work. 
   420   Middle and elementary are excellent; high school is poor. 
   423   From what respondent has read in the paper they are poor. 
   424   High school in need of repair and in flood plain; others okay. 
   425   The high school needs to be rebuilt. 
   427   The high school has cracks in the walls from the flood. 
   429  The age of some buildings.  Forty years is getting too old for a public building. 
   433   Elementary and middle school excellent.  AHS poor. 
   434   AHS in bad shape; rest okay. 
   435   Overcrowded. 
   438   Planning on building another school. 
   442   Most are good but high school is bad. 
   446   AHS poor; middle and elementary excellent. 
   458   High school is poor. 
   459   AHS poor; elementary and middle school excellent. 
   460   They look like they are from the 20th century. 
   463   Some schools need air-conditioning. 
   468   They are outdated. 
   470   Aging school buildings. 
   472  AHS is poor, needs a lot of work and floods.  Mountain View Elementary and 

Clifton Middle School are good. 
   473   Need updating. 
   475   AHS bad condition; other schools are fairly decent. 
   476   They need to do something with Alleghany County High School. 
   477   High school is in flood zone, others are o.k. 
   480   The high school is built in a flood plain. 
   484   Awful. 
   485   AHS in poor condition-cracked and everything. 
   487   High school is poor. 
   489   AHS is poor, middle and elementary schools are good. 
   491   High school is too old and is in the flood plain. 
   493   AHS is poor and the middle school is good. 
   499   AHS is a bad site and needs renovation; middle school is excellent. 
   500  The high school is falling down, Covington is about in the same condition (Moses 

could have gone to school there). 
   503   AHS is in poor shape; the elementary schools are okay. 
   505   The high school needs work. 
   510   High school needs to be rebuilt. 
   511   Boiling Spring and Falling Spring Elementary are in fair shape. 
   513  High school is in terrible shape, some of the recent renovations aren't what they 

should have been. 
   515   AHS is in need of repair. 
   517   Some are in poor shape. 
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   519   The high school needs a lot of work. 
   520   Need a new high school and a couple of elementary schools need updating. 
   522  If not for the high school it would be excellent, the new middle school and new 

elementary schools are wonderful. 
   523   The high school needs to be moved because of the flood plain. 
   527   AHS is poor; other schools good. 
   535   Been there a long time, but in good condition. 
   536   High school. 
   537  They need to do something about the high school.  The middle school and some 

of the elementary schools are good but need new HS. 
   538   AHS in bad shape. 
   540   AHS is poor but grade schools and middle schools are excellent. 
   543   Alleghany County High School is in need of repair. 
   544   The high school needs to be reconstructed. 
   545   Just the high school. 
   546   Other school systems have better facilities (high schools). 
   548   There needs to be more improvement to the schools. 
   552   Fair because of the high school and where it is located. 
   553   AHS is poor, the middle school is excellent, and the elementary school is good. 
   556   They are old schools. 
   557   The high school needs something done to it. 
   559   Some of the schools are old, but then we have the new schools. 
   560   Because of the high school. 
   561   AHS is poor, the elementary school is excellent. 
   562   They need some new buildings, especially the high school. 
   564   AHS is horrible. 
   567   AHS needs improvement. 
   572   Because of the high school. 
   573   AHS is in very bad condition. 
   574   Fair mostly because of the high school. 
   582   High school is in the flood plain. 
   586   AHS is falling apart; the rest are good. 
   589   Need to build more. 
   591   AHS older, upkeep bad in comparison to schools across state. 
   592   The high school needs to be out of the flood plain. 
   593   High school needs to be worked on. 
   594   Need to be updated. 
   597   The high school needs to be moved or merged with Covington. 
   599   Need a new high school. 
   604   No cafeteria at Boiling Spring. 
   605   The high school is not in a good location. 
   610   Some improvements could be made in all of them. 
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   611   The new middle school and elementary are excellent.  The high school is poor. 
   617   The high school is falling apart. 
   618   Rebuild the high school in a different location. 
   624   The high school is in poor condition. 
   626   The high school is horrible. 
   627   AHS is in the flood zone. 
   630   High school needs to be moved. 
   636   Several buildings are fairly new. 
   638   The high school needs to be rebuilt. 
   643   AHS is poor.  The rest are good. 
   645   AHS needs a lot of work.  The rest are okay. 
   647   The high school needs some work. 
   649   The high school needs repair or a new school. 
   657   The high school is not good. 
   660  There are several buildings that are very old; no climate control; no cafeterias--

kids eat in their classrooms.  The high school is in a flood zone--the parking lot is 
flooded past your ankles in a downpour.  Also, in the high school there are holes 
in some of the 2nd story floors, you can see to the first floor. 

   661   AHS is poor.  The other schools are brand new and excellent. 
   662   The high school is in bad shape. 
   666   They are outdated. 
   667   AHS is poor but the new schools are excellent. 
   668   We do an awful lot with what we have to work with. 
   669   High school is falling apart. 
   670   AHS poor; rest okay. 
   672   The new schools are nice. 
   673  AHS is poor; the elementary school and middle school are brand new and 

excellent. 
   675   The high school needs some work. 
   676  One is an open classroom and respondent hates that (it's distracting for the 

students).  AHS is falling apart: the windows were breaking and falling in, the 
sound of singing brought this on. 

   679   AHS needs help; the rest are good. 
   684   The high school needs to be moved. 
   685   High school needs improvement. 
   688   Due to expenses a lot of things go downhill. 
   691   AHS is poor; the rest are okay. 
   692   The high school needs to be consolidated. 
   695   The high school needs to consolidate with Covington. 
   696   AHS is fair and the rest are good. 
   698   AHS is poor and the rest are good. 
   701   The high school needs work. 
   702   AHS is poor; Boiling Spring has partitioned walls. 
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Respondent # Response
   703   Mostly the high school. 
   705   AHS poor. 
   708   AHS and Covington are poor.  The middle school is good. 
   709   They are old. 
   710   The high school is bad, the rest are excellent. 
   711   The high school. 
   712   The high school needs help. 
   713   The high school is bad the others great. 
   714   AHS is in flood plain. 
   718   AHS is poor; and the rest are good. 
   719   All but one, the Boiling Spring one. 
   721   AHS is poor; the rest are good. 
   722   AHS is in bad shape. 
   727   New ones are good and AHS is poor. 
   729  AHS is poor.  Boiling Spring needs more space.  Mountain View is too big and 

should not be part of the middle school. 
   732   AHS is poor.  Middle and elementary schools are new. 
   733   Excellent for new ones, poor for AHS. 
   734   Some facilities could be better. 
   736   The high school is in the flood zone. 
   737   Alleghany High School and Boiling Spring are not organized right. 
   746   High school needs to be moved. 
   747   I have seen the schools and they need repair work. 
   749   High school is falling down. 
   752   The high school needs some attention, the others are great. 
   753   AHS is poor; the new schools are excellent. 
   757   AHS is poor, the new middle and elementary schools are good. 
   758   The high school needs help. 
   759   Some are old and some are new. 
   761  Buildings are fair.  AHS is in flood zone.  But elementary and middle schools are 

good. 
   768   AHS is poor; Falling Spring and Boiling Spring are excellent. 
   773   AHS is poor but the middle and elementary schools are excellent. 
   775   High school. 
   779   From reading paper, AHS is in bad shape. 
   781   AHS is poor.  Boiling Spring is poor (carpet promotes head lice). 
   782   Some are old and need to be upgraded. 
   785   AHS is poor. 
   786   AHS is poor, the rest are okay. 
   787   AHS is poor, new schools are okay. 
   789   AHS floods a lot. 
   791   AHS need to be replaced. 
   792   AHS pretty old.  New middle and elementary good. 
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Respondent # Response
   796   AHS is poor, the rest are excellent. 
   797   The high school needs to be replaced. 
   803   The high school needs improvement. 
   804   The high school needs to be redone, the rest are top of the line. 
   805   The high school is in bad repair. 
   806   Some are good and some are poor. 
   807   Not as modern as they should be. 
   809   High school needs to be renovated and updated. 
   810   AHS is poor, other schools are excellent. 
   811   Outdated high school. 
   812   High school needs help. 
   813   AHS is poor, Mountain View and Callaghan are good. 
 
Q4f. Rating:  The safety and security of the schools in Alleghany County.  Responses of 

why respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response
     2   All are okay except the high school. 
     8   No security. 
    10   There are capital improvement issues involved in flood plain management. 
    34   Resource officers are good but can't control all the students. 
    40   Different things are going on since respondent was a student. 
    41   The county itself is a safe place for kids. 
    47   Not in a good location. 
    49  Does not feel that unsafe, but there are incidents.  The schools could set up better 

safety measures.  There are currently few incidents, but the opportunity is there. 
    51   Anyone can walk in the school at any time. 
    52   Trying to improve. 
    63   Some are better than others. 
    66   The schools could not prevent the students from tearing up the high school. 
    69  Blind spots in school.  Need more watching.  Some areas not as safe.  Attacks do 

occur. 
   116   They should install metal detectors in the high school. 
   117   Problems with kids at school:  drugs, fighting, etc. 
   138  We are not prepared as well as we should be.  We have never had anything 

happen here so we feel safe. 
   149   Afraid of the buildings falling down on them. 
   155   No security threat in Alleghany County. 
   156   It is mismanagement of administration and too much “I don't care” attitude. 
   157  The middle and elementary schools are excellent but the high school is very poor.  

Too many fights and issues with weapons and it is dangerous. 
   167   Not enough money for the buildings. 
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Respondent # Response

169  A wide spectrum of economic backgrounds and all these come into play in the 
student social scene. 

181  They have one security guard at the middle school and the respondent’s son has 
already been beaten up in the bathroom.  There are bullies in the school and not 
enough is being done to protect the students. 

   182   They are not updated on anything like air conditioning, etc. 
   183   Because of the mildew, kids with allergies are in danger just by going to school. 
   219   Older building not as safe and the location of the high school is not safe. 
   230   Updated fire alarms, safety of kids overall, and metal detectors are needed. 
   231   Rumors about discrimination and fighting. 
   233   Not as strict as they need to be. 
   236  Because when she takes her 2nd grader to school every day, there are people 

around who could easily walk out with a child (monitors are not always present). 
246  Daughter said a person pulled out a gun in class.  Parent called school board and 

they had not been told.  Kid with gun was removed from school but graduated 
with class.  Guns and drugs were also found in other searches and those kids were 
allowed to graduate.  Money has a lot to do with it. 

   260   Keep away from metal detectors, but some methods could be used. 
   263   Not as much as bigger cities, but some problems. 
   275   The river near the high school floods the high school. 
   289   No one has looked into it. 
   293   The high school is in the flood plain. 
   297   Break ins and vandalizing. 
   312   Watch kids when exiting and entering the buildings. 
   316   Some things go on that could be done better or differently. 
   333   More safety. 
   338  Has seen people going in and out of school that might not have been authorized to 

be on property.  Parents, anybody, can walk through virtually any door of the high 
school at any time. 

   340   Kids are running wild. 
   342   Because there's no security at any of the schools. 
   379   Better reporting to police. 
   384  They do the best they can and she knows of no tragedies but also doesn't know a 

lot of what happens in the schools. 
   396   Never felt too terribly threatened. 
   400   Police patrol halls. 
   402   High school in flood plain; unsanitary. 
   411   School systems can always do more. 
   413  There is not a whole lot going on.  You don't hear about a lot of trouble in the 

schools or if you do it's minor. 
   427   They don't have the metal detectors like other schools. 
   438   Police in the schools. 
   444   Bad things have happened. 
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   463   Some incidents where schools were broken into and vandalized. 
   468   Outdated and need repair. 
   485   Flooding is a problem in AHS. 
   490   Respondent has had “dealings with it.” 
   491   The condition of the high school. 
   506   They should be taking more precautions because of guns. 
   522  There was a break-in at the high school and there were no cameras but she is 

unaware of any violence. 
526  The high school does not have anything in place as far as safety and security.  

Anyone can come into the school at any time. 
   545   Lack of staff and supervision. 
   548   You can just walk into a classroom without a visitors pass. 
   554  They had a bomb scare at the high school.  To allow this is probably poor. 
   567   Many troubled kids out there. 
   578  There have been some incidents where authorities have had to be called. 
   591   Accessibility open, multiple doors accessible all the time. 
   610   Not enough coverage/security for the kids. 
   615   There are snakes in the elementary school. 
   620   AHS is in need of repairs. 
   630   Law enforcement is thin and there can’t be police in the schools because of it. 
   645   Not really a security officer, just a resource officer.  Doors unlocked. 
   649   Everything is not up to par in the schools. 
   675   The kids are sneaky, especially on the buses so they don’t get caught. 
   677   Because of the location it is easy to get in and out of the schools. 
   691   Few incidents that have not been taken care of. 
   695  The police force is not up to par so the resource officer isn’t a great candidate to 

make sure the school is safe. 
   712   There is a lot of fighting and weapons. 
   728   Too much drugs, alcohol and violence. 
   747  There should be supervision on the buses.  The drivers can't focus on students 

while driving and they should be screened for weapons before they get to school. 
   756   They can do better on the dress code. 
   761   Middle school has vehicle break-ins.  No security systems. 
   789   Respondent’s child was picked on. 
   791   Need more. 
   802   Too much traffic in and out.  Guns and knives around. 
   805   Anyone could walk right in the schools without being approached. 
   809   Could be monitored more. 
   811   Think there are some environmental issues at the schools making some kids sick. 
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Q4g. Rating:  The effectiveness of Alleghany County Schools at communicating with the 
community.  Responses of why respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 

 
Respondent # Response

7  Doesn’t think they do as well as they should.  Not having kids in school, 
respondent is out of the loop.  The school system should make more information 
available for public access, for instance more articles in the county paper. 

    10   Central office does do better at not putting spin on things. 
    13  Could do better - administration focuses on political rhetoric and not what parents 

can do to help the students. 
    16   Don't know what they do to communicate. 
    18   Lots of break-ins and they always seem to hit the high school. 
    28   Respondent has no children and hears very little from the schools. 
    35   Don't always get told what is going on. 
    41   If you don't have kids in the system then you are not in the loop. 
    43   You don't hear much about them. 
    66  Alleghany County does not make an effort to communicate with the members of 

the community who do not have children in school. 
    69   Some information not communicated.  Leaks provide best information. 
    95   Not enough teacher-conferences with parents. 
   103   They do not communicate one on one with parents at all. 
   114   Don't tell you anything unless you go ask. 
   128   They only tell you the things that are good; not what really is happening. 
   139   Needs improvement. 
   149   Doesn’t see a lot of communication from them. 
   156   They need to be more open like open government. 
   166   Keep us up with events. 
   173   There are illnesses and nothing is sent home to tell the parents of the problem. 
   176  Doesn't see a whole lot about them except for sports.  You don't hear enough from 

an educational standpoint.  For example, awards. 
178  Being taxpayers, we don't get information other than a little bit about the SOL 

scores in the newspaper.  Other than that there is no feedback. 
181  A friend was supposed to get a book to keep at home because her son is learning 

disabled and the schools have been giving her the run around, not saying no but 
not knowing what's going on. 

183  Goes to the plays and graduation, but nobody knocks at door to let respondent 
know what's going on. 

   191   Doesn’t hear a lot about what is going on. 
   195   Conflicts on building the new school. 
   196   They don’t communicate as much as they should. 
   201   Not a lot of communication. 
   208  Need to do more with the community.  They have an attitude about who is right 

and wrong. 
   209   They don't care about communicating with the community. 
   212   They don’t follow through. 
   217   Doesn’t hear much out of them. 
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Q4g. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   227   Don’t hear much about the schools. 
   233   Could be better. 
   236  In the local newspapers there's information from other schools but not the one her 

child attends (i.e., coverage is incomplete). 
   245   She doesn't get much information anywhere. 
   246  Respondent hears nothing from Alleghany County directly, but does hear it from 

children who are still in contact with their friends. 
   247   Don't hear much. 
   250   A lot of stuff goes on that doesn't get reported. 
   257   Little information in newspaper. 
   260  Should have held a meeting about this survey to get information out.  Some 

school information goes out after the fact. 
   261   Miscommunication.  They need to make more effort. 
   268   Some fundraisers in community not advertised. 
   284   There are things that the public isn’t aware of. 
   286   The administration is listening to only certain groups.  It depends on who you are. 
   289   You don't really get the true story.  Only what they want you to hear. 
   291   We don't usually know anything except for what's in newspaper. 
   304   Don’t see too much communicating. 
   333   More communication. 
   340   They don't do enough things together, not like when respondent went to school. 
   349  They don't communicate much at all--only on a need to know basis-- mostly 

school closings. 
   355   For the most part all we hear is from the newspaper. 
   357   Nothing is said to the public. 
   366  They need to put more information out to the parents and the people in the 

community than they currently are. 
376  The community does not know what the schools are really doing as a system. You 

know what is going on with the band because they are doing well. 
   384  They don't keep the community in touch. 
   394   Doesn't know that they communicate that much. 
   396   Never heard a whole lot. 
   402   Never hear anything. 
   413   There is very little communication outside of the political arena. 
   414  You don't hear anything about schools because supervisors are too busy fighting 

amongst themselves. 
   435   Don't hear too much about them. 
   438   No communication.  Board sets agenda. 
   443   They need to work on that. 
   447   School has no parent participation. 
   452   No input from community. 
   463   Do not feel informed. 
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Q4g. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   469   They don't communicate with anyone. 
   476   Not enough information out for the public. 
   477  You don't hear anything except sports or if they pass the SOLs.  You hear about 

bad things but not the good things. 
   489   Not a lot of information given out. 
   509   Never sees anything except for football. 
   516   A lot of negativity in local paper. 
   518   Hasn't seen that anything is going on. 
   521   Everybody doesn’t know everything that goes on at the schools. 
   522   She never hears anything except from other people. 
   523   All you hear are the good things and not the problems. 
   545   Lack of communication with the parents. 
   546   Only hear about the fundraisers. 
   548   They wait too long to do anything. 
   557   They don’t communicate well. 
   568  Doesn't know except what is in the paper, usually only school board meetings. 
   573   Very little information in newspapers of happenings except for sports. 
   578   Often the public is kept in the dark unless the news media gets a hold of it. 
   626   Could have better communication. 
   627   Advertise some of the problems, don't hear a lot about the problems. 
   630   There is not communication at all. 
   631   There seems to be a lack of communication between the schools and the parents. 
   642   Never hear what is going on in the school. 
   645   Don't hear much about what goes on inside school. 
   648   Say anything negative and you get shot down. 
   652   Not aware of things that go on in the schools. 
   656  They are stuck in the last century.  There is not a sufficient tax base to support 

two large school systems anymore. 
   661   Don't feel like we get enough information. 
   671   People don’t know what’s going on. 
   673   Only athletic stuff in paper. 
   686  Doesn't have any children in Alleghany County Schools but doesn't see much 

communication through the media except for who is on the honor roll and sports, 
and she has to look through the newspaper for it.  The community as a whole 
should consider consolidation. 

   687   Doesn’t see any news about them. 
   689  Respondent is thinking particularly of the high school -- the sports program wears 

him out!  They have so much ability but they can't get much out of it, need a 
better coach and need to pay that coach in order to motivate the kids. 

   690   Don't know what is going on down there. 
   691   Not a lot of communication with the community. 
   695   The community is not aware of what happens in the school. 
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Q4g. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response

696  Respondent couldn’t tell you what is happening in the schools and has lived here 
for 50 years. 

   703   Never hears anything. 
   710  Not a lot of information passed on to parents, no effort to let people know the 

status of the schools. 
   727   No communication with me. 
   728   People don’t know what is going on. 
   734   Wait till the last minute to let people know about events. 
   743  There needs to be a better commitment to the community in making known what 

they're doing with the programs.  They're not publicizing educational endeavors to 
solicit support of the families of students which will unite everyone and make 
them more personally involved.  You have to ask a lot of questions to find out 
what is going on, it's a public entity that could help to unite the community. 

   763   Can’t get the results of SOLs for children. 
   767   They are in the paper but not a lot of information is revealed. 
   768   Communication between parents and teachers is lacking. 
   771  For the community, she doesn't see them communicating.  From the high school 

she gets nothing. 
   775   They don’t communicate with the community. 
   785   Residents don't know what is going on because of the poor superintendent. 
   787   Board members do what they feel like doing and ignoring public opinion. 
   789   Bad news hidden from community. 
   811   Don't see much. 
   812   They don’t communicate. 
 
Q4h. Rating:  The efforts of Alleghany Schools to educate low income students in the 

County.  Responses of why respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response

7  Sometimes they cater to the weaker side of low income families, emphasizing 
what they can't do rather than what they can.  Concessions are often made for 
children because of their economic status.  The gaps in the children's early 
learning should be bridged so they can attain the same academic achievement as 
the others--you need to believe that they can achieve. 

18  They don't get the school supplies or materials the other children get.  Also, lack 
of transportation. 

    43   The whole country is that way.  They focus on top level students. 
    51   Don't do a good job. 
    62  Some teachers sort of look down on the students without the right clothes, the 

students who can't afford their school books. 
    64   Need some work. 
    69   Some people slide through cracks. 
    95   They are set aside (overlooked). 
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Q4h. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   110   Not much interest in low income people. 
   114   No opportunities, such as scholarships, for poor students. 
   138   Don't see any special programs. 
   139   Needs improvement. 
   155   Make attempt, but don't go out of way. 
   166   Same opportunities for all students. 
   178  There is a lot of discrimination.  They don't put a lot of effort into the lower class 

kids.  If they are kids of doctors or lawyers they get a lot of attention. 
   181   They all gear towards the gifted students and nothing is in place for the poor kids. 
   183   It's the same for all. 
   192   We need more programs geared toward those students - more individualization. 
   199   They could do more. 
   212   There is not enough effort. 
   227   Don’t see the community progressing. 
   239  Low income students don't have the opportunity to participate in as many 

extracurricular activities as they might like to. 
   243   Low income kids are treated differently by other students. 
   247  Lower income students don't have as many opportunities or exposure to diverse 

experiences. 
   253   Some are overlooked. 
   256  The emphasis placed on special programs is geared to gifted and talented, an 

unfair measure at times 
   260   Some students left behind. 
   263   Make an effort, but lack of funding a problem.  Not enough tutors. 
   275   Hearsay. 
   278  This area has so many they could not meet all their needs.  It is such a low income 

area we need more state funding. 
   286   Don't see changes in the population.  They still have a low drop out rate. 
   291   Some low income students overlooked. 
   328  Few opportunities for lower income students to get ahead--due to industry leaving 

and outsourcing of labor force. 
   339   They don’t make the effort to see what the child needs because of their income. 
   384   Most of the teachers are trying to give the poor kids special care and attention. 
   388   They could do more for the low income families.  They get overlooked. 
   413   There is a lot of emphasis on that. 
   414   Minimum standards met. 
   418   There are other programs that they could use to help these kids. 
   435   Not enough time to spend with these children, who do not have a chance. 
   444   Don't reach out to the poor children. 
   452   Not enough discipline. 
   463   ADHD students do not know where to get help. 
   473   More needs to be done for poverty level kids. 
   509   A lot of times their needs are looked over. 
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Q4h. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   517   There are not any funds for it. 
   522   In bigger schools they have better outreach programs. 
   528  If your family is wealthy or has a known name then you are more likely to be 

treated well. 
   539   They could do a little more. 
   567   Discriminate against low income families.  Known fact, seen it, been there. 
   568  Some kids who need a better education are not going and they should be.  People 

don't understand the importance of education. 
   573   Girls on basketball team do not communicate very well. 
   577   They don’t pay enough attention to the lower class. 
   586   Everybody has a chance. 
   605   So many of the children fall between the cracks. 
   620   Respondent’s opinion only. 
   636   Could take some improvement. 
   645   Work with some of the students, but some get left out.   Depends on the teachers. 
   665   Some kids seem to be left behind. 
   676   Poor kids are discriminated against: if you don't have money forget it. 
   692   Need more programs. 
   710   They group kids and treat them differently, not enough time spent with them. 
   718   Could do more. 
   724   There could be more programs. 
   732   Horrible job with that.  Homebound students don't have to crack a book. 
   734   Respondent has been fighting to get child help because she is learning disabled. 
   744  They put too much money toward the gifted and talented and not to the ones in 

need of it. 
   747   The poor kids are set aside. 
   756   They try harder with some and not others and it should all be equal. 
   782   More time is given with higher class students than the lower class kids. 
   797   Don’t put enough effort in teaching them because most don’t have computers. 
   804   Poor kids have brains but are not recognized as they should be. 
   812   People who need help don’t get it, but people who don’t need it get it. 
 
Q4i. Rating:  The efforts to educate minority students.  Responses of why respondent 

provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response
    51   Do not do a good job. 
    64   Needs work too. 
    66  Alleghany County doesn't try very hard to educate the non-exceptional minority 

students. 
    95   They are set aside too, if they get it they get it if they don't they don't. 
   114   No scholarships available. 
   138   Don't see any special programs. 
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Q4i. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   139   Needs improvement. 
   155   Same opportunities as anyone else. 
   178   Discrimination. 
   212   More effort is needed. 
   227   Needs to be more done. 
   247   Lack of opportunities for exposure to diverse elements. 
   256   This area does not have a mature attitude about diversity. 
   260   Some students left behind. 
   263  Not as much effort put forth as they should and use parental problems as an 

excuse. 
   328   Again, socio-economic place in society. 
   352   Uses City of Covington as a yard stick and has not been overly impressed. 
   413   Not sure there is a concentrated effort. 
   414   Minimum standards met. 
   418   They need other programs to help them out. 
   430   No discrimination. 
   452   Extra help needed. 
   577   They are judged because they are minority. 
   636   Based on what respondent knows. 
   649   Not enough resources. 
   718   Could do more. 
   804   Not recognized. 
 
Q4j. Rating:  The efforts to educate special education students.  Responses of why 

respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response

20  Family member needs special help which was not provided.  Had to move to 
Richmond. 

    21   Had to switch school systems to get better special education program. 
    29   System to educate special education students lowers bar for other students. 
    33   The rich are treated better. 
    51   Needs help. 
    62  Respondent’s experiences with the schools treatment and education of learning 

disabled students have been negative.  The schools do not recognize ADHD.  The 
schools do not test students for dyslexia. 

    67   Grandson does well. 
    86   Some schools have it and some don't. 
   107   Need extra help. 
   108  You'll only get what you need if you are strong, persistent, and get outside 

evaluation.  Alleghany County does not have the tools or the qualified personnel 
to adequately evaluate students who may be in need of special education. 
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Q4j. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   116  Could do more, need more special education teachers.  They should not be 

separated from the other children in some classes like Physical Education 
depending on the capabilities of the child. 

   117   Heard these students have a harder time getting the help they need. 
   119  Sister had Downs Syndrome and family had issues with curricula (lowered 

standards too low for her). 
147  Has an autistic child.  There are some educators in the Alleghany County school 

system that realize what is needed but their hands are tied for doing the one-on-
one because of funding.  Autism has different needs than retardation. 

   170   There is a lot more that could be done. 
   173   They are singled out. 
   183  It feels like we bend over backwards for them, instead of them showing prejudice 

we're showing it. 
209  Knows of it first hand.  Friend’s child took all classes but got a special education 

certificate rather than a diploma.  They need to stop labeling kids. 
   212   More effort is needed. 
   227   Needs to be more done but don’t have the resources. 
   243   Bigger special education classes with small children; should be in with own age. 
   245  Has a retarded daughter that came up through the school system and the programs 

were not very good at the time (1980's).  Hopefully improvement has occurred 
since then. 

253  In Covington, this program has been dropped.  Special education students go in 
regular classes. 

   260   Some students left behind.  Equipment for their needs given secondary status. 
   265  ADD child ignored;  teachers dropped the ball and did not encourage him 

(holding him to minimum levels of achievement) and expecting the minimum. 
279  Not enough programs for these students.  Some passed through and not educated. 

   286   Worked in that area.  Middle school and high school need help. 
   291   Only meeting mandatory minimums. 
   293   Not many special education programs. 
   300   Not enough programs. 
   309   Not enough programs. 
   339   Needs to be more equipped to handle children with special needs. 
   360   Need more attention. 
   391   Doesn't think they are as effective with the resources that they have. 
   410   May be lacking in this area.  Students with mobility issues have difficulties. 
   411  More can be done in classroom to work with students, more aides, better qualified 

teachers, more one-on-one with students and teachers. 
   413   Has seen that area looking good for this locality with the resources they have. 
   414   Minimum standards met; no efforts made to promote positive self-image. 
   463   Some kids and their parents need extra help and do not get it. 
   472  Only one elementary school takes disabled children and they have to make a long 

drive to get there. 
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Q4j. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   476   Not enough programs for special education. 
   509  Special education people respondent has known could have been taught better.  

They mostly did things for themselves:  hygiene and basic living on their own 
things, which are more important than academics for special education students. 

   521   Some not getting the help they need (like ADHD). 
   522  Son had a handicap and they were really lacking when son needed it.  Respondent 

is talking more about learning disabilities such as dyslexia--the kinds that fall 
between the cracks, as opposed to regular "slow learners." 

526  Spend too much of money on what they are doing and they are not helping other 
students unless they have behavior problems. 

546  Just because a certain test has been passed, student needs are ignored and are not 
being met. 

   561   Have to fight for everything to get services or programs. 
   567   No good educational program for handicapped children. 
   586   Needs a little work. 
   609   Don't have the right facilities. 
   630   Not enough classes. 
   645   Could be improved. 
   649   Not enough opportunity. 
   660  There are a lot of teachers that don't quite understand special education and they 

need to learn to be tolerant of children with special needs -- "one size fits all” 
doesn't work with special needs. 

   673   No good facilities for special children. 
   685  Need to improve on mainstreaming autistic children into the system in a fair and 

welcoming manner. 
694  Special education takes special teachers.  We are in a rural area so they don’t want 

to come to an area that isn’t top notch. 
   701   Not enough programs. 
   718   Room for improvement. 
   721   Heard of problems getting correct assistance. 
   734   The teachers could try harder. 
   749   A lot more could be done. 
   780   Don't have enough special education teachers. 
   785   Tendency to overlook their education and just baby-sit them. 
   800  Respondent has ADD and at times has felt that there is not enough teacher power 

for special education students. 
   804   They are just ignored. 
 
Q4k. Rating:  Overall quality of Alleghany County Public Schools.  Responses of why 

respondent provided “fair” or “poor” rating. 
 
Respondent # Response
    26    They do not prepare you for college, something is lacking. 
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Q4k. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
    45    Room stands for improvement - in all aspects of education. 
    51    They need a lot of help. 
    62    The problems of the school system bring the rating down to fair. 
    65    Some things need to be corrected. 
   102    Fair statewide at best. 
   114    Teachers that need to retire. 
   125    The high school needs improvement. 
   145   Again, because of the high school building.  It’s too small, structurally it is poor 

and it's cramped and falling apart. 
147   The whole education system is failing and Alleghany County is following suit 

with the nation.  When respondent and his parents went to school you had to have 
a degree in math or in english rather than these general education degrees.  Given, 
some people are natural born teachers. 

   149    Underpaid teachers. 
   155    Teachers should be paid more and might put out more effort. 
   156    The high school is lacking tremendously. 
   157   The elementary and middle schools do an excellent job, but the high school is 

lacking. 
179   Many schools in the county.  Some are good and some are not.  Some have good 

teachers and some do not. 
   183    It is a combination of everything discussed in the survey. 
   191    Respondent’s experience is that the schools do not challenge kids enough. 
   209    They do not do their job. 
   212    More attention needs to be paid to making the schools more well rounded. 
   227    Needs more done. 
   246   Smoking in the bathrooms should be discouraged; the smell is unmistakable and 

this should be cracked down on.  Not everybody wants to go around smelling like 
a cigarette. 

247   Lack of opportunities in many areas.  Too much focus on SOLs, no innovation in 
providing diverse experiences for students. 

257   Building issues; some buildings are not safe.  Some buses do not get to school in 
time for breakfast. 

280   They need to do more on the building of the high school and consolidate. 
289   Not doing the job as far as methodology is concerned.  Students don't have a clue 

about what is going on in the real world.  They don't care and don't have the work 
ethic.  They are lost.  Part is schools’ fault and part parents’. 

   290    The condition of the buildings. 
   304    Could be improved. 
   328    There are some things lacking. 
   339    Don’t think the school system has the help it needs to focus on the students. 
   343    Talk around town, some student-teacher problems. 
   355    Just do better. 
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Q4k. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response

357   Need to pay the teachers more so they feel competitive to push the children more, 
and the buildings are bad 

366   They are too pressured to teach the SOLs and they need to get back to the basics 
of teaching. 

   384    They are doing pretty good. 
   391   The academic standards have dropped with the grading policies and teaching to 

the SOLs (i.e., limiting content to same); and the facilities are very poor and that 
is a detriment to learning. 

   401    High school in bad shape. 
   411    Economy poor at present;  poor teacher expectations. 
   413    They are doing as well as they can with the political mess that they've got. 
   414    Based on all of the above. 
   435    Listen to the children. 
   438    Same reasons already provided. 
   450   Lack the math and sciences that are beneficial for the children. 
   463   No new construction or remodeling or air-conditioning.  Flooding continues to be 

a problem. 
   489    Do as good a job as they can do with their resources. 
   516   Teens hanging out and not working.  No will to succeed.  Poor hygiene in public 

and in workplace accepted. 
   519    There is room for improvement. 
   521    All depends on the school and the teachers. 
   545  Improvement needs to be made in communication and supervision, more open 

houses, parent teacher meetings, and more advertisement of their intentions. 
   546    Home schools own children. 
   548    Everything is focused on the SOLs. 
   550    They do well at some things but in academics they could do better. 
   557    They could do more. 
   573    Nothing stands out as excellent. 
   578   Because the students that come out of the schools are not qualified for any higher 

education.  A lot quit because they cannot make the grade--it all goes back to the 
local public school system.  There is a lot of emphasis on SOLs which is good in 
one way but we are no longer teaching the basics needed for living. 

   588    The schools have been too slow for too long to be good. 
   594    Not on the level that they should be. 
   630   Building of high school, more courses for special education and communication 

overall. 
   636    With what they’ve got, doing the best they can. 
   669    The high school is falling down. 
   691    Teach basics better. 
   701    There are things that need to be done. 
   702    Buildings need work. 
   709    They don’t have resources to be better. 
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Q4k. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   710    Lacking in the people skills area. 
   712   There are a lot of things that need to be changed, like the block schedule, and 

there are no walls between the class rooms. 
   732    Some problem areas to work on. 
   734    Some teachers do well, some don't work well with students. 
   743   If the programs we have discussed in the last questions were applied, the school 

system as a whole could advance in the quality and effectiveness of the system. 
   749    Better leadership, more programs and better equipment. 
   761    Don't think they are up to anything great. 
   765    Think a lot of changes could be made. 
   781    Teaching-good.  Facilities-poor. 
   804    Teachers don't push kids enough. 
   811    Room for improvement. 
   812    Don’t think they are teaching what the kids need to know. 
 
Q7. Grades of children currently attending school in Alleghany County. 
 
Respondent # Response
     1   7, 10, 12 
     2   Pre K 
     3   9 
     5   8 
     8   Pre K, 10 
    12   6, 10 
    16   1, 5, 8, 10, 12 
    19   9 
    40   4 
    46   Pre K, 10 
    49   5, 7 
    51   Pre K, 7 
    57   9 
    58   1, 5, 6 
    69   6 
    84   2, 5 
    86   3, 5 
    88   2, 4, 5, 6  
    89   5 
    91   4 
    92   7 
    97   1 
   101   1, 2 
   102   3 
   103   7 
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Q7. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   104   3, 4 
   108   3, 7 
   114   5 
   116   Early Childhood Program, 8 
   119   K, 2, 10 
   123   6, 11 
   140   10 
   146   4, 9 
   147   1, 1 
   153   10 
   157   6 
   160   5, 7 
   163   1, 3 
   169   10 
   173   K, 6 
   175   K 
   181   6 
   184   10, 12 
   191   10, 11 
   193   9, 11 
   200   3, 10, 10 
   201   4, 8 
   212   1, 3, 4, 10, 10, 12 
   215   1, 3 
   217   8 
   219   8 
   223   10 
   224   9, 12 
   232   K 
   233   1 
   236   2 
   237   11 
   240   3, 9 
   241   K, 2 
   257   6 
   269   10 
   270   K, 2 
   273   1, 11 
   277   9, 12 
   283   2, 5, 8, 9 
   284   5, 8 
   292   10 
   293   Pre K 
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Q7. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   294   1 
   298   4, 6, 8, 10 
   301   5 
   310   1, 7 
   312   4 
   323   4 
   331   3, 8 
   345   3, 7 
   346   6, 10 
   348   5, 7, 10 
   349   12 
   350   2 
   360   12 
   362   9, 11 
   363   6 
   368   K 
   372   10 
   376   8 
   379   9 
   381   K 
   382   4 
   383   8, 11 
   386   8 
   388   4 
   391   10 
   401   10 
   406   8 
   408   9 
   409   K, 4 
   411   3, 7 
   412   6 
   419   2, 11, 12 
   420   2 
   425   1, 11 
   433   7 
   440   10 
   442   2, 5 
   458   2, 5, 9 
   461   8, 10 
   466   4, 5, 7 
   471   Pre K, 2 
   481   10 
   487   10 
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Q7. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   491   5, 8, 9, 11 
   493   7, 9, 12 
   494   1, 3, 7 
   506   3, 8 
   508   3 
   510   3, 7 
   511   K 
   512   4 
   513   5, 10 
   519   Pre K 
   521   Early Childhood Development 
   526   6, 8, 11 
   527   10 
   540   1, 3, 6 
   543   2, 9 
   547   8 
   548   1 
   549   2 
   557   4, 10, 12 
   560   Pre K, 1 
   570   11 
   573   1, 4 
   574   10 
   583   11 
   587   K 
   589   1, 3, 4, 4 
   591   4, 12 
   595   7, 10 
   597   6 
   598   8 
   599   1, 6 
   600   6, 9 
   604   1, 5 
   611   K 
   617   10, 12 
   618   6, 9, 12 
   620   8 
   622   1 
   630   12 
   633   7, 9 
   635   3, 5 
   637   11 
   639   10, 12 
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Q7. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   642   8 
   643   7, 12 
   647   K 
   652   11 
   660   K 
   667   1 
   675   9 
   676   5 
   678   1 
   679   10 
   680   1 
   684   1 
   685   4 
   702   7 
   710   8 
   711   3, 8, 10 
   712   1, 4 
   713   9 
   715   1, 5 
   719   12, 12 
   721   3, 11 
   723   6, 7 
   728   4, 5 
   734   Early Childhood, 1 
   756   10 
   760   6 
   771   4, 11 
   772   K, 2, 4 
   773   10, 12 
   774   K, 8, 10 
   793   1 
   795   K 
   796   11 
   798   Junior-K 
   800   7, 8 
   803   8 
   804   8, 8 
   805   5, 10 
   811    9 
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P1. How would you rate the academic programs provided to your child(ren) currently 
by the Alleghany County Schools?  Responses of why “fair” or “poor” rating was 
provided. 

 
Respondent # Response
   108   Not enough of them. 
   114  In accelerated reading program - pitiful.  Only listened to DVD players.  Students 

not pushed to excel.  Smarter students held back by not being pushed to excel. 
   191   They don't challenge the kids enough. 
   212   They need improvement. 
   391  Son is doing well academically but what is offered is only fair.  Thinks he should 

be pushed harder, the children should be college-ready. 
   411   Low expectations.  County should set standards higher. 
   458   Everything that is being offered is 20 years behind. 
   573   No after-hours activity buses.  Poor math program. 
   600   It's based on who you know and who you are. 
   630   No communication. 
   676  Mostly the computer problem.  Many families don't have one and it is putting 

their children behind.  This is not equal. 
   710   Teachers don't care about kids.  You have to push teachers to keep kids on track. 
   734   Sometimes too much homework. 
   760  It's a transition between primary school and middle school but in math there is no 

homework.  When you send them to tutoring class there is no work to do in math.   
How can she progress in it? 

   811   From child’s feedback. 
 
P2. How would you rate the delivery of extra-curricular programs by Alleghany County 

Public Schools, such as sports, music programs, and clubs?  Responses of why “fair” 
or “poor” rating was provided. 

 
Respondent # Response

1  Some kids have activity bus to help participate in after school activities.  Our kids 
do not.     

    19   Coaching inadequate in some sports (especially among volunteers). 
    91   Only offerings are through recreation department. 
   102   Only there if you are interested. 
   114   Opportunities are given according to who your parents are. 
   191  Some coaches, teachers are good, others are not.  There is a lot of favoritism in 

these programs. 
   212   They are not unified. 
   215   The ones that can’t afford it can’t do any of them. 
   236  They are so desperate for sports coaches they will take anyone who is willing to 

do the job. 
   257   Not enough basketball facilities.  Currently using one without heat. 
   284   Once they hit high school the programs are limited. 
   293   The activities are too far for people to drive. 
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P2. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
   298   Music programs need improvement in staffing and facilities. 
   363   Add sports for the younger kids. 
   388   Not enough opportunity to participate. 
   409   East end of county not so good;  west end has pool and better opportunities. 
   491  Not enough money for the programs and the places are too small to have people at 

the programs. 
493  No buses for extracurricular activities.  No intramurals in basketball, football. 

   506   The way the kids are picked for sports is unfair. 
   508   They don’t offer enough. 
   548  Not enough programs for the kids and/or they don’t care to get the information to 

the parents. 
   591   Need better coaching (football, soccer). 
   712   Need to have gym more than one day a week. 
   713   Could use better organization. 
   734   Some children don't get a chance to play that want to play. 
   771  Try-outs for different sports get treated differently (football gets all stuff free; golf 

players have to pay for everything); same with clubs--some are favored. 
   811   Room for improvement. 
 
P3. Would you say you feel very welcome, somewhat welcome, not very welcome, or not 

at all welcome at your child(ren)’s school(s)?  Responses of why “not very welcome” 
or “not at all welcome” response was provided. 

 
Respondent # Response
    51   Because of how he looks. 
   169   It's a very cold environment.  You're not really encouraged to be there. 
   181  They don't like the parents to be around.  Nothing going on (likes parties) that 

would draw parents to the classroom. 
630  When respondent tries to talk to the school about her son's learning disability they 

say that it’s a behavior problem not a learning disability. 
660  Respondent has been to school and no one says hello or good to see you and they 

look at you and smile but you are not welcomed, other parents feel the same way. 
   734   Don't want to listen to what the parents want to tell them (Boiling Spring). 
 
P4. Do you volunteer in any capacity with the schools in Alleghany County?  “Yes” 

responses specified. 
 
Respondent # Response
    12   Works with the PTSA, helps with clubs, dances, etc. (is a teacher). 
    19   Referees and coaches sports. 
    40   Classroom activities. 
    46  Helps Junior Kindergarten teacher once a week with crafts, volunteers with any 

sales the schools do. 
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P4. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
    69   As an employee. 
    84   Helps out with the sports. 
    92   PTA, officer, and on several committees. 
    97   Volunteers for parties and games. 
   108   Donations mostly. 
   114   With grade school parties and activities. 
   116   Parties and field trips. 
   147   At some of the parties in the classroom. 
   153   Band. 
   157  Worked as a homeroom mother and with students making crafts and getting 

holiday parties together. 
   169   Choir booster, joins any function -- decorating for dances, etc. 
   173   Programs and activities and helping other teachers. 
   181  Has let the school know that she is willing, ready and able to volunteer but has yet 

to hear anything from them this year. 
   200   PTO (Parent Teacher Organization) and with class events. 
   201   Field trips, class room activities. 
   215   Field trips. 
   219   Teacher appreciation day. 
   223   Conferences, donating supplies. 
   224   Choir and costume making. 
   232   Helps with parties and PTO. 
   236  For whatever, and did in Kindergarten.  Will do it more if the teacher would just 

ask for parent volunteers. 
   240   Just helping out with parties and such. 
   241   Parties, once a week reader in different classrooms, anything asked, PTA. 
   270   Helped out in the classroom. 
   273   Helps teachers and goes on field trips. 
   277   Helps with clubs and sports. 
   283   Helps with parties and is a teen mom for sports. 
   284   Teaches violence and bully prevention. 
   298   Band boosters. 
   310   "Thursdays" cafeteria duty in lower grades. 
   323   Party planner, PTO. 
   345   Tours of dairy farm. 
   348   Has to be after hours because teaches at Clifton Middle School. 
   350   Field trips. 
   381   Fairs, carnivals, whatever they need help with. 
   386   Parties and things like that. 
   391   Tutoring. 
   409   Helps out in classroom with art projects. 
   412   Library, reading coordinator, classroom aide. 
   420   Teacher’s aide. 
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P4. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   425   Reading to the class, awareness programs. 
   442   Parties, plays. 
   458   Reads to the children, works on playground equipment. 
   466   Field day. 
   471   Helps out with parties. 
   491   Contributing to parties. 
   493   Bake sales and fundraisers. 
   494   Helping in classes, programs, parties. 
   506   Helps the teachers with extra curricular activities. 
   512   Book fairs. 
   513   In a club that does work to help out the school. 
   519   Parties. 
   526   Volunteers with different activities. 
   527   Helps with band and choir, particularly fund-raisers. 
   540   In children's classrooms as aide. 
   547   Is a teacher’s aide.  Brings things for the children. 
   557   Class mom. 
   560   Parties, book fair. 
   561   Parent volunteer in elementary. 
   570   Text book selection committee, minority advisory board for the superintendent. 
   573   PTO officer, sports coach, various holiday activities. 
   587   Helps out with parties. 
   589   Involved in programs put on in classrooms. 
   591   Sports. 
   597   Special events. 
   604   Substitutes as teacher's assistant and volunteers with parties and book fair. 
   611   Holiday activities and parties. 
   614   Does whatever is needed. 
   617   Band mom. 
   618   Parent teacher advisory board, youth at risk committee, tutoring. 
   622   Offered, but not called. 
   630   Band, football team. 
   633   Field trips, band, plays. 
   635   Coaching. 
   639   Early childhood help. 
   652   Help in the class room. 
   660   Whatever they need, PTA, County Council that represents the school. 
   667   Helping out with lunches and pre-K helper. 
   684   Whatever they need her to do. 
   715   Help out in the class room and cafeteria and PTO. 
   719   FFA. 
   721   Helps with parties. 
   728   Built a play set, assistant coach for the basketball team, PTO. 
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P4. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   756   Fire department -- is a fireman and does things in that capacity. 
   771   Helps with parties and trips etc.-- nothing with high schooler. 
   772   PTO officer, volunteer for career days, volunteer greeter. 
   773   Band booster president. 
   774   Whatever they need, at elementary school. 
   795   Sponsor of a club. 
   796   Community service in local civic clubs for the schools. 
   798   Crafts in classroom and lunch aide. 
   804   Read to kids. 
 
P5. Do you feel that the communication from the schools with the parents in the County 

is excellent, good, fair, or poor?  Responses regarding why “fair” or “poor” rating 
was provided. 

 
Respondent # Response
    16   Don't see a lot of communication other than letters. 
    19   Special needs students are not adequately serviced. 
    49  When there is a divorce, does not feel that the schools communicate evenly with 

both parents. 
    86   Sometimes there is miscommunication. 
   103   They depend on the kids to bring home news. 
   114   Parents need more specifics when grades drop. 
   116   Thinks they could be better. 
   146   Children bad at delivering notes to parents, miss events put on by school. 
   147  Has a good relationship with the teachers at child’s school, but the general PR 

brings down the rating. 
   175   One teacher does not report things to parents. 
   181  When son was at elementary school there was clear communication academically 

and all, but this year not at all. 
   191   We get a few flyers at the beginning of the year but nothing else. 
   212   Don’t think community and schools communicate well on non leadership level. 
   217   Don't hear much from them, only when its bad news, never anything good. 
   391   It's a history of low expectations for communication. 
   433   Bad communication with curriculum problems. 
   548   They don’t get information out to the parents in time. 
   557   They could let the parents know more. 
   591   Lack of information put out by schools. 
   600  Some teachers do not call parents when specifically asked to, same with Assistant 

Principal.  The high school coaches who teach and cannot be reached and are 
cocky. 

   630   You have to look for the information.  They don’t volunteer it. 
   652   Not aware of things that happen in the school. 
   702   When things are sent home, kids lose them. 
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P5. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   710   Not a lot given, not enough notice for events. 
   712   They don’t give notices with enough time.  They send things at last minute. 
   734   Only Callaghan School will listen to the parents. 
   811   Just get minimal communication and no extra. 
 
P6. From what source(s) do you get most of your information about the schools?  

“Other” responses specified. 
 
Respondent # Response

3  Principal (Mrs. Sipel very positive, supportive, nurturing) and guidance 
counselor. 

     8   Respondent went to the school, graduated last year. 
    12   Respondent is at the school! 
    69   Employee. 
    92   Works in the system. 
   102   Principal excellent at communication. 
   114   Letters from school. 
   147   Mostly word of mouth. 
   200   PTO. 
   241   Email. 
   298   Employee of school. 
   323   Emails from the principals. 
   331   PTA. 
   348   Email. 
   349  They have a notebook in which the teacher’s aide and other school officials 

review what kind of day child has had. 
   363   Is a teacher so gets all the information from all the sources. 
   368   From wife. 
   391   From the schools themselves. 
   440   U.S. Mail. 
   513   Works for the schools. 
   543   If respondent wants to know something, just calls. 
   547   First hand. 
   561   Emails. 
   570   Superintendent. 
   573   PTO, principal. 
   600   Email from the band. 
   618   Email. 
   622   Employee. 
   660   The School Board Office mailings. 
   760   Homework Hotline. 
   771   Phone calls. 
   772   Contact with principal. 
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P6. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   773   Emails. 
   803   Works for Alleghany County. 
   804   Info line. 
 
Q9. How important do you think it is for Alleghany County to invest in building new 

high school facilities in the next five years?  Responses of why “not very important” 
or “not at all important” response was provided. 

 
Respondent # Response
    15   High school good as it is. 
    22   No money. 
    23   Nothing wrong with schools they have now. 
    26   Don't think we can afford one. 
    27   Could rehabilitate current school. 
    29   School buildings are not necessary for education.  Teachers are more important. 
    50   Because they just built one. 
    56  Right now Alleghany County needs to focus on joining with Clifton Forge, 

Covington, and Bath County to create one school system. 
    79   Other ways to fix up high school. 
    82   This county is not growing.  People are moving away. 
    83   Enough schools already. 
    90  Unnecessary.  Swap middle school into a high school and make the high school a 

middle school.  Swap around with the elementary schools too. 
    95   We just built two new schools, wait until we get more economy flowing. 
    98  No child of this age in this household.  High school population is going down.  

Too much money will be spent for too few students. 
103  Don't think a building makes an education; that is what they want the community 

to believe. 
116  The only problem is the site itself.  They could deal with it for a few more years, I 

think the flooding problem should be fixed if possible. 
   120   Questions whether facilities are not already adequate. 
   124   Consolidation better option. 
   135   Not needed. 
   147   It's immaterial where/in what building you are teaching the children. 
   176  Look over what we have after/if consolidation before committing to dedicating 

funds to building a new school. 
   185   First look at consolidation. 
   189   Is it really needed? 
   195   There's no need for a new high school. 
   199   They should wait longer. 
   200  They are making the grade now.  We have in the past four years built new 

schools, and revamped some.  Resources will be stronger in ten years, nothing 
should be done until then. 
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Q9. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   209   Need to start utilizing what they have and stop wasting the resources. 
   217   They don't need it, no flooding has occurred since 1985. 
   225   Need to consolidate. 
   245   Doesn't think they need new schools, just need to make the most of what we have. 
   246  Alleghany County is losing population; economic development needs to get on 

the stick! 
   253   Could remodel and spend tax money elsewhere - need jobs in area more. 
   258   Remodel the old one and build flood gates. 
   268   Facilities okay at present. 
   289   We need to sort the hype from the truth. 
   313   AHS is good as it is.  Looks alright to respondent. 
   316   Remodel the one we have. 
   318   People need jobs first; no people = no students to educate. 
   321   School is not that old. 
   329   Have better things to do with the money (i.e. economic development). 
   341   The building does not make the school. 
   345  Can't get blood out of turnip - declining population and declining economy.  Once 

economy is better, tackle new high school. 
   355   Need to look at all the options. 
   364   Not enough money. 
   401   Need to consolidate schools first. 
   435   All they have to do is improve the schools they have. 
   436  If they had not put the school down in that water hole they wouldn't have this 

problem. 
461  No need, it is not in bad shape, at least no need for the next five years, fifteen 

years, yes. 
   469   Waste of money. 
   471   High school is not in bad shape. 
   481   Need to know needs of county. 
   486   Population is going down every year.  Bringing in jobs is more important. 
   509   Some repairs need to be made but overcrowding is no longer an issue. 
   516   Consolidation better idea.  Do not want to lose golf course. 
   528   The schools are in good enough condition. 
   537  Because we need to merge Alleghany County Schools with Covington City 

Schools, not build a new high school in the county. 
   542   The high school is fine. 
   546  Time needs to be spent somewhere else.  Spend time on inside (discipline, tone of 

schools). 
   550   Thinks the schools they are targeting can be remodeled. 
   551   The schools are going to break everyone, its money all the time. 
   554  It's been a while since they built it, but why did they build it there when they 

knew it was in a flood plain? 
   565   They have two new schools, need to look at consolidation. 
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Q9. Continued. 
 
Respondent # Response
   568   What are the needs?  What are the issues? 
   578   The facilities we have now are adequate. 
   589   Prefer consolidation. 
   608  More needs for senior citizens to be met.  Senior citizens can't handle another tax 

increase and industries are leaving county. 
615  Need to be fixing homes in county rather than using money on the high school. 

   622   Facility seems fine, seems adequate. 
   648   Fighting floods since AHS was built, keep at it since we can't afford new school. 
   663   The population is going down. 
   690   Why spend the money?  The taxes will go up. 
   704  If they don't get some kind of work in this area there won't be any kids to go to 

school because people who have kids will be leaving. 
   717   Need to consolidate. 
   724   Consolidate instead. 
   725   It’s good enough. 
   733   Just built a new high school. 
   736   They need to consolidate with the City of Covington. 
   740   Because of the poor finances of the county. 
   753   AHS looks fine to me. 
   757   Prefer consolidation. 
   768   Other issues need to be addressed. 
   771  Thinks there are already two new schools and doesn't see point in building more. 
   794   Remodel the old one. 
   807   They have the facilities to accommodate the students in the county. 
 
Q10. Do you think renovation, new construction, or another alternative is most 

appropriate for Alleghany High School?  “Other alternative” responses specified. 
 
Respondent # Response
     1   Want to see cost estimates first. 
     3   Cost-effectiveness is a major consideration. 
     5   Putting it somewhere else. 
    13   Need to investigate all options. 
    16   Consolidation. 
    23   Better maintenance. 
    29   Consolidation with another system. 
    32   Renovate and add new sections - but not in flood plain. 
    41   Remodel Covington High School.  It can handle the kids and needed capacity. 
    42   Consolidation. 
    43   They need to merge with Covington and then determine what their true needs are. 
    47   New construction in another place. 
    61   The school should be relocated because of flooding. 
    69   Move it out of flood plain. 
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Q10. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
    79   Consolidate. 
    80   Covington and Alleghany should come together to build a new high school. 
    82   Renovate the old high school in Clifton Forge. 
    85   Merge Covington and Alleghany County. 
    87   Consolidation with Covington. 
    90   Swap around the elementary, middle and high schools. 
   101   Relocation. 
   102   Combine with other schools already in existence/shuffle them around. 
   104   Renovate part of it and add partial new buildings on the same site. 
   107   Turn central into a high school and add floors. 
   110   Upgrade the schools we have. 
   115   Consolidation. 
   124   Consolidation better. 
   130  I think maintenance is the key, if they maintained them that would not have so 

many problems. 
   132   As long as it is built in a different location. 
   135   Consolidation of schools. 
   147   It will be more beneficial to consolidate the school systems. 
   156   Consolidation of all the school systems. 
   172   Merge schools with Covington. 
   175   Tear it down and build another. 
   176   Look at situation after/if consolidation. 
   177   Move out of the flood zone. 
   180   Merge the school systems with Covington. 
   208   Merge with the City of Covington. 
   213   Consolidate with Covington. 
   218   Consolidation. 
   219   Consolidation. 
   235   New construction; different location. 
   248   Consolidated governments should decide this. 
   252   Build another playground. 
   273   Consolidation. 
   279   Could use existing buildings. 
   285   Consolidation. 
   292   Use Covington as the high school. 
   313   Just a little remodeling. 
   317   Clean up current high school. 
   318   Should not have been built where it is now. 
   328   Counties need to merge and build a better school. 
   329   Consolidation. 
   340   Clean up the one they have then add an addition. 
   345   Depends on economy. 
   346   Move the high school. 
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Q10. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   359   Merge 
   368   Consolidation. 
   384  They can't afford new schools in the next 5 years.  Also, need to consider how 

many students there are in the schools. 
   395   Move the school. 
   400   Move out of flood plain. 
   401   Consolidate first. 
   402   New land site. 
   408   Consolidation with Covington. 
   409   New location and new construction. 
   411   Build it in better site. 
   412   Consolidation. 
   414   Consolidation. 
   417   Consolidation. 
   420   Consolidation. 
   426   Consolidation. 
   436   Could add more onto the technical center. 
   438  Get out of flood plain.  Need to inspect building to see if it could be saved before 

starting new construction. 
   442   Consolidation. 
   445   New construction on another site. 
   452   Renovation and consolidation. 
   463   Also consolidation. 
   470   Consolidation. 
   476   Merging of Covington and Alleghany Schools. 
   479   Consolidation with the City of Covington. 
   486   Consolidation. 
   493   Move it out of flood plain. 
   511   Consolidation. 
   515   Consolidate and then construction. 
   516   Consolidation better idea. 
   526   Consolidation. 
   535   Unless they consolidate. 
   537   Merge with Covington. 
   539   If they could do something about the flooding, then renovate. 
   546   Better discipline and tone and put God back in the schools. 
   549   Depends on level of repair needed. 
   556   Consolidation. 
   559   Consolidation. 
   560   A new school in a new location. 
   565   Consolidation. 
   567   Tear it down and completely upgrade everything. 
   573   Another site out of flood plain. 
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   Q10. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   577   Consolidation with Covington. 
   586   Out of flood zone. 
   589   Consolidation better idea. 
   591   Along with consolidation. 
   593   Relocate. 
   597   Merge with Covington. 
   599   Relocation. 
   600   Depends on results of consolidation. 
   602   Consolidation. 
   607   Consolidation. 
   608   Consolidation. 
   616   Consolidation. 
   624   Consolidation. 
   628   Depends on flooding. 
   643   Different location. 
   645   New location, out of flood zone. 
   648   Just some structural problems addressed during the summer. 
   650  Another facility that is already in better condition than the building they are now 

in that can be renovated rather than starting a new building from the ground up. 
   656   It depends on consolidation and the cost. 
   670   Move the location; stupid to put it in flood zone. 
   672   Consolidation. 
   673   Whatever would be best for the students.  Ask for student opinions. 
   675   New location. 
   676  There are empty schools and other buildings not being used--they can be fixed up 

and used--some of the buildings can be sold and that money used (instead of tax 
money) to fix up the schools.  Most notably the YMCA: a new one is being built 
and isn't needed and the money should be put in the schools. 

   678   Move it out of flood zone. 
   679   New location. 
   680   Merging. 
   687   Consolidation. 
   691   Another site. 
   692   Consolidation. 
   695   Consolidation. 
   714   Get out of flood plain. 
   718   Consolidation. 
   721   Consolidation. 
   724   Consolidation. 
   729   Reconstruction in another area (not flood zone). 
   732   Out of the flood plain. 
   736   Consolidate. 
   740   Consolidation. 
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Q10. Continued.   
 
Respondent # Response
   744   Consolidation. 
   747   Consolidation. 
   749   Consolidation with Covington. 
   757   Consolidation. 
   759   Build in another location. 
   763   Merge Covington and Alleghany County Schools. 
   767   Consolidation. 
   772   Consolidation. 
   778   Consolidation. 
   779   Build it in a different place. 
   781   Out of the flood zone. 
   785   No more flood zone. 
   787   Consolidation first. 
   789   Consolidation. 
   802   Consolidation. 
   807   Consolidation. 
   810   Also consolidation. 
 
Q17. Race/ethnicity.  “Other” responses specified. 
 
Respondent # Response
   177   Cherokee 
   243   American 
   315   American Indian 
   381   Independent 
   528   West Indian/Caribbean 
   696   American 
      
Q21. What do you think are the most important issues facing Alleghany County Schools 

in the next few years? 
 
Respondent # Response
     1    Need to consolidate with Covington. 
     2   Consolidation, a new school system would help in a lot of ways, everything 

should be Alleghany County. 
     3    Building a new high school.  Prefer Mrs. Sipel (or someone like her) as principal. 
     5    Drugs and fighting. 
     6    The number of students--overcrowding. 
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Q21. Continued.  
 
Respondent # Response
     7   The economics of the area: one business is leaving at the end of the year.  It 

affects the community and schools.  Our concept of what's important for our 
children: importance of expecting good behavior from students and finding ways 
to have more order in the classroom; will become a greater problem if we don't 
find ways to deal with it.  The faith issue: we have lost something essential, like a 
value system, and we are going to regret it in the long run. 

     8    Consolidation. 
     9    Consolidation of the school systems. 
    10    Capital improvements and possible merger with Covington City Schools. 
    12   They need:  1)a new school; 2)to aid disadvantaged students; 3)competitive 

salaries. 
13   Continuing to provide best education;  morale issues with teachers (happy 

teachers produce happy students who learn better). 
14   Consolidation and building a new school -- economic development factors into 

this.  More elective classes at the middle school and add to or change some of the 
electives at the high school.  If you include the trade school, there would be 
opportunities to offer more courses there and with that, this would fill the needs of 
local economic development.  No need to teach air conditioning to farmers. 

    15    Disciplinary problems need to be addressed. 
    16    Consolidation. 
    17    New school situation straightened out.  Why was other one built in flood plain? 
    18    Better teachers and that the children are primary in their focus. 
    19   Communication issues need to be addressed (from teachers and administration to 

the parents).  Some things are swept under the table by the administration forcing 
teachers into bad positions when dealing with parents. 

20   Expanding services and making sure teachers are truly qualified (tenure should 
not be automatic). 

    21    Merger and construction of new schools. 
    22    Having enough students to keep the schools open. 
    24    Keep up good work they are doing.  Some personnel should be improved. 
    25    Meeting AYP (Adequate Yearly Progress) for No Child Left Behind. 
    26   Continue to teach the children how to write, read, and spell because the computer 

is taking over everything. 
    28    The merger and getting good education and teachers in the county. 
    30    Getting the new high school and the merger. 
    32   Parents in the community are not as interested in their own kids as they used to 

be.  Too much drug use among parents. 
34   School flooding solved, no air conditioning, better handicap access, better 

computer labs, and access to telephone in classroom. 
    36    Fixing them up. 
    37    The new construction of the high school. 
    38    Facilities. 
    41    Quality and facilities. 
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    42    More consolidation and more cooperation between governments. 
    43    Consolidation. 
    46   The education of the children.  Preparing them for college without cramming it 

down their throats.  Alleghany County needs to allow younger children to enjoy 
being children without forcing the idea of college on them at an early age. 

    48    The construction of a new high school. 
    49   Need to improve the safety of the schools.  Development of new programs and 

activities to keep kids equal to other school systems.  More after-school programs. 
    50    Keeping quality teachers. 
    52    Financing. 
    53    Creation of better school facilities, especially the high schools. 
    55    Doing a good job.  More teachers and better-paid teachers. 
    56    Joining together with the other school systems in the area. 
    60    New high school as part of consolidation plans. 
    61    Need to build a new high school and consolidate with Covington. 
    62    Having the population in Alleghany County to keep the schools filled. 
    63    Renovations for some and security. 
    65    Cooperation between supervisors and school board members. 
    66   The most important issues are the arguments and infighting in Alleghany County 

that keep the county from improving. 
    70    More dedicated teachers. 
    71    Need to raise teachers' pay, more discipline. 
    74    Upgrading. 
    75    The high school issue. 
    77    School buildings. 
    78    To get a high school would increase economic development. 
    80    No jobs, economic development. 
    81    The community is not growing, the children are leaving. 
    83    Need to merge and work together. 
    85    Keeping up with math and english instruction, and technology. 
    87    Teacher salaries and consolidation. 
    88    Income. 
    89   Doing something about high school, long range planning towards educating the 

students to be included in area work force so county can attract more businesses. 
    90    Teaching back to the basics. 
    91    Renovation of high school. 
    92    The high school. 
    93    Consolidate with Covington, what to do with the high school. 
    94    Reorganize entire school system. 
    95    Not going to have enough children in the schools. 
    97    Education. 
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98   Bring teachers to same salary level across the state.  Pay faculty members fairly.  
Bring academic programs across state to the same level.  Students going to 
Virginia Tech from Alleghany County at an academic disadvantage. 

    99    Capital improvements and consolidation. 
   100    Get more students. 
   101    More jobs in the area. 
   102   Money issues and demographic problem (Covington being in the middle makes it 

hard to consolidate). 
   104    Consolidation. 
   106   Coming up with education and jobs in the community to keep students here for 

jobs locally. 
   107    More jobs. 
   108    Go back to the way they were teaching ten years ago. 
   109    The need to consolidate, gain industry, more jobs, and build a new high school. 
   112    Building a new high school. 
   114    Update everything; kids need more preparation for stuff outside of SOLs. 
   115    Consolidation. 
   116    They are going to have to deal with a lot more violence. 
   117   High quality of education to help prepare kids for college.  Respondent’s two 

children graduated from college. 
   118    Restoring schools. 
   119    Getting money to do reconstruction. 
   121    Building a new high school. 
   122    Expanding curriculum and building new high school. 
   123    Overcrowding. 
   124    New high school somewhere out of flood plain. 
   125    Keep the education strong for the children. 
   128    The building of a new high school. 
   132    The main issues are building a new high school and consolidation. 
   133    Getting good teachers. 
   135    Decide about high school situation by deciding not to build new high school. 
   137    SOL testing. 
   138    The big issue is what they are doing with the high school. 
   139    More time and effort with the children, consolidation. 
   140    Construction of the new school. 
   141    New buildings, getting jobs to students not going to college. 
   142    Good teachers, which they do have, would like to see them get more. 
   143    Teachers salaries. 
   144   Consolidation with Covington Schools. 
   145   Room for high school students to get a good education.  Having the middle school 

is helping and current remodeling of elementary schools has helped. 
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146   Oldest child is always left behind.  Mantra about "no child left behind" is 
incorrect at child's school.  ADHD child failed first term because he was not seen 
by the school special education resource officer at the beginning of his first year 
despite repeated requests by parents. 

147   Consolidation, whether to build a new high school, attracting the best teachers 
possible, for which they will have to pay more than the surrounding counties; and 
get away from No Child Left Behind somehow so the teachers are free to teach. 

   148    The declining, older population and economic base. 
   149    Merging of the school systems. 
   150    New high school to encourage bringing in better teachers. 
   153    Declining enrollment, funding education. 
   154    Improvement of the buildings and keeping the high quality teachers. 
   156   New construction or the betterment of the facilities and the consolidation of 

governments and schools. 
157   The most important issue is standardizing the teaching in the high school and 

preparing the students for college. 
   160    Consolidation and school facilities. 
   165    Teaching the kids what they need to know to go to college. 
   167    Building a new high school. 
   168    Economic development. 
   169    The declining population.  Economic development is needed to bring people back. 
   170   Try to get people to work together and consolidate the schools.  There is no 

reason for this not to happen.  We are losing so much population. 
   171    Building high school. 
   172    Consolidation. 
   174   The Board of Supervisors does a lot of the running of the schools and all they do 

is gripe about who is going to get the money. 
176   The size of the school based on the population and the tax base and economic 

development.  It all goes back to consolidation. 
   177    Discipline. 
   178    Decrease discrimination and increase college recruitment. 
   179    Getting kids to stay in school because there are many drop outs. 
   180    Consolidation and merging. 
   181   They need to pay their teachers more so they can recruit good teachers who won't 

move away. 
   182    Qualified, dedicated teachers. 
   183    To build a new school or have it be destroyed again. 
   185    Consolidation. 
   188   Need a new school, could do better with regard to education, could work together 

better, should consolidate. 
   189    New school construction and consolidation. 
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191   The big issue is the high school and considering whether or not to merge with the 
city with declining enrollment.  How prepared students are for college. 

192   Facilities are an issue.  Maintaining quality instructional programming and 
targeting individual student needs. 

   194    Building of a new high school. 
   195    Economic development. 
   196    New high school. 
   197    The consolidation will solve the high school issue. 
   200   Quality teachers and staffing to keep up with the students.  Pay and benefits for 

the teachers. 
   201    Need for more employers. 
   202    Building a new school. 
   204    Getting the enrollment up. 
   205    Morality, Christianity in the schools, and safety. 
   206    Merge the schools. 
   207    Keeping qualified teachers...increase pay scale. 
   209   Get kids a good education so they can survive in world.  They are bored with 

school.  Get the good old boys out and fresh people in to do job right. 
210   Ability to keep up with other schools.  They should consolidate to give the 

students more opportunities. 
212   Staying on target on all the programs that the government is bringing out, and 

proper accommodations for the children. 
   214    Building of a new high school, consolidation, and more after school programs. 
   215    Pushing the students too far. 
   216    Proper funding. 
   218    Consolidation and remodeling the high school. 
   219    Consolidation. 
   221    Upgrading technology. 
   222    Building the new high school. 
   223   The SOLs.  They keep upgrading the standards and making it hard on the 

students. 
   224    Building a new high school. 
   225    Teaching the children. 
   226    Quality of education, consolidation. 
   227    Cost of maintaining two school systems and the quality of the high school. 
   228    Consolidation keeps coming up again and again and again. 
   230    Consolidation and new high school at a new location. 
   232    The new high school. 
   233   Need better management.  Should not have as many snow days - could be going 

to school. 
234   Most important is the new high school and merging of the school systems and the 

government. 
   235    Drugs (maybe); not sure. 
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   237    Better education for the children. 
   238    Repair of buildings and hiring of more educators. 
   240    Drug activities a worry. 
   241    The biggest thing is whether or not to consolidate with Covington. 
   242    Merging with Covington; building a new school. 
   243    Keep renovating not consolidating.  Work with slow learners. 
   244   Consolidation issue and new high school.  Governments of Covington and 

Alleghany County should combine. 
   245    Being sure they have enough kids to attend--i.e., out migration. 
   246    Teachers, or lack of, because of not having a competitive pay scale. 
   247    New high school. 
   248    Decide on consolidation. 
   250    Consolidation issues need to be resolved. 
   251    Whether to build a new high school. 
   253   Teachers need to take more time to work with children.  Parents are spending a lot 

of time doing children's homework. 
   254    Getting better schools. 
   255   Giving students excellent abilities to survive in world once they graduate.  School 

facilities need more work; teachers good, doing fine. 
256   The challenge of outside economics.  Bring in economy by providing education 

and resources for our children to come back here. 
   257    Building new high school.  Getting lottery money into this area. 
   258    Figure out a way to keep the kids here and get them jobs. 
   259    Construction of a new high school. 
   260   Construction of new schools - out of flood plain.  Consolidation - forget about the 

school mascots.  Fresh teachers with fresh ideas. 
   261    Upgrading the facilities. 
   263    Attracting good teachers.  Replace bad buses. 
   264    Having room for the students.  Classes are crowded. 
   265   Teachers using old teaching methods.  Local population dying, no new tax base.  
   267   Get kids to stay in school and be more respectful of their elders and teachers.  

Better discipline, especially on the buses. 
   269    Consolidation and renovation. 
   270   The high school and whether to merge with the city.  Would be more economical 

to join schools, think before they act. 
   272    Getting good teachers and dress codes and better discipline. 
   273    The safety of the students and the academics. 
   274   Consolidation with Covington.  Too many governments and not enough 

resolution to problems.  Poor economy. 
   275    Get a new building for the high school 
   276    New high school construction. 
   277   Building of the new school, being competitive with salaries, and staying on top of 

testing materials. 
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   278    Consolidation. 
   279   Too many people moving away.  Improve economy, increase the number of jobs. 
   280    Consolidation and building of new high school. 
   284    Fixing the high schools. 
   285    Keeping students up with the times and preparing for their futures. 
   286    A new high school and consolidation. 
   287    New high schools and better technology. 
   288    New school and better teachers. 
   289    Politics basically. 
   290    Buildings and better teachers. 
   291   Need to look at needs of students to prepare them to become adults.  Students are 

leaving here - no jobs in area. 
   292    Consolidation, if we should build a new school or not. 
   294    Not enough help for the teachers. 
   298    Facilities and meeting needs of special education, and arts/music in schools. 
   300    Get a new high school or renovate it. 
   302    Better their education and have better teachers. 
   304    High school. 
   307    More help for children with special needs. 
   308    New facilities. 
   309    Rebuilding or consolidating. 
   310    Keeping up with progress (computers and such). 
   312    Keeping up with technology. 
   315    Renovation. 
   316   Trying to pull together and make a stronger governing body and stop worrying so 

much about facilities--consolidation would be a good idea. 
   317    Consolidation. 
   318   Salaries of teachers need to be increased to get better teachers; improve local 

economy to get better jobs for students. 
   320    Having enough rooms for the kids and enough good teachers. 
   322    Consolidation. 
   323    Decision about the high school, and whether to consolidate. 
   325    Consolidation, teachers’ salaries. 
   327    Consolidation. 
   328    Buildings, lack of enrollment. 
   329    Consolidation, enrollment drop. 
   331    Reconstruction of new high school; merging with Covington. 
   333    Higher salaries. 
   334    Consolidation and building of a new school. 
   335   Better employment opportunities to keep people from moving out of county;  

Covington and Clifton Forge should work together to accomplish this. 
   336    The most important thing is giving these kids the best we've got. 
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338   Building a new high school, consolidation.  There are not enough jobs in the 
community to keep enough families here to make it worthwhile having two 
schools systems. 

   339    Drug problems, gangs, and the gothic people. 
   340    Discipline, more programs. 
   342   Consolidation; county needs to get more economic development and develop top-

notch schools.  Community college is there, ready and waiting for this 
development.  They have started several good programs that transfer to 4-year 
colleges, also scholarships available, need to get more low-income children 
interested.  Occupational/technical programs also waiting to funnel students back 
into area if economic base is there to employ and absorb them into workforce. 

   344    Rebuilding the high school. 
   345    Economy and tax base of economy. 
   346    Building a new school. 
   348    Consolidation. 
   349   New construction; and trying to keep up with what they need to do with No Child 

Left Behind.  That will be a real concern, especially with special education 
children, particularly those who cannot communicate.  They need to develop 
programs to meet their needs and expand on their strengths, to make them the best 
people they can be just like any other high school students.  This needs to begin in 
the elementary schools and be carried forward through the grades. 

   350    Rebuilding the high school. 
   351    Money. 
   352   Having the children ready for positions in fields of technology that aren't even 

here yet--forward thinking.  Very strongly feels that no child should fall through 
the cracks in the system (e.g., graduating children who can't read/spell/do math). 

   353    The high school. 
   354    Decreasing population. 
   355    Most importantly try to combine school systems and get the most of taxes. 
   357    Merging of the government before the schools merge. 
   359    School building program. 
   360    Rebuilding the high school. 
   361    Keeping the drugs out of schools. 
   362    To continue their high standard of education. 
   363    Funding for the high school. 
   364    Improve the education to get into better colleges. 
   365    Growth of the schools. 
   366   The new high school; if we want to get and keep good teachers we need to let 

them teach and prepare our children for college or careers. 
   368    More jobs in the county. 
   370    Money. 
   371    Consolidation, new schools to be incorporated with the consolidation. 
   372    Gas for the buses. 
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   373    Consolidation. 
   374    Consolidation and a new building. 
   375    Consolidation. 
   376    Wise for the county and city to consolidate, duplicate resources. 
   377    Consolidation, building a new school, economic development. 
   378    Merging. 
   379    The over crowding. 
   381    New school. 
   382    Building a new high school. 
   383    Shouldn’t be so hard on students for missing school. 
   384   Good teachers and they should keep the buildings in good repair.  They should 

encourage children to get a better education. 
   386    New school. 
   387   Get somebody to run the schools properly.  Everyone should come together and 

work together to try to solve problems.  The state wants to help but the local 
leaders can't seem to see the big picture and get their acts together. 

   388    Consolidation. 
   389   Thinks people in the offices bicker among themselves all the time--this is keeping 

progress from moving forward and is ultimately hurting the education of the 
children as well as wasting money. 

   391    The new facilities and raising academic standards. 
   392    Building new high school. 
   393    Building a new high school. 
   394   New schools; improvements all the way down; middle school is good; but the rest 

of kids in the county (including Covington) need to be getting a good education. 
   395    Training for the teachers. 
   396    Improving technology in classroom. 
   399    Over crowdedness. 
   401    Consolidation. 
   402    Consolidation and resolving high school issue. 
   404    New schools. 
   406    Consolidation, and a new high school. 
   410    Quality teachers in a quality high school building and consolidation. 
   411    Consolidation. 
   412    Adequate facilities, more rigorous academic programs. 
   413    Funding, management, consolidation. 
   414   Consolidation, better education, pay teachers more to get quality education.  

Better prepared students in the trades. 
416   They need to work on a new location for building a new high school and they 

should consolidate the school system. 
   417    Consolidation. 
   418   The governing bodies getting together to work for consolidation.  It worked years 

ago when they merged and it would help again. 
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   419    Building a new high school, teachers need a raise. 
   420   Consolidation, keeping up high standards, economic development should be 

considered as part of a plan to improve schools. 
   421    Consolidation, use Covington’s high school. 
   424    Renovating AHS. 
   425    Creative teaching. 
   426   More toward advanced educational programs.  Too much focus on paper mill and 

railroads as career options. 
   427    Jobs in the area to keep people in area so their kids go to the schools. 
   429    Consolidation issues. 
   430    Poor employment opportunities in area. 
   432    Teachers’ pay. 
   433    Consolidation with Covington to form a single school system and government. 
   434    Give children less homework.  More school aides. 
   435    Leadership by supervisors. 
   438    Can AHS be saved? 
   439    Industrialization. 
   440    Need to build new school in new location. 
   442    New buildings, preparing children for careers. 
   443    They need more jobs for the kids when they finish. 
   444    Better supervisors and less squabbling. 
   445    No jobs in area to support families with children. 
   447    Economic development. 
   448   Heads of schools need to start getting their heads together and start working 

together to get things right for the students.  What happened to the lottery money?  
Who's pocketing it? 

449   Consolidation, teachers’ salaries, improvements for children with disabilities, they 
comply only with minimal standards. 

   450    Consolidation will improve quality of teaching. 
   452    Two high schools not needed; consolidation is the better idea. 
   456    Updating school facilities. 
   458    Updating programs. 
   459    Consolidation and new high school. 
   461    To merge or not. 
   465    Consolidation. 
   466    Rebuilding the high school. 
   467    Finding good teachers. 
   468    Updating the buildings and keeping up with SOLs and accreditation. 
   470    Everyone working together, especially the Board of Supervisors. 
   472   Renovation of AHS.  School Board made some very unwise choices in giving a 

raise to superintendent before he had worked a sufficient period of time. 
   475    New high school and consolidation. 
   476    Economic growth. 
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   477    New high school. 
   479    Funding for the new high school. 
   480    Industry, better jobs. 
   481    Not enough kids. 
   482    A new high school and consolidation. 
   483    Jobs. 
   484    Consolidation. 
   485   New high school.  AHS floods and ruins foundation.  Not safe for children. 
   486    Getting good teachers. 
   487    Reconstruction of the high school. 
   489    Physical structures need to be improved and moved out of flood plain. 
   490    They have to deal with the renovating or building of a new high school. 
   491    Getting a new high school. 
   492    Obtaining money to fund things, industrialization. 
   493    High school consolidation and getting AHS out of flood plain. 
   494    The high school without a doubt, and the security at the high school. 
   499    Consolidation and new location for high school. 
   500    Consolidation and building a new high school. 
   501   Building a new high school and keeping up with technology in the schools as well 

as the whole county.  Educate the children to be able to work in the new 
businesses in order to draw new industry. 

   503    Construction of new AHS; consolidation. 
   504   Increasing jobs would bring more people to the county.  In turn, bringing more 

children to the schools. 
   505    Consolidation of the systems and a new high school. 
   506    Trying to decide on what to do with the high school. 
   508    The high school. 
   509   More emphasis on the basics; less emphasis on sports.  There needs to be a lot of 

emphasis put on technical training for jobs that will be available in the area 
(nursing, Westvaco, automotive). 

510   The old high school contains mold from it being flooded several times.  
Children’s’ health in danger.  SOL system needs to be changed because it puts an 
excessive amount of pressure on the students as well as the teachers. 

   513    Consolidation and a new high school. 
   515    Need for new buildings.  Economic uncertainties. 
   516   Get children to explore outside of county and improve themselves.  Understand 

more to life outside of county.  Need better motivation to improve them. 
   517    Condition of the schools and better funding of the programs. 
   519    Security. 
   520    Construction issues for the high schools, and SOLs. 
   522   A new high school; the county needs to have some economic revival!  It's hard to 

attract good new teachers when there are no jobs for husbands/wives. 
   523    Quality education and teachers and a new building for the high school. 
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   526    Quality of education. 
   527    Expanding education and keeping up with the times; expanding new technology. 
   528    Pressing the kids that aren't doing well so that they can be all that they can be. 
   530    Reconstruction of the high school and the merging of the schools. 
   531    Do whatever is necessary to equip the kids for life ahead. 
   532    Merging with Covington. 
   535    Building schools and consolidating under one roof. 
   537    Keeping up with other school systems (technologically, etc.). 
   538    New construction and keeping teachers' wages competitive. 
   540    New high school. 
   541   The renovation/repair of the high school; quality teachers; more work toward 

trade schools. 
   542    Keep modernizing the school. 
   543    New school construction. 
   544    Consolidation with Covington. 
   545    The high school construction or possible consolidation. 
   546    Trying to fix discipline problems and get God back into the schools. 
   547    Discipline and the testing overall. 
   548   Teach the children things other than SOLs.  Go to uniforms instead of what they 

want to wear.  Have school year round instead of the current school year system. 
   549    AHS. 
   550   Qualified teachers; more emphasis on basic math, writing, speaking, reading 

skills; and renovation of the high school. 
   552    Need a new high school, keep the students well educated on computer training. 
   553    Consolidation should occur for betterment of children.  More curriculum options. 
   556    Consolidation. 
   557    Do something with the high school. 
   558    Consolidation. 
   559    Overcrowding. 
   560    Renovation of high school or a new one. 
   562    Buildings needed now. 
   563    Need jobs for people so they can better educate their families. 
   564    Rebuild AHS for better futures. 
   565    Consolidation, new high school. 
   566    Merging the school systems and building a new high school. 
   567    Need more qualified teachers who can teach the children. 
   568    Economic development in the Alleghany Highlands. 
   570   Financial restraints, merging of the school systems, and minority recruitment 

(teachers). 
   572    New high school. 
   573    Consolidation and high school construction.  Elementary and middle school great. 
   574    The construction of new schools. 
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576   SOLs are a joke and keep kids from being educated properly.  Being forced on 
schools by the government. 

   577    Qualified teachers. 
   578    Adequate education for college entrance. 
   579    Finances. 
   580    Consolidation and rebuilding of AHS. 
   582    Making good grades. 
   583    Better teaching in math and sciences. 
   585    Getting rid of the drug problem. 
   587    Rebuilding the high school. 
   588    Community support. 
   589    Have year-round school because of snow problems here. 
   591    New AHS. 
   592   Condition of the high school, finding a way to attract better prepared employees. 
   593    Stay competitive with the nation, keep jobs. 
   594    Building and equipment updates; preparing students for their careers. 
   595    Replace older teachers, rebuild high school, keep kids motivated to stay in school. 
   597    Getting a new school or consolidation. 
   598    AHS in flood zone; need to consolidate to build a new school. 
   599    Metal detectors are needed, and leave the kids alone about their clothes. 
   602    Economic development, consolidation. 
   603    Funding for the schools, rebuilding the high school. 
   604    Decision to build new high school; upgrade some of the elementary schools. 
   605    The high school. 
   606    Better teachers. 
   607    Cooperation in consolidation. 
   608   Consolidation and getting a good education without burdening our older citizens.  

All for good schools but if some teachers need to lose their jobs in the 
consolidation, let the chips fall where they may -- just being honest. 

   609    Providing more jobs so the students can stay in the town. 
   610    Building a new high school. 
   611    Updates of computers. 
   613    Preparing students with technology for a better level of education, better jobs. 
   616    Decline in enrollment needs to be addressed. 
   617    Education, safety and uniforms. 
   618   Build a new high school in a different location and fix the math program.  The 

strong kids are struggling in the higher math programs. 
   619    Taxes, supply more jobs so people can afford to pay higher taxes. 
   620    Replacement of AHS; getting SOL accreditation. 
   622    Need to improve the quality of the education. 
   624    Economic development. 
   625    Need good teachers and should pay them accordingly (individual evaluations). 
   626    A new high school. 
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   627    Condition of schools. 
   628    AHS needs work. 
   630    Financial, budget, and consolidation. 
   631    Need pay raises for support staff--cooks, janitors, substitutes, etc. 
   633    Rebuilding the high school. 
   634    The high school needs to be re-done. 
   635    New schools. 
   636    Operating expenses. 
   637    New high school and invest in some extra-curricular attention. 
   638    Construction of high school, pay scale, maintain the benefits for the teachers. 
   639   Need to build a new school.  The children need facilities that will give them pride 

(unlike the current school).  Other area schools are much nicer.  If they do merge 
they will need one facility that will hold all the children so a new or 
expanded/remodeled school will be needed.  The county built nice facilities for 
other things (e.g., a nice new jail) and if as much money is put towards the 
schools we can avoid the nice new jail from filling up with our own young people. 

   640    Stay with the times. 
   643    Keeping up with technology. 
   644    Discipline of the children and safety. 
   645   Getting the money to do the construction, and hiring more teachers with young 

blood and new ideas to motivate the students. 
   647    Budget and renovations. 
   648   Need places for kids to work after high school with decent wages.  Kids are 

forced to leave the area immediately after high school. 
   649    New high school. 
   650   Will be faced with a bigger task than they realize, with No Child Left Behind.  If 

they continue to not get their special education programs up to par with other 
systems then they will lose as will the students. 

   651    Rebuild the high school, consolidate, economic development. 
   652    Construction of high school. 
   653    Rebuilding the high school. 
   656    Consolidation of the schools. 
   657    The need for good teachers. 
   658    Teachers. 
   659    Consolidation and working together to find the money to do this. 
   660   New high school building, getting good teachers and keeping them, improving all 

the schools, increasing parent involvement. 
   664    Getting the students to make something out of themselves. 
   665    Consolidation. 
   666    Consolidation. 
   668    Construction and consolidation. 
   669    Re-construction of the high school. 
   670    New high school. 
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   671    Building problem. 
   673    Better high school. 
   675    Consolidation. 
   676    Keeping the kids in school. 
   677    Keeping up with the programs. 
   678    Technical training. 
   679    Building new high school in new location. 
   680    Better education and merging of Covington and Alleghany County. 
   681    Quality teachers. 
   684    Renovation or construction of the high school. 
   685    The need for a new high school. 
   686   Better college preparation, high school isn’t enough schooling for someone who 

wants to go beyond high school.  Students need to be enlightened about life.  
Right now they are joining life ill-prepared. 

   687    Local employment. 
   688    A new building. 
   689   New high school; need to evaluate teachers better and get better quality teachers. 
   691    Consolidation. 
   692    The high school and consolidation. 
   693    Getting more students (losing population base). 
   695   Consolidation with Covington High School.  Need more diversity in the courses.  

Need training for jobs. 
   696    Need to consolidate school systems. 
   697    Teachers’ salaries. 
   698    Replace AHS. 
   699    Consolidation; if they do this they may be able to get by without building school. 
   701    Consolidation, improving the buildings, and offering more programs. 
   702    New high school and renovation of Boiling Spring. 
   703    Finding the funds without eating the people up with taxes, look for grants. 
   704    Getting more students and the teachers’ salaries. 
   705   Enough teachers for the students; better class ratios (students to teachers). 
   710    Money. 
   713    The high school. 
   715    Everyone working together, better communication. 
   717    Merging with Covington. 
   718   Consolidation, getting elected leaders to think of needs of public and to quit being 

wahoos, work at economic health of community. 
   721    Consolidation. 
   722    Flooding of schools. 
   723    More protection against violence. 
   724    Consolidation. 
   728    Better education, consolidation, help through state funding. 
   729    Special education needs more vocational/technical programs (not college prep). 
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Respondent # Response
   730    Hoping it will be better. 
   732   Need to combine old and new regulations to be more effective in classroom (less 

focus on dress codes, more focus on discipline).  Teachers need to be more 
personable and caring.  Teachers need to bond more with children.  Fewer 
children in classroom so teachers can focus more on students and less on SOLs. 

   734    Get kids more help in school. 
   736    Consolidate. 
   737    Boiling Spring needs work. 
   738    Need a new high school, pay teachers more. 
   740    Consolidation. 
   742   To see that no child is left behind and to see that the money for the salaries and 

such are still there. 
743   The schools are no better than the people who run them and the people who make 

up the system, so we need to draw people of the highest possible caliber who are 
committed to the educational requirements of the students.  People are just doing 
their jobs--when you get good people dedicated to the profession you will get 
better results from the students. 

   744    Consolidate have more wealth in the community. 
   746    Building a new high school. 
   747    Get the kids in one school system.  Consolidation. 
   748    Consolidation. 
   749    Consolidate. 
   752    The high school issue. 
   753    Getting jobs here so people don’t have to leave. 
   754    Transportation costs. 
   756   Building a new high school without local tax money.  See what can be done with 

state/federal grants and look into lottery money funds. 
   757    Consolidation and spending limited resources wisely.  Less politics in equation. 
   758    The economics in area. 
   759    Consolidation. 
   760    Quality teachers; eliminate drugs. 
   761   Discipline.  Teachers cannot discipline children because of rules (administration 

does not back the teachers up). 
   762    To have good teachers. 
   767    Consolidation; use both school buildings (east and west high school). 
   768    Teacher salaries and benefits. 
   769    Redo the high school. 
   772    Consolidation and attracting qualified/committed educators. 
   773    New AHS. 
   774   Quality of education; more dual enrollment for high school students at the 

community college; more communication with the community as a whole. 
   775    Producing good students. 
   777    High school situation. 
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   778    The school itself.  It is slowly sinking. 
   779    Building new high school. 
   780    Overpopulation in the classroom. 
   783    Building a new high school. 
   785   New superintendent needed.  This one has no social skills and did not even want 

his own children to attend local schools.  He sets a horrible example for teachers. 
   786    Everybody needs to consolidate and work together. 
   787   Better maintenance of existing buildings so no new buildings are needed.  Senior 

citizens cannot afford these taxes.  Everyone is losing their jobs and leaving the 
area.  Politicians are useless in generating solutions. 

   789    Consolidation, getting students and getting jobs. 
   791    Need to help poor/underprivileged more. 
   792    New high school. 
   793    Renovation of AHS. 
   794    Consolidation. 
   795    Getting parents more involved with the school. 
   796    Construction of AHS. 
   797    Relocate the high school. 
   798    Consolidation. 
   799    Consolidation, teacher pay and curriculum. 
   800   The merging and building of new schools. 
   801    Construction of the high school. 
   802    Consolidation of new AHS, and governments working together. 
   803    The high school, disadvantaged children, consolidate or do nothing at all. 
   805    Consolidation. 
   806    Students. 
   807    For the kids to further their education. 
   809    Security, and renovating the schools. 
   810    Consolidation and new high school. 
   811    The declining enrollment. 
   812    Need to teach the kids more than what is on the SOLs. 
   813   Put emphasis on education and less on athletics.  Teachers need to take more 

control of classroom. 
 
Q22.   Do you have suggestions about what Alleghany County could do to improve its 

schools in the future? 
 
Respondent # Response
     1   Consolidate with Covington. 
     3   Nothing. 
     4   Pay the teachers more. 
     5   More security. 
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Respondent # Response

7  Take steps to have stronger discipline in schools.  Need a way to really carry 
through with discipline, and if we make rules we should carry them out (i.e., no 
empty threats).  High expectations should be for teachers as well as students.  
More cooperation in area between/within the school systems.  Churches should be 
more open to involvement without pushing doctrines (e.g., church outreach after 
school; youth activities--let them advertise this outreach in the schools more). 

    10   Merge with Covington City Schools due to economic climate. 
    12   They are doing fine. 
    13  Need to avoid merit pay (who does judging?) and competition between teachers. 

Schools are not businesses - profit margins are not an issue in schools.  Educators 
should not be business focused. 

15  Need to incorporate more discipline.  Students learn better with more discipline. 
17  Education community as a whole does good job.  If the student has the will, the 

opportunities to succeed are available here. 
    19   Not respondent’s field. 
    20  Mainly making sure early education is first focus.  Need to focus on learning 

basic skills as a firm background to future learning (reading, writing and 
arithmetic as focus). 

21  Better communication all around (higher administration to lower levels such as 
teachers and parents). 

23  School systems scared of race issues.  School won't address cursing, name calling 
etc. because they are scared of being accused of discrimination.  Respondent’s 
wife was cursed at when she went to the school.   

24  Hire better teachers.  Not so much focus on SOLs.  Students cram too much for 
the SOL.  Go back to old system of testing. 

    25   Continue to meet the needs of all children and continue the job we are doing. 
    26  Go about it the correct way, no money under the table as happened when the 

current high school was built. 
    29   Consolidation after researching methods to do so.  Keep lawyers out of it. 
    30   Keep good teachers and good testing. 
    32   More drug education for parents and students together. 
    33   Treat all the students equally. 
    34  Air conditioning, better telephone access in classroom, handicapped access, better 

computer labs. 
    35   Need more one on one help for the students who need it. 
    39   More discipline for the students. 
    41  Merge the system into an adequate facility like Covington first, and then go from 

there.  This should happen within next fifteen years. 
43  They need to go to school systems that find their students going to higher levels 

of college and also attaining career placement in technical school after high 
school.  Must look at two avenues, may find out what other schools are doing. 

    47   Try to improve and move high school to good location. 
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Respondent # Response

49  After-school programs that include all the children.  Increase programs for 
children who fall short and can't keep up with the other students, such as tutoring. 
Allow for more inclusive sports programs or activities for the less athletically 
gifted students. 

    51   Kids should wear uniforms. 
    52  Very much on right track on communication.  Divert more activities to senior 

groups to solicit their support in education activities (newsletters to senior 
groups); not just senior tutoring.  Might be possible source of additional funding. 

    60   More high tech in facilities, classrooms and computers. 
    61   Continue route in academics. 
    62  In order to improve the schools, the children need to have a place to work after 

they graduate.  Improving the local economy will improve the schools. 
    63   People need to listen to other people more and be more considerate. 
    64   Work on discipline. 
    66  The Board of Supervisors should use common sense and intelligence, they should 

not need to spend all the extra money on "experts" in order to decide on anything.  
They need to stop fighting and come to an intelligent compromise.  The schools 
need to emphasize discipline and fundamental education in order to get students 
to learn and grow.  Intra-mural sports are important, but the school should not 
spend a great deal of money transporting the athletes all around the state.  The 
school system needs to give the parents more information about their children’s 
education and involve the parents in their children's education.  County needs to 
focus on getting excellent teachers and dropping the poor ones.  Reducing 
paperwork will encourage good teachers to come to the schools. 

    67   Continuing work with special needs children. 
    78   A new high school. 
    80   Consolidate governments with neighboring cities. 
    81   Combine with Covington. 
    85   Recruit teachers from a wider area. 
    87   Pay teachers more. 
    90   Teaching back to the basics. 
    95   Bring more industry here to build this place back up. 
    98  Bring economy, money, and jobs here to bring in people and more money to 

improve all conditions.  Otherwise people leave area. 
102  Give Clifton Forge to Covington.  Schools are pretty good for this area.  Special 

children are mainstreamed in each grade.  Good for everyone to have that contact. 
   104   Consolidate. 
   106   Think outside the box. 
   108   More money, new high school, better teachers. 
   109  Not building facilities on flood plains, building more modernized schools to 

appeal to outsiders. 
116  More special education programs.  Each school should have their own special 

education program. 
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Respondent # Response
   128   Just get us a new high school. 
   130  Should be more aware of what is going on in the schools and keep them 

maintained, the schools have an obligation to maintain the schools each year. 
132  The County government should reallocate their resources so they would have 

more money available for the schools; teachers should be paid comparable wages.  
Apply for grants in order to get more technology in the classroom. 

   133   Try to include the parents in the education. 
   134   The high school needs repair. 
   135   Teachers should have better salaries. 
   137   Get rid of SOLs. 
   139  Offer classes that provide good learning experiences (e.g., Latin and other foreign 

languages). Get community college more involved with high school students. 
   142   They have good schools, but would like to see the merger go through. 
   143   Increase the salaries. 
   144   Teachers need better salaries, hold on to the ones we have. 
   145   The schools themselves are good, no complaints. 
   146  Email information to parents about school activities.  Improving overall 

communication. 
   147   Best thing is to attract the best educators.  Willing and qualified is what is needed. 
   148   Merging with Covington, the government and school system. 
   154   Make a greater effort to work together.  Consolidating the schools systems. 
   155  Teachers ought to be paid relatively the same as teachers in other areas (Bath, 

Highland should be paid more since they are underpaid). 
   156   Teachers should be given ability tests to see where they fit. 
   157  Instead of warring about testing students, test the teachers to make sure they are at 

the level they should be. 
   161   Consolidation and more teachers, maybe a little more security. 
   165   Put news of the other schools like Mountain View elementary in newspaper. 
   167   Push the state to have balanced education. 
   172   Consolidate. 
   174   Build more facilities near the west end of the county. 
   176  Consolidation is the answer--the county cannot continue to operate two school 

systems with the population and tax base. 
177  Parents or grandparents could sit in on classes, maybe ride the buses when trouble 

is brewing. 
   178   Increase teacher salaries and recruit better educators. 
   179   Better teachers; students would stay in school if there were better teachers. 
   182   Qualified, dedicated teachers. 
   183   Respondent will leave it to the higher beings. 
   185  Very good program for college-bound students, but not all students are college 

material.  Some students would be better in the trades with available jobs.  Better 
technical curriculum needed for the trades reaching down into the 8th grade. 
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Respondent # Response

188  Construct a new school.  Overall, there is a good group of teachers, but a new 
facility would help a lot.    

191  Quality teachers. 
   192   They have really good schools. 
   193   New superintendent. 
   195   Consolidation. 
   199   Don’t go too long in the summer and install air conditioning if you do. 
   206   Re-build the school. 
   207   Improve benefits and pay for school employees. 
   209  Make school a challenge. Stop kids from slipping through the cracks, offer more 

vocational classes of different types not every body is college material. 
   210   Consolidate with Covington. 
   212   Work more closely with the community and get a stronger support base. 
   215   Kids have to be kids. 
   219   Consolidation and merging. 
   223   Do not enforce the SOLs as what they have to learn, but just teach. 
   225   Do not teach only what is on the test. 
   227   Remodel the high school and merge the school systems. 
   229   They should get the HS out of the flood zone and consolidate with Covington. 
   230  More money for the teachers, update schools overall, and get kids more involved 

with schools. Add a few more classes at the technology center. 
235  Better vocational training if not going to college.  Even girls need some skills at 

auto repair. 
   237   Invest more in teachers. 
   243  Issues with dress, differences, and medical problems need to be addressed when 

students are treated differently. 
   244   Raising teachers’ pay and benefits. 
   246   Eliminate buddy system. 
   247   Get at students before they get to high school.      
   248   I'll leave that up to the school administration. 
   250  People need to stop arguing and get the consolidation issues resolved.  This has 

gone on too long and is keeping industries from moving into the county, keeping 
new jobs from being offered, and forcing students to move out of the county to 
get a decent job. 

   251   Eliminate standardized tests. 
   253  More one-on-one time between teachers and students.  More teachers’ aides for 

slower students. 
   254   Merge with the other schools. 
   255   New high school built out of flood plain. 
   256  Providing aggressive training for teachers, encourage all students to participate in 

dual enrollment where appropriate.  It gives them a taste of what is out there in 
the real world. 
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Respondent # Response

257  Preventive maintenance would be better.  Build looking to the future.  Build 
swimming facilities. 

260  More diverse curriculum to improve competition with other systems like Northern 
Virginia.  Tenure system needs to be replaced or removed (dead wood a problem). 

   261   Making it more attractive to come here to teach, better teachers, more teachers. 
   263   Classrooms overcrowded; need more after school programs for slower children. 
   265  Teachers using new teaching methods.  Improve reading literacy.  Put fun back in 

learning.  Abandon focus on SOLs.  Too many challenges for diverse students 
(like ADD students).  Put focus back on children’s learning regardless of labels. 

270  Need more people to assist the children so they can achieve their goals.  There are 
too many children in the classrooms, they are overcrowded. 

   274   Consolidation and people working together for the schools. 
   276   Get rid of the superintendent.  Horrible man. 
   277   Get it done. 
   278   Raise the salaries and benefit packages for all employees. 
   281   Build new high school out of flood plain. 
   285  Improved funding.  Some folks short-sighted when funding education.  Our 

children should be our first priority. 
   286   Get rid of the head guy. 
   289  Consolidation of the area schools should be based on geographic location.  Look 

at consolidation of all services.  Until you straighten out the aims and politics in 
the area, the schools will be part of that. 

291  Need to look at needs of students.  Need to counsel students about their 
opportunities in the area.  High-paying careers are not always the best choice. 

   295   Taking surveys and talking to people. 
   298  Need to work better with local communities at working together to bring in more 

industries and jobs.  This will help spread costs of schools around. 
   302   Teach right subjects to prepare students for future. 
   305   More books, newer classroom, bigger rooms. 
   307   They need to put children in the grade that is appropriate for their level. 
   308   School board and community should work together. 
   309   More technology in the schools and more things to prepare students for college. 
   311   More teachers to avoid overcrowding. 
   312   More computers in the classroom. 
   313  Better upkeep of high school.  Covington High had remodeling that looks good. 
   315   To merge with Covington. 
   317   Consolidation. 
   328  Should all work together, stop competing against each other, and join up to do 

what is best for kids.  It's a dog-eat-dog world and they need to be prepared. 
   329   Commit more funding to the arts. 
   335  Keep schools updated; offer different courses for more variety to help them 

compete in college and the world. 
   339   Put prayer back in school along with the Pledge of Allegiance. 
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342  Tenure for high school teachers: some of these teachers can't teach.  Put salary 
money into effective teachers. 

   345   Use community college to train more for trades. 
   348  Consolidate and maybe change from middle school to junior high, 7th thru 9th 

grades, then high school 10th thru 12th grades. 
352  Would love to see fewer children per classroom!  Kids need more individualized 

attention if they are to become really good students. 
   357   Higher pay for staff and teachers. 
   361  A lot of elementary schools have the deputy sheriff there and that scares kids--

maybe undercover should be used at the elementary schools. 
   362   To combine the schools and to rebuild. 
   364   Merge with Covington. 
   370  They are behind on salaries and the physical condition of the high school.  The 

grade schools are better now, especially the middle school so the main questions 
are salaries and the high school. 

371  Consolidate all governments, add more elective classes, and do a better job as a 
whole.  Make the district smaller so kids don't have to be on the bus for an hour 
and a half.  Get rid of tenure, pay the teachers that are making improvements and 
get rid of the others. 

   373   Depends on Covington. 
   376   Top heavy, leaders in the main office. 
   377  Keep career education current, more up to date programs, add career programs 

that reflect today’s job market. 
   379   New buildings, enforce the rules. 
   383   Give every child a chance to learn. 
   384   They are doing pretty good, hopes it continues because education is vital. 
   388   They don’t pay the employees well enough and they need to update the schools. 
   389  They need more industry in the county.  The town/county councils can't agree and 

business is being lost as a result.  This is not helping the kids have anything to 
look forward to or allowing them to stay local and have a career close to home. 

   391  Two-way communication between administration and teachers. 
   394  Need top-notch equipment and top-notch teachers to go with it; more 

individualized attention for those lagging a little behind--work with the ones who 
need help and push the smarter kids. 

   395   Student teachers. 
   396  Increase availability of technology to students, more practical applications (like 

math) to real world. 
399  School maintenance and merging of the schools in a new building, education in 

the homes. 
   401   Consolidation. 
   402  Consolidation.  Teachers need to be more focused on students; need to focus more 

on slower students to bring them up to the level of other students.  Tutor slower 
students as a team effort. 
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   408   No more SOLs. 
   410  Pool resources between city and county; better and more diversified curriculum;  

more science/math/technology teaching (losing battle with other countries). 
411  Consolidation and new high school with better technology, hire new teachers in 

special education. 
412  More rigorous academic program.  Higher expectations with children.  Don’t 

worry about what parents would think if kids don't make all 'A's.  Do not miss 
school when there is no snow. 

413  Should simply combine schools and have a consolidated school system to utilize 
the resources better. 

   414   Consolidation. 
   417   We need to work together with Covington to build a better community. 
   419   Encourage students to become teachers. 
   420   Consolidation. 
   423   Maybe get some good water in for the kids. 
   425   Decrease focus on SOLs and increase focus on creativity. 
   426  More emphasis on higher education and going into career studies, not just paper 

mill and Wal-Mart. 
   429   Consolidating with Covington would be a good first step. 
   432   They have good teachers, so unsure about what to change. 
   435   Need more jobs in community to increase tax base to upgrade schools. 
   438   More testing of local children to see how they rank at the national level. 
   445   Improve job availability. 
   450   Better math and science teachers. 
   452   Consolidation; stressing good teachers and more discipline. 
   458   New facilities. 
   461   Consolidation, better location. 
   463   Consolidation. 
   465   Bus all the students to another school. 
   470   Need to decide to consolidate and start working together. 
   472   Hire qualified teachers. 
   476   We need to get more core type courses. 
   477   Prepare them better for college. 
   479   Consolidation. 
   481   Focus on basic skills, basic math. 
   482   Increase salaries. 
   483   Consolidation with Covington and rebuilding/renovating a new high school. 
   484   Consolidation. 
   489   Get more money and consolidation. 
   491   Allow instruction time for the tests, including tutoring after school. 
   492   Raise teacher pay, consolidation, rebuilding high school. 
   493   Consolidation and rebuilding out of flood plain. 
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   494   Build a new school. 
   499   Make sure they stay with state standards. 
   500   Pay teachers more. 
   501  Parents need to be more responsible as parents.  We have some decent teachers 

but we need a better pay scale. 
   508   Pay the teachers more and build a new school. 
   516  Test teachers, use program from Richmond where teachers are graded by outside 

agency. 
   517   Bring in more money. 
   520   Improve teacher salaries, upgrade schools. 
   521   Should go back to teaching three R's. 
   522  Need a new building with modern educational aids (equipment/technology).  

Need an economic shot-in-the-arm.  We need to merge as an area and away from 
petty differences and agree as a whole what is good for us all. 

   523   Quality teachers. 
   526   Hire better teachers, raise pay for teachers, consolidation. 
   527   Make sure they get the best teachers and pay salaries to entice better teachers. 
   528  Should get more kids more involved in activities, should be after school programs 

for high school kids that do not involve "making" the team--i.e., regular kids. 
   535   Consolidation. 
   536   They could merge. 
   539  They need to get together and decide what they are going to do about 

consolidating or merging. 
540  More aides in classrooms so teachers can leave room (e.g., for bathroom breaks). 

   544   Merging with Covington. 
   545   Expansion or addition to Covington High so it could become a senior high school. 
   546   Put God and prayer back into the schools. 
   547   Make parents more responsible for children’s actions.  Fix the testing. 
   548   More parent involvement; teach more than the SOLs. 
   550  To get better teachers they need to raise salaries.  Need teachers with 

experience/more education rather than fresh out of college; same for substitutes--
require advanced degrees.  Merger should go forward. 

   551  Consolidate. 
   553   Listen and pay the teachers more. 
   555   Pay teachers better. 
   556   Consolidate and then they can build a new school. 
   557   Better communication with the parents. 
   562  Good teachers are at least as important as new schools; the slow learners and the 

bright kids are attended to: the middle of the road kids are often left behind. 
563  Board needs to stop fighting; start getting along on some things. 

   564   Rebuild all old buildings. 
   566   Pay the teachers more to get higher quality teachers. 
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567  Get rid of idiots on the Board of Supervisors.  Need people with positive attitudes. 
568  Not much communication coming from the schools good or bad, communication 

seems to be reporter's opinion and not from the schools.  Make sure public knows 
what's going on, right and wrong.  Some school statistics need to be compiled--
how do we know what the schools need if we don't know what the educational 
results/outcomes are? 

570  Offer higher levels of mathematics, and ensure the teachers cover more diverse 
cultures.  The superintendent is outstanding! 

   573   Consolidation. 
   574  They need to take into consideration the change of the times and try to keep up 

with technology, computers, etc. 
577  Training classes for teachers to see if they are up to date with teaching 

qualifications. 
   578   Consolidate, it would give them a better teacher base. 
   580   Keep small classrooms. 
   583   More options for the school. 
   585   Closer supervision. 
   586   Teachers should be more one-on-one with students. 
   588   Pray. 
   589   Improve playgrounds. 
   592   Need to get more jobs in the community so there aren’t so many poor people. 
   593   Have competitive programs. 
   597   Merging with Covington. 
   600  Firm believer in parent-teacher communication.  When concerns about child are 

not addressed, it is very sad.  Particularly when cell phone and email addresses are 
given to teachers.  Information given to other relatives and not to respondent.  
When teacher has a problem with respondent’s child, teachers should call 
respondent. 

   609   Consolidation with Covington’s government and school system. 
   611   Need new computer systems for kids. 
   614   Stay the course. 
   618  Build a new high school in a different place, pay the teachers more, and change 

the block system. 
621  Let the teachers teach (not just SOLs).  Allow the schools to discipline the 

students; enforce respect for both teachers and peers--disrespect in the schools is 
interfering with the learning process. 

   626   Consolidation. 
   627   Need some more industry to get the money to build more schools. 
   628   Don't build schools in flood zones. 
   630   Consolidation. 
   636  Get rid of waste.  Too many people in the state with hands in the till.  Northern 

Virginia takes all the state money. 
   638   Consolidation, better education. 
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639  They need to come to terms with what needs to be done and just do it.  They take 
too long to act on a problem while meanwhile it becomes a larger problem. 

   640   Maintain the quality of teachers. 
   645   Teachers and administration need to show more interest in the students. 
   648  People not contributing to local economy (on welfare) are making too many 

demands of the schools (more computers, more teachers, more activities, and 
more buses).  The local economy cannot afford it.  The new schools are 
architectural masterpieces, are not necessary, and silly for this area.  The schools 
shut down in anticipation of bad weather instead of waiting for it to occur.  The 
buses run when they are empty.  Too many political problems.  The Governor 
needs to step in and stop the waste. 

650  The teachers have been there for years.  They need to bring in younger people 
who can relate better with younger generation.  Consolidation would not be bad 
for athletics, but the quality of education would not be affected.  The merger 
seems to be for reasons other than academics: thinks it's purely for sports and 
that's the wrong motivation. 

   656   Consolidate two school systems and use the consolidated money for one system. 
   658   Give teachers higher pay. 
   660   Generally continue doing what they're doing--it's going in the right direction. 
   663   It would help if teachers and everyone else did their jobs. 
   665   They should have stricter discipline with the students. 
   666   Consolidate. 
   668  They have to come to grips with reality and what is going on in the world around 

them, keep/get jobs, so that education is meaningful to the local community. 
   672   Consolidate. 
   673   All three localities need to work together. 
   675   Consolidation. 
   676   Do something about open classroom; not so many field trips.  Teach the kids. 
   680   Teachers salaries. 
   681  Improving the quality of the teachers will improve the quality of the students.  We 

spend more money on uniforms or flooring instead of trying to get a quality 
education for the students. 

   687   The government bodies need to work together. 
   689  Before they took prayer out of the schools the worst school problems were 

chewing gum in class and running in the halls.  Look at how things have eroded. 
More faith-based teaching in the classroom is required.  Give them a sense of self 
and something to live for. 

   691   Stricter administrators. 
   692   Consolidate and work together with the other governments. 
   693   Consolidation. 
   694   Be more supportive. 
   695   Make some changes in the curriculum, consolidate. 
   697   Maintain good quality teachers. 
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699  Consolidation will give them more students and the government subsidy would be 
a lot more. 

   701   Consolidation. 
   705   More help from the public. 
   710   Merge with Covington. 
   715   Get more paid volunteers. 
   718  Consolidation of high school, improved tenure system revamped/merit-based or 

outcome-based raises (more accountability). 
   724   Consolidate. 
   729   Recruit more teachers outside of area. 
   732   Teachers need to build more rapport with the children. 
   734   Teachers need to do their jobs better. 
   737  High school needs better people running it.  School lost respondent’s sophomore 

credits, parents signed for respondent to quit school, but school took family to 
court and said parents had not signed for respondent to quit but they had. 

   740   Consolidation. 
   743   All of the above. 
   748   Take care of problems as they arise and fix them. 
   749   New leadership, get more people to live in Alleghany County so economy grows. 
   751   They should renovate or remodel. 
   752   Form a group and stay on top of the high school problem. 
   754   Solar panels. 
   756   Need better facilities for handicapped, elevators in different parts of the school. 
   757   Consolidation and better spending of limited resources.  No new AHS. 
   763   Like any profession, you need to have dedicated employees. 
   767   They are going to have to start working together, all local governments. 
   768  Air conditioning, improvement of parking at AHS, governing bodies need to get 

along.  Board members should not act like Peyton Place residents, does not look 
good in the newspapers.  These people can do better. 

772  Expanding curriculum in languages (not just French and Spanish) and sciences, 
utilization of more distance learning, and infrastructure (different locations of 
facilities within consolidation) and changes in age distribution (8th graders should 
not be in with high schoolers). 

773  Math curriculum needs to be ironed out/re-done/overhauled.  Band needs new 
equipment. 

774  More communication, parent involvement, dual enrollment, make parents feel 
welcome at the schools. 

   780   Have more teachers. 
   781   New building issues.  Keep small rooms. 
   785   Hire a better superintendent.  This one is the bottom of the barrel. 
   786   Just put forth a little more effort into what they are doing now. 
   787  Consolidation and governments working together.  One faction is fighting to keep 

industry out and ruining it for everyone by keeping new businesses out. 
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789  We need the state to fulfill its promises about the lottery.  We need more 
cooperation among the governments and the Board of Supervisors. 

   791   Better teachers. 
   794   Consolidation. 
   799   Consolidation with Covington. 
   802   Consolidation. 
   804   More input from parents. 
   805   Consolidate. 
   807   Consolidation. 
   812   Get back to the basics. 
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